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ABSTRACT
The stochastic programming model named STABIL is the model (1.1), where we 
minimize a linear or nonlinear objective function under a probabilistic and 
some.further constrains. In this paper we are concerned with a special case 
of this model-type, where the functions g^,..., g ^ ^ f  are linear. The 
model is applied to the 4th Five-Year Plan of the electrical energy sector 
of the Hungarian economy where the underlying deterministic model is the 
corresponding deterministic sector model of the 4th Five-Year Plan.
This application is of experimental type, as the construction of the model 
and the computations were performed in the time, in which the 4th Five-Year 
Plan was already running. In this paper we describe the model, the solving 
algorithm, the computer program, the parameters of the model and the compu­
tational results.
Very interesting phaenomenon is that that there is’ no significant difference 
between the optimum value of the deterministic underlying problem and that 
of the related STABIL model, but different optimal solutions turned out.
As regards the reliability level of the optimal solution of the deterministic 
underlying problem it turned out to be very low while that of the optimal • 
solution of the STABIL model is high. The appearance of this phaenomenon 
makes interesting the numerical example also in itself independently from
ethe special problem in connection of which it occured.
1. Introduction.
In this paper we describe in detail the probabilistic constrained 
stochastic programming model named STABIL. The model, its theory and the 
solving algorithm are described in a shorther form in the papers C1+ j, C5D 
and [83 . Further we apply the model to the electrical energy sector of 
the Hungarian economy in the frame of the 4th Five-Year Plan. The descrip­
tion of the linear programming model of the 4th Five-Year Plan can be 
found in [13 and [33.
The STABIL name of the model is introduced in this paper. This name is 
not an abbreviation. The reason why we have chosen it is that the model 
contains a probabilistic constraint, where we prescribe a high proba­
bility level with which the system has to operate.
In the paper the computer program system of the solving algorithm of the 
model (1.1) is also described in a short form. For further details the 
reader is referred to the paper [23.
The applications of our model is experimental for two reasons. Firstly 
because the underlying problem of the stochastic programming model was 
the deterministic electrical energy sector model of the 4th Five-Year 
Plan already going on in the time in which this work was done thus we 
could not think of the practical application of the numerical results. 
Secondly, there were lacks of information connected with the relevant 
probability distribution of the occuring random variables and some sub­
jective considerations were applied in order to fix this distribution.
The STABIL stochastic progarmming model is the following
G(x) = PCg^x) ^ i = 1, ..,,m) ^  p,
a . D
g.(x) > b., i = m+1, ..., m+M,
min f(x) .
7We are interested in that special case of the model where the functions
g, ,.••, g f are linear. The joint distribution of the random varia-i m+M,
bles £1 ,..., £m is supposed to be continuous with logarithmic concave 
joint density. The case we are dealing with here is the non-degenerated 
multivariate normal distribution which has the mentioned property. In the 
model (1.1) p is a prescribed probability, 0 < p < 1, the choice of 
which depends on us. p is of course near unity in practice. In the 
electrical energy problem the value of p was 0.9 respectively 0.95. 
As regards the further characteristics of the problem, m=4, M=106,
where the individual upper and lower bounds and the nonegativity con­
straints are incorporated and the vector x has 46 components.
The deterministic model, which is the starting point of the stochastic 
programming model construction i.e. the underlying deterministic model 
of the model (1.1) is the following:
g.(x) >_ b., 1 1 y • • • y ül
gi(x) > b., i=m+l,...,m+M
min f(x)
The values on the right hand side of the first row in (7.1) were 
supposed to be random and thus we were lead to model (1.1). In the prac­
tical model constructions the random variables are frequently replaced by 
their expectations. In such cases if we formulate stochastic programming 
decision model and look for the probability distribution of the random 
variables appearing in the model, then the expectations can be taken out 
from the underlying deterministic model. Following this methodology, the 
random variables of the model (1.1) will be written in the form
b. + a. ß., i=l,.. .,m,l l i  » * >
where
(1.3) E(ß^) = 0, i=l,...,m.
8We may also suppose that
(1.4) D(ß^) * 1, i=l,...,m.
The symbols E,D are used to denote the expectation and the dispersion, 
respectively. As we already mentioned in the special case of (1.1) we 
are interested in, the functions ,... »8m+m»f are linear. Let us intro­
duce the notations
(1.5)
g.(x) - a!x, i«l,...,m+M, 
f(x) - c’x.
The mathematical model aid the solving algorithms presented in this paper 
were constructed by A. Prékopa. The evaluation procedure of the distri­
bution function of the multivariate normal distribution, the program 
system for the solution of the problem (except for the linear programming 
package which was worked out by G. Kéri), and the numerical computations 
were done by I. Deák. The formulation of the deterministic underlying 
problem and all data collections were done by S. Ganczer and K. Patyi. 
The application of the stochastic programming model to the electrical 
energy sector i.e. the model adaptation of the model was done jointly 
by the authors of the present paper.
2. Detailed description of the stochastic programming model
We are concerned with the numerical solution of the following special 
case of the STABIL model:
(2.1)
G(x) - P(^ - (a! it—b^) ßi, i = l,...,m) > p,
i
a!x > b. i*m+l,... ,m+M,— l—  = i
min c'x,
where x 6 Rn .
9A. Prékopa proved in C53,ll6l! that if the joint distribution of the
random variables ß,,...,ß is continuous and the joint density is ofI m
the following type
(2.2) e" Q(- ), z e Rm
where Q(z) is a convex function in the entire space, which can be equal 
to + 00 , then the function G(x) is logarithmic concave in the entire 
space Rn. In our model it is supposed that the joint distribution of the 
random variables is a nondegenerated normal distribution.
In this case their joint density is of the form
(2.3)
1
m
(21Í) 2 /fej
where the matrix C is the correlation matrix of the random variables
ß1 9 • • • 9 9 i • e.i m
(2.4) cik ■ E(W >  i > k " 1 9 m •
Since the distribution is non-degenerated, the matrix C is positive 
definite so C  ^ exists and is also positive definite, hance by a well- 
-known theorem the function
(2.5)
is convex in the entire space Rm . If the joint density of the random 
variables ß^ ,.'. *,ßm is (2.3), :hen the function G(x) is logarithmic 
concave in the entire space R , i.e. for every pair of vectors 
x^,x.2 6 Rn and 0 < X < 1 we have the inequality
G(Xx t + (1-X)x2) > CGix^^tGUj)}1 X(2.6)
10
Since G(x) > 0 for every x 6 Rn , this implies that log G(x) is a 
finite valued concave function in the entire space Rn .
Algorithms for the solution of Problem (2.1). The function in the first 
constraint of (2.1) is quasi-concave. If a nonlinear programming method 
converges whenever the constraints are quasi-concave and the objective 
function is linear, it can be applied for the solution of our problem. 
Such a method is Zoutendijk’s method of feasible directions in particu­
lar Procedure P2C10, p.74D. For the proof of the convergence in case 
of quasi-concave constraining functions and convex objective function 
(to be minimized) see CU3 , C5H, CT3. Before presenting the method for 
the solution of Problem (2.1) we describe the mentioned Zoutendijk method 
for the problem
G(x) 2l P>
(2. 7) a.’ x > b., i 6 I,— l —  =  l 
min f (x),
where the functions G and f are not specialized according to (1.1) 
and (1.5). We only suppose that these functions are differentiable in 
every variable in the entire space Rn. Suppose further, that the set 
determined by the linear constraints is nonempty and bounded. Let _Xj 
be an arbitrary vector satisfying the constraints of Problem (2.7). We 
define by induction the successive iterations. Suppose we already deter­
mined the vectors x, , ...,x, and want to determine the vector x, . in 
the (k+1) -th iteration. One iteration consists of two parts. In the 
first part we solve the following so called direction finding problem:
(2.8)
G(x^) + VG(x^) [ x - x ^ J + U y ^ p ,  
a!x > b., i 6 I,— l—  =  l *
vf 0^) X - 3^: < y, 
min y,
11
where U is an arbitrary but throughout the whole procedure fixed 
positive number. The number of the variables in the linear programming 
problem (2.8) is n+1, since the vector 21 has n components and y 
is a variable too. There is always at least one vector satisfying the 
constraints of (2.8). Such a vector is the n+1 component vector 
x = 2^  . y = o.
Since 21 varies in a bounded set, the objective function is bounded from
below, hence the problem (2.8) has a finite optimum. Let y . denoteopt
the optimal value ot the objective function of Problem (2.8). If 
yQpt = 0, then the procedure terminates. If y0pt f 0, which means in 
this case y < 0, then we proceed to the second part of the (k+l)-th
iteration which is the determination of the steplength. Let ^  he an 
optimal solution of Problem (2.8). Then we minimize the function of the 
variable X:
(2.9) f(2k * X(2k - 2k>) X > 0,
on that part of the half line 2^  + X(22* “ » which belongs to the set
of feasible solutions of Problem (2.7) Under very general assumptions
this minimum is obtained for some X. If X^ is a mininizing X, then we
define x, . as follows:—k+1
(2. 10, x,-k+1 " 2k \ (2{ - 2k>-
Solution of Problem (2.1) in two phases. In the second phase we 
solve Problem (2.1) under the assumption that we have a vector X-^ 
satisfying the constraints. In the first phase our aim is to find a 
vector 21^ satisfying the constraints.
In the second phase we take into account the meaning of the function G 
and the fact that f is a linear function of the form (1.6). The 
gradient of the function G will be given in the next section. The 
gradient of the function f is the constant vector c*. The function'
(2.9) has the form
12
(2.11) c ’ ( ^  + X (x* - 3^)) •
This is to be minimized on a bounded interval since the set of vectors 
x defined by the constraints of Problem (2.1) is convex and bounded. 
Since we have y t < 0» it follows that e_*x* < c ’^ *  Thus 2^ = 
which implies that the set of vectors belonging to 0 X 1 is a 
non-degenerated interval. Since it is part of the above mentioned closed 
interval so the latter is also non-degenerated. The minimum is attained 
at that endpoint of the interval which belongs to the positive X value. 
It is easy to see, that the vector 2^+i is a boundary point of the set 
defined by the constraints of the problem. Thus all the the points 
—2*— 3’ are boundary points.
In the first phase we want to find a vector 21^  satisfying the 
constraints of Problem (2.1). We use the same method which is described 
for the solution of Problem (2.7) but now we maximize the first con-•J
straining function G of Problem (2.1) under the linear constraints of 
Problem (2.1). This can be considered as a special case of Problem (2.7). 
Thus we apply the method of solution for the problem
(2.12)
a!x > b .,— l—  =  l i 6 I,
max G(x) ,
i.e. for the equivalent problem
(2.13)
a!x > b . , i 6 1,—l—  = i
min (—G (2O )
as long as we reach a vector x^ which satisfies the inequality 
( 2.14) GO^) > p.
This vector x^ can be used as the starting vector for the second phase. 
The method applied for the problem (2.13) can be summarized the fol­
lowing manner. We start from a vector z^ which satisfies the constraints
13
of the problem 
programming. If 
order to define 
lem:
(2.13). Such a vector z^ can easly be found by linear 
we already determined the vectors z^,...,z^ then in 
z^+  ^ we consider the following direction finding prob-
(2.15)
a!z > b. , i 6 I,— l—  =  l
- G ^ )  + V(-G)zk)) (z-z^) £  y,
which can be reformulated as follows
(2.16) a! z > b .,— l —  =  l i 6 I,
mini-VGiz^) (z_ - z^) ) .
The stopping rule and the step length determination was already 
discussed above in connection with Problem (2.7). After all the method 
applied in the first phase is the well-known gradient method.
3. Convergence of the p r o cedure. As we already mentioned the
convergence of the procedure applied for Problem (2.7) was considered 
in [1*3, C53, LJ1. We recall the main theorem in a weaker but for the 
present purpose more comfortable form. This is the following
Theorem 1 Suppose that the following conditions hold:
I. The functions G and f are defined in the entire space Rn 
and have continuous gradient there.
II. The function G is quasi-concave and the function f is 
convex in the entire space.
III. The set K = {.x|«i!jt >= b^, i 6 1} is non-empty and 
bounded.
IV. For every x satisfying the equality G(x) = p there 
correspondes a vector y in the set of feasible solutions
14
with the property
(3.1) V G(x) - x) > 0.
If the procedure terminates in a finite number of steps and the last 
vector is x^, then we have
(3.2) fO^) = m -^n
x G L
If the sequence is infinite then we have
(3.3) lim f (x.) = min f(x),
K-*°° xGL
where L is the set of the feasible solutions of the problem.
The convergence of the procedure applied for Problem (2.1) can be 
prooved by using Theorem 1. We formulate two different theorems for the 
two phases. It is obvious that the first phase has to terminate in a 
finite number of steps, while in the second phase it is enough if the 
procedure converges. First we consider the convergence problem of the 
second phase. We prove
Theorem 2, Besides the assumptions formulated in connection with 
Problem (2.1) suppose, that there exists a vector ^GL, for which
(3.4) G (y) > p.
Then the second phase procedure is either finite and the last vector 
x^ satisfies the relation (3.2) or it is infinite and the relation
(3.3) holds. As before, L denotes the set of feasible solutions of 
the problem.
15
Proof. We have to prove that the assumptions I-IV of Theorem 1 hold. 
Assumptions I and II are satisfied trivially. Assumption III was 
earlier introduced in connection with Problem (2.1). So we only have 
to check the validity of Assumption IV. Indirect proof will be applied. 
Suppose there exists an x 6 L  for which G(x) • p such that for every 
£€ D we have
(3.5) V G(x) (^ - x) £  0.
The function log G is finite valued and concave in the entire space. 
This implies that the following inequality holds for every ^ € R n
log G(^) - log G(x) £  log G(x) (£ ~ x) =
(3.6) 1
= -----  VG(x) “ x).
G(x)
If 2.6L, then (3.5) and the inequality G(x)>0 together imply
(3.7) G (Z ) < G(x) = p.
This is a contradiction, thus the theorem is proved.
The following theorem summarizes our statement in connection with 
the finiteness of the first phase.
Theorem 3, Besides the assumptions already introduced in connection 
with Problem (2.1) assume that there exists a vector for which
the inequality (3.4) holds. Then starting from any vector z^6 K, 
after a finite number of steps we reach a vector lying in the set L.
sC...
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Proof. The method applied in the first phase is the classical gradient 
method, so we might refer to any already existing convergence theorem 
relative to the gradient method. Nevertheless, for the sake of presenting 
a unified approach we refer to Theorem 1. By Theorem 1 it follows 
that if we apply the method of the first phase not for Problem (2.13) 
but for the problem
(3.8)
a?z > b., i 6 I,— l—  =  l
min (-log G(z)),
then the obtained sequence z^jZ^,... e*-^her finite and the last 
vector z minimizes the objective function of Problem (3.8) or the 
following relation holds
(3.9) lim (-log G(zc)) = min (- log G(z) ).
1^-K» z G K
Now the (2.16) - type problem is the following
(3.10)
a! z^ _> b^, i G I,
mi" (' g (í7 7 vg(^ )
The objective functions of Problems (3.8) and (2.16) differ only 
in a positive constant factor hence the sets of optimal solutions are 
the same. The same is the situation in the second part of the k-th 
iteration when we determine the step length as it makes no difference 
whether the function - G or the function - log G is minimized.
Thus if we obtain a sequence z,^ » £_2»• • • by the procedure applied for
Problem (2.13), this sequence is appropriate from the point of view of 
the procedure applied for Problem (3.8) too hence in case of a finite 
sequence the last vector minimizes the function - log G, so at the 
same time the function - G and in case of an infinite sequence
17
(2.11) lim (-G (z, ) ) = min (-G(z) ) 
k-*=° zGK
Since there exists a ^GK, for which G(^) > p holds after a finite 
number of steps we must reach a vector lying in the set L. Thus the 
theorem is proved.
applied for the solution of Problem (2.1) we need values of the gradient 
of the function G(x). In addition we need the values of the function 
G(x). To the problem of determination of these latter values we return 
Section 6. Now we show that the method we can apply for the determination 
of G(x) is essentially suitable for the determination of VG(x). We 
shall see that while the evaluation of Gfx) requires the evaluation of the 
distribution function of the m dimensional normal distribution the 
determination of VG(x) requires the evaluation of the distribution 
function of the m-1 dimensional normal distribution.
Denote (J)(z^ ;C) the probability density function (2.2) and <f>(z;C) 
the corresponding probability distribution function. Introduce the 
following notations i
4. Evaluation of the gradient of the nonlinear constraining 
funct ion. Both in the first and the second phase of the procedure
i = 1
(4.1) L (x)
The function G can be written now as
G (x) = <J) (L(x) ; C)(4.2)
18
It is well-known in probability theory that if FU) = F(z^.... z ) is
a distribution function of a continuous distribution, which is the joint
distribution function of the random variables then between
the conditional distribution function F(z_,...,z | z ) of the randomz m l
variables ^ ’’" ’^m given that E,^ = z^ and the partial derivative 
of the function F with respect to z^ the following relation holds
( 4.2) 3F ( z . ,z )
3z,
F •••tzm \zj)
where f^(z) is the density function of the random variable E,^ . Similar 
equalities hold for the derivatives with respect to the other variablesi 
Applying the formula (4.2) for the distribution function <j>d;C) we 
obtain
(4.4)
3(J)0z;C)
= <j)(z2,...,zm |z1)(()(z1)
where p(z) is the density function of the standard normal distribution. 
It is also well-known, that
(4.5) $(^2* *"# 9 z].) m
rz2~r l2Z1
/l —r ^
1 12
Zm rlmZ l g d )1 
;lm
(1)
where the correlation matrix S consists of the following elements
(4.6) (1)slk
rik ril rkl l ,k-2,... ,m.
/I - -2il A  -  -2kl
19
Similar formulas hold if one of the variables z0,...,z plays the i. m
role of z . The corresponding correlation matrices will be denoted 
by S(2\.;.,S<”>.
It is reasonable to introduce a notation for the components of the 
vectors Let us denote the components of a_j by the symbols
a^,...,ajn , j*l,...,m. Now we give a formula for VG(x). In order to
avoid inconvenient notation, we describe the components of this vector, 
but do not unite them in a vector form. These components are the 
following
(4.7)
L2 W -rj2L i
/I - -212
Lm (2)-rl m V £ ) „(1) . .......-------------- ;SV J <J>(Lj (x)) a 11
A  -  -2lm
+ . . .  +
+<f>
L (x)-r L (x) l —  ml m —
/ 1 - r2ml
L ,(x)-r .L (x) f v . - ,m-1 —  m m-1 +ft (x) , ml
/I - -2m m-1
m —
m
,L2(x)-r]2L [(x)
/ 1 - 12
Lm (x)-ri™L i<x) /i\ im — lm I -  „(I) ,,, , In------ ------ - ; Sv H>(L,(x»----  +..+
/ l - 2
lm 1
+4>
'L (x)-r L (x) 
I — ml m —
/I - ~2ml
L ,(x)-r ,L (x) , .m-1 —  m m-1 m —  „(m) 1 ,,T , . . mn
-I S | > - y
/l— 2 mm m-1
The numerical determination of the values of the function <{> does not 
make any difficulty. After all the same method applies for the 
determination of G(x) and VG(x).
20
5. Formulation of the economic p r o b l e m . At the Institute of Economic 
Planning belonging to the Hungarian National Planning Office a large 
scale linear programming model was developed as a part of the planning 
method of the 4th Five-Year Plan. The model is a large-scale linear 
programming model comprising the interrelations of the physical values 
and the financial processes. It has a decomposition structure i.e. the 
model contains sectors related to the branches of the national economy.
Our underlying deterministic model is the electrical energy sector model 
of the large-scale model. When formulating our model the remaining sectors 
were supposed to work on fixed levels. Specialities of the electrical 
energy sector were taken into account such as the long time-lag of ener­
getical investments, the substitution possibility of different kinds of 
fuels etc. The variables of the model can be classified in the following 
manner: production of electrical energy by exogenous capacity (having 
completed before the planning period), production of electrical energy 
by endogenous capacity (to be completed during the planning period), the 
various kindsof fuels, import and export of electrical energy, marking out 
the Rouble and Dollar relations, variables representing the individual 
investment projects (new power stations), investment variables which take 
into account the different financial resources, purposes and manners of 
use. The constraints of the model contain the manpower balances, cons­
traints on investment, foreign trade balances, the balance of the state 
budget, the constraints containing the demand for electrical energy and 
other financial constraints.
The data of the numerical model were gained from the above mentoined 
large scale model, from the coordination period of planning works and 
from the official statistics. Since the plan indices are obtained by 
forecasting, we have to deal with uncertainty so the formulation of a 
stochastic model is reasonable. We assumed that the uncertainty in the 
statistical data can be neglected as compared to that of the plan indices. 
Having analysed their economic contents, four constraints of the deter­
ministic model was regarded stochastic, i.e. m = 4 in the model (2.1).
Now we outline the content of the mentioned four constraints and the 
four right hand side values in the deterministic mode] . The right hand 
side value b^ is the planned negative saldo of the foreign trade in
21
Rouble relation while the corresponding constraint prescribes that 
this saldo should not exceed a certain planned level. The right hand side 
value b^ and the corresponding constraint have the same meaning in 
Dollar relation. The underlying deterministic version of the third and 
fourth stochastic constraints express the relation between the electrical 
energy sector and the other sectors. The third constraint is essentially 
that row of the input-output table which corresponds to the electrical 
energy sector. This constraint includes the requirement for the electrical 
energy sector to assure the equilibrium of the input- and output of the 
national gross product in value terms, b^ is equal to the sum of inputs 
of the productive sectors except for the electrical energy sector and 
of the non-productive sectors effected by the electrical energy sector. 
Finally the right hand side value b^ is equal to the cummulative minimum 
demand for electrical energy in the productive sectors except for the 
electrical energy sector and the non-productive sectors. The corresponding 
constraint is the product balance of the electrical energy in natural units. 
The right hand side values of the stochastic constraints in the stochastic 
programming model are b^ + , b2 + t>3 + ^363, + a^ß^.
The joint distribution of these random variables was supposed to be 
normal. Its parameters are given in Section 7.
6. Brief description of the computer program. The detailed
description of the computer program of Model {2.1) can be found in E2J. 
Here we outline only the most important features.
The main problem was the numerical determination of the values of the 
joint distribution function of the random variables ß,,...,ß . We recall, 
that the determination of these values and of the gradient values is 
essentially the same problem (see (4.2) and (4.7) ). The determination
of the values of the function cf) is carried out by a subroutine using 
a modified Monte Carlo integration technique. We approximate the integral 
of the function <|)(z;C) over the set {z | z < u } in the following 
way. First we choose a vector u^ so that the integral over the set
I Hq .5. —  5. H. } should be very near the integral over the_ former set.
Then we choose uniformly distributed random points from the set
{z_ I u^ <_ z_ <_ u } and take the arithmetic mean of the function values
22
belonging to these points. It is possible to determine the number of 
random points resulting a required precision i.e. incase of which 
the relative error does not exceed a prescribed level. In the special 
model we have to deal with the four dimensional normal distribution. The 
computation of one value of the distribution function takes 0.5 sec if the 
prescribed upper bound for the relative error 5%.
Special attention should be paid to the determination of the step length 
at each iteration. Our procedure applied for the evaluation of the 
distribution function of the normal distribution (like any other avail­
able procedure) does not give exact results. Only the expectation of the
estimations are equal to the true values. This fact is very inconvenient
*
when determining the feasible part of the ray (x  ^ + A (x^  - x^) | A 0} 
i.e. the intersection of this ray with the boundary of the set of feasible 
solutions. We apply here a stepping procedure moving up and down along 
the ray and successively reduce these length between the scaling points.
In this way we are lead near the required intersection point.
We had to agree in an "optimality criterion". A criterion formulated 
only in terms of the value yopt may have been satisfactory. However, we 
thought to be more suitable to formulate a more rigorous stopping rule, 
namely the following. The vector is considered optimal if the
difference between the values of the objective function belonging to 
x  ^t ^ and Xfc does not excead 1% of the latter and at the same time 
the difference between the individual components does not exceed 2% of 
the components of x^.
The computations were executed on a CDC 3300 computer of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. The program consists of a main program and six overlays. 
Five overlays run the simplex method, the sixth one contains the algorithm 
described in Section 2 and the evaluation procedure of the values of the 
normal distribution function.
The problem run in two very similar programs, one of them executed the 
first phase and the other one executed the second phase.
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7. Numerical data and results. The special model is of the following 
form:
(7.1)
G(x) - P(a! x < ff.ß. + b.,—  — l —  =  l l l i « 1,2,3,4 ) < p
a!x > b ., i B 5,.... 110, — 1—  =  x
min c ’x.
The linear functions standing on the left hand sides of the stochastic
cohstraints are specialized as follows:
, ) ■
ajx = ~25x25,
a_’x = -16.67x26,
a^x = 0,8696x 2A + x4(),
a^x = O^Cx^ + x2 + x^ + x^ ) - 0.il5x2A
where x^ and x2 are the productions of the electrical energy" by 
exogenous resp. endogenous capacity, x^ and x^ are the imports of 
electrical energy in Rouble resp. Dollar relation, x2A is the value of 
the production of the electrical energy sector, x2^ and x ^  are the 
values of the imports of the electrical energy sector in Rouble resp. 
Dollar relation, is the total value of the import of the electrical
energy sector.
The expectations b ^ b ^ b ^ b ^  and the dispersions a i»a2»a3»a4 on 
right hand sides of the stochastic constraints are the following:
(7.3)
b , = -48313, °1 = 483
b2 = - 426’ a2 * 4
b3 * 16000, a3 = 160
\  = 19000, a4 = 195
The expectations of the random variables ßj,ß2»8j»04 are equal to zero,
their dispersions are equal to 1 and their correlation matrix is the 
following matrix C:
X -0*8 0.4 0.4
-0.8 1 0.1 0.1
(7.4) C =
0.4 0,1 1 0,9
0.4 0,1 0,9 1
The linear functions in the second row of Problem (7.1) are divided 
into two groups. The first group contains the linear constraints having 
subscripts i*=5,...,52, the second group contains the remaining linear 
constraints of subscripts i=53,...,110. These latters are lower and upper 
bounds for some variables and nonnegativity constraints for the other 
variables. These and further numerical data of Problem (7.1) can be 
found in the paper 193, namely under (7.5) of C9J, and in the ap­
pendices C 3 □ and of 191.
The objective function which is the profit multiplied by -1, is the 
following
(7.5) c/x = x35 - x36,
where x ^  is the increase of wages and x^^ is the enterprise profit 
before taxation. The prescribed probability level is p=0.9.
First phase. We used x^£n > t i^e optimal solution of the deterministic 
underlying problem as the initial feasible solution. We computed the 
value of the function G belonging to this vector and obtained
level for the system. After this we maximized the function G(x) under 
the linear constraints of Problem (7.1), Five iterations were performed. 
The following numbers were obtained as values of the function G(x) (the
(7.6) G(x.. ) = 0.09. — lin
So the optimal solution x ^ n guarantees only a very low reliability
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first belongs to the vector x_^ ):
0.09; 0.13; 0.72; 0.90; 0.94; 0,97.
The first phase may have been terminated when we first received a 
probability greater than 0,9. Thus four iterations would have been 
enough. However, we were interested in answering the question that how 
high probability level could be achieved under the linear constraints of 
Problem (7.1). We interrupted the computations at the value 0,97 because 
it already shew that this maximal probability level is very high. The 
first phase was executed in 19 minutes, namely the compute time was 8 min 
49 sec, and the channel time was 5 min 19. sec.
Second phase. As starting vector we used the last obtained vector in the 
first phase in case of which the value of the’ function G equals 0,97. 
The computer program run 46 minutes out of which the compute time was 
25 min and the channel time was 12 min.
Deatailed description of the 46 minutes total running time.
Preparing the data for the simplex methods 3 min 10 sec
Running of the simplex methods 30 min 39 sec
Running of the stepping procedures 6 min 34 sec
Checking the optimality criteria and
other computations 2 min.
The optimization was performed in 9 steps. The values of the objective 
function in the iterations were the following.
- 4033; -4101; -4366.9; -4367; -4367,32;
- 4367,48;-4367.84;-4367,9; -4369.71; -4369.86.
It is surprising that on the optimal solution i.stoc^ °f *-^ e stochastic
programming model the value of the objective function is equal to the
value of the objective function on x, . . As for the values of the
function G we have G(x ,) = 0.9 and we recall that G(x . ) = 0.09.— stoch — lin
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Thus it is possible to achieve the same objective by a vector representing 
a considerably greater reliability level than x^£n * This phenomenon is 
remarkable apart from the special meaning of the numerical model.
Below we give those components of the vectors x, . and x , the 6 K — lin — stoch
relative differences of which are more than 10%:
Component subscript
20
21
22
23
43
46
lin —stoch —  stoch
0 1233,9
994 13,7
1950 714,4
517 1586,2
2370 1655,8
2407 1007,3
The economic meanings of these cpmponents are described at the end of 
the paper.
The complete computer program run with two more data-set as an experiment.
Here under a.) and b.) we make an account about the obtained results.
a)Except for the probability p the data remained unchanged. The 
new value was somewhat greater, namely p = 0.95. The value of the 
objective function is -4365.8 on the optimal solution of the 
stochastic programming model. Thus there is no great difference 
relative to the former optimal value of the objective function.
The optimal solution differs considerably from both the former 
vector x, . and the former vector x ^ ^  , . Here we list those 
components in which the relative deviation is at least 10%.
/
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Component subscript x, .— lin x U;—stoch
5 0 0.353
10 0.1 0.003
13 0.37 0.44
20 0 11.1
21 994 1080
41 830 938
46 2407 1.24
In this case the reliability level is
(the case of p=0.95)
for the correlation matrix the data remain unchanged. We have the 
following new correlation matrix.
(7.7) ci ’
/ 1 1 o 9 0.3 0.3
-0.7 1 0.1 0.1
0.3 0,1 1 0.9
0.3 0.1 0.9 1
The optimal value of the objective function is -4292 which 
considerably differs from the former optimal values of the objective 
function. The components in which the relative deviation exceeds 
10% are the following.
Component subscript 
5
12
13
20
21
22
23
41
45
46
x . — lin x(3)— stoch
0 10.1
0.23 0.11
0.37 0.5
0 341
994 879
1950 1602
514 720
830 930
2962 2429
2407 38
(the case of the matrix V
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The detailed economic analysis of the vectors x, . , xv 2^) (2) — l m  — stoch
— stoch ^stoch n0t °Ur a m^ *"n PaPer- The only thing what
we mention is that the plans of greater reliability level propose
the use of more coal and less fuel oil to be consumed in endogenous
power stations.
Finally we describe the meanings of those components of the optimal 
solutions which are involved in this section.
Component subscript 
5
10
12
13
20
21
Meaning of the component
Production of electrical energy 
by endogenous capacity in nuclear 
power station.
Individual investment project 
"Dunamenti II" to be completed in 1977.
Individual investment project of a 
nuclear power station at Paks, to be 
completed in 1978.
Individual investment project of an oil 
operated power station, to be completed 
in 1978.
Consumption of natural gas in exogenous 
power station.
Consumption of fuel oil in exogenous 
power station.
22 Consumption of natural gas in endogenous 
power station.
23 Consumption of fuel oil in endogenous 
power station.
Total machinery requirement of 
investments in the electrical energy
sector.
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ci:
c?:
CS3
C U 3
C 5 3
43 Investment surplus in 1972
45 Investment surplus in 1974
46 Investment surplus in 1975.
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A No n l i n e a r  Programming  Met ho d  for t h e  So l u t i o n  of  a St o c h a s t i c
Programming Model  of A, Prékopa
by
J. Mayer
COMPUTER AND AUTOMATION INSTITUTE OF THE 
HUNGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
I . Introduct ion
The nonlinear programming algorithm presented in this paper is designed 
for the solution of a stochastic programming problem of A. Prékopa :6i, 
C8l,C101, but it can also be applied for nonlinear programming problems 
with only one nonlinear constraint. It is a combination of Zoutendijk’s 
PI method fill and the reduced gradient method of Wolfe C131, Abadie 
and Carpentier Ell. The algorithm works using feasible directions, but 
for handling the linear constraints, the very effective techniques of 
the reduced gradient method are applied.
In the next section the stochastic programming problem of A. Prékopa is 
discussed from a nonlinear programming point of view. Section 3 contains 
some numerical experiences with GRG and the motivation of our method. 
In the subsequent section the algorithms is described in details, and 
its convergence investigated. The last section contains some numerical 
experiences with the method.
2. The stochastic programming model of A. Prékopa
We consider the question of solving the following stochastic programming 
model of A. Prékopa:
max f(x)
(1) G W  i  P
A x  = b
x > 0.
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where x 6 R n , b eRm , A is m ' n , and m <n , r(A)=m,
matrix A is of full rank. The objective function is assumed to be a 
concave, continuously differentiable function and the nonlinear constraint
has the following form:
G(x) = PÍ S x Cl , where S is an r * n matrix,
8 =(ß,,...,ß ) is a random vector-variable, i.e. G(x) is the— 1 r —
probability of the event, that the system of linear inequalities Sx > g 
with random right-hand sides is fulfilled.
From the nonlinear programming point of view (1) is a nonlinear 
programming problem of a special type, it contains only one nonlinear 
constraint. The nonlinear programming approaches to the solution of the 
problem are all based on the following fundamental result of A. Prékor :
Z 6 l , 171 , C8l,
Theorem 1. Let ß,,...,ß_ be random variables with a joint probability
i z ^ ^density function of the following form: h(£) = e —  , where jr £R-i
rQ(z) is a convex function in the entire space R . Then the function 
G(x) in (1) is a logarithmic concave function on the entire space Rn.
In this paper it is assumed throughout that 3,,...,8 are in general
not independent random variables with a normal joint probability density 
function. It follows at once, that G(x) has -the following attractive 
properties:
Lemma 1. Under the above assumptions:
a. ) G(jc) is a logarithmic concave function.
b. ) VG(x) is Lipschitz-continuous, i.e. there exists a
constant L 0, such that for every x£ R0 . y £• Rm
I I VG(x) - VG(y) || < L • | | x - y | | holds.
c. ) If there exists a feasible y such that G(y)> p then for
problem (1) the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and
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sufficient conditions of optimality.
Proof: Statement a.) is a direct consequence of Theorem 1, and b.)
follows easily from the nice properties of the normal probability dis­
tribution function. For c.) Prékopa proved C93, that the existence of 
a vector ^ 6 R n , for which G(^) >p holds implies that the Kuhn-Tucker 
constraint qualification holds on the whole set of feasible solutions of 
problem (1). From this fact it is easy to derive c.) using the 
classical theory of optimality conditions.
3. Motivation of the algorithm
In this section we summarize our computational experiences with GRG 
reported in C53, and give some motivation of the algorithm presented in 
the next section.
There are two main difficulties which one encounters trying to implement 
some nonlinear programming technique to solve problem (1).
a. ) The evaluation of G(x) requires the calculation of the
r-dimensional normal probability distribution function, i.e. 
numerical integration in r-dimensional space. From the numerical 
study made by Deák C23 it turns out, that the best way to compute 
G(x) is using simulation techniques. We also used his subroutine 
for the calculation of the stochastic constraint in our numerical 
experimentation.
b.) The nonlinear programming problem (1) contains a constraint,
which can be calculated only approximately, and this calculation 
is relatively time-consuming. The purpose of this paper is to 
discuss this second difficulty.
Öur first attempt to solve (1) was using a general purpose experimental GRG 
code, a failure. Namely at every iteration GRG first generates a point, 
which is in general not feasible, then it tries to return to the feasible 
surface by initiating a procedure based on Newton’s method. However in the
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necessary matrix inversion computing errors get out of control, and 
afterwards it is impossible to return tc the feasible surface.
Next we developed a specialized version of GRG, which is based on the 
product form inverse-base technique for the linear constraints, and the 
critical step, i.e. returning to the feasible surface, reduces to the 
problem of computing the intersection of a line, completely determined 
by the linear constraints, and the surface G(x) = p. This is a much 
more stable approach, but the algorithm requires usually too much evalua­
tions of the stochastic constraint in locating the surface. As the calcu­
lation of G(x) is time-consuming, the code uses too much computing 
time.
Guided by this experiences we decided to modify the reduced gradient 
method. In the new method only feasible points are generated, and the 
efficient way of handling linear constraints, inherent in the reduced 
gradient method is preserved. To explain the idea, let us assume that at 
some point x, if we take the partition of the variables x = (£>£), 
y_ 6 Rm , and the same partition for A as A = (B,C) where B is mxm, 
then B is nonsingular and > 0.
We consider two different ways for determination a direction of move at 
x. Let us denote the direction by w, and take the same partition as 
for x: w = (^,v) , with u 6 Rm .
The corresponding subproblem in Zoutendijk’s PI method:
> €
^  v£, if G(x) = p
if z ^ = 0, i = 1,2,...,n-m
max £
vT f(x)u T+ V f(x)
L z
vT G(x)u T+ V G(x)z z
Bu + Cv = 0
V.1
1 
oAll
I I (u,V) I I < 1
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where V > 0 is a fixed number during the procedure. 
The subproblem in GRG:
max £
V* fQ0 Ü. + V*f(x) v > I
VT G(x) u + VTG(x ) v > 0—  —  z_ —  —  =
Bu + C v = 0
v. > 0
if G(x) = p 
if z.=0, i=l,..l ,n-m
II v II 1  1
In the new method the following subproblem is used determining the direction 
of move:
max X
VT f (x) u + VT f (x) v > £Z ~ ~ £ --- --
Vy £  + V 2 G(x ) V >
Bu + Cv = 0
if G(x) = p
v. > 0l = if z . =0, i=l,.l . ,n—m
< 1
This form enables a similar reduction like in the reduced gradient method, 
and in addition the algorithm will generate feasible points. So the linear 
part is handled by storing and updating B \  performing a change of the 
base if necessary, while feasibility is maintained. The algorithm 
constructed this way would be subject to jamming, so an anti zig-zagging 
prevention must be incorporated.
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4. Algorithm for the solution of the stochastic programming 
problem
In this section we describe a nonlinear programming method for the 
solution of problem (1). It is also applicable for nonlinear programming 
problems having only one nonlinear constraint, provided that the objective 
function and constraints fulfil the conditions listed below.
The convergence of the algorithm can certainly be proved under less 
restrictive assumptions, these assumptions were selected because in our 
practical problems they were fulfilled and on the other hand they allow 
a short and elegant convergence proof. For the sake of completeness our 
list also contains some already verfied properties of G(x). The 
assumptions are as follows:
a. ) The objective function f(x) is concave, differentiable, with
a Lipschitz-continuous gradient, i.e. there exists a constant 
L >0 such that for every x 6 ^ »  ^  6 Rn
I I Vf (x) - Vf (y_) I I ^  L • I - x I I is fulfilled.
b. ) G(jx) is a logarithmic concave differentiable function, VG(x)
is Lipschitz-continuous and bounded on Rn .
c. ) There exists a feasible point y_ such that G(y) > p holds.
d. ) The set of feasible solutions of problem (1) is bounded.
e. ) At any point x of the feasible domain there exists a base B
of A such that for all i 6 I , x. > 0 holds, where I isB l B
the set of basic indices. In other words we exclude degeneracy. 
Assume further, that r(A) = m, matrix A is of full rank.
The algorithm starts from a feasible point x.^^ » furthermore e^> 0
and the index set I, are selected in such a way that the corresponding1 (i)
columns of A form a base, and for a-kl l G Ij, x^ > is
fulfilled. Let v > 0, R > 0 be fixed numbers during the procedure.
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The algorithm works in an iterative manner, at each iteration new feasible 
(k)solution x , new tolerance and new index set 1^  are
determined, k«l,2,..., and each iteration is divided into steps. For the
sake of simplicity the base corresponding to I is denoted by B,
k -1the linear part of the constraints is handled by storing and updating B
(k)Let us assume that x ,e, I, , having the same properties as for k**l, 
are determined, k>l. For notational simplicity assume that the base 
consists of the first m colums of A, i.e. I^={l,...m}, denote the 
base by B. All vectors and the matrix A are partitioned into basic 
and nonbasic part: x^k) =  ^ a =(B,C) , similarly
for the direction w ^  = ( u ^  ,v^)) where 2.^6 R™, u ^ G  R™ and 
B is td x m.
The next iteration consits of the following steps:
Step 1: Compute the reduced gradient of f(x) and G(x) with respect
to the linear equality constraints:
(k).r = Vz f(x ) - Vv f(x (k)y — ) B *C
(2) sT= VT G(x(k)) - VT G(x(k)) B lC —  z —  y —
Step 2: Solve the following direction-finding subproblem:
(3)
max E,
>1
H
m| > £
T
—  X. > v£ if G(x(k)) < p + ek
v .i >. 0
(k)if z: < e. , k=l,...,n-ml =  k
|v|| < 1
(v , t ).Let the optimal sulution of this problem be denoted by
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Step
cases:
3^ If £ > continue at Step 4. Otherwise we consider two
Case 1: If £ <_ and £ 4 0, take ew l  = y  £v , x (k+1) (k)k+1 2 k* -
Ik+| “ 1^, this iteration is terminated, the next iteration starts at 
Step 2.
A
Case 2: If E, = 0 , solve the following subproblem:
(4)
max £
T
r v > 5
T rS V > V 5 if G(x(k))= p
v. > 0 l = if z.(k) = 0,l ’
Mill < i
Let the optimal solution be denoted by (v^ , £Q)« Here again we 
distinguish two cases:
• • (k)if = 0 the algorithm terminates, x ' is an
optimal solution of problem (1).
if
1
2 ek'k+1
starts at Step 2.
K >0, the iteration terminates,
°(k+l) (k) .
x “ H  > Ijc+| = 1^ the next iteration
(k) A t'k) -1 fk")Step 4: Let v = v , u. = - B  C v  and the direction:
W (k) . <u(k) , v (k>)
Step 5: Compute a starting step length:
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ak "
mini
wík)<0i
x(k)xi . . (kl■} if there Ttexiats i, l£i£n, for which '< 0
wTV holds*
otherwise
Step 6: Determine the step length of the iteration as follows:
a.k 2lo ~k where Z * £,q is the first integer, for which
(5)
(K(t) “k (k)
2*
w
(*(k> “k + T
(k)w
2Z
(k). a.
,$,+1
Z ^  0 if at Step 5 the was
computed according to the 
first row.
holds, i.e. either at Step 5 is computed according to the first
row and Z=Z =0 holds, or system (5) is not fulfilled for Z=Z -1, 
o o
Step 7: (k+1) + \ (k)=  -V “  A  T.TJk -
If at x (k+1) for all i 6 IStep 8:
then this iteration terminates, e 
starts at Step 1.
k
x (k+l) > _ holds, 
l k
k+i ~k* ^k+i * V  the next iteration
Otherwise starting from the present base a new base is determined, such 
that for the corresponding index set I^+j for every i 6 ^k+1 ^ >ek+l
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holds, where e. , - --- e , and either q=0 or q is the firstk+1 2^ k
positive integer for which a base having the above property can be found. 
Assumption e.) implies that this is always possible having £  ^ small
enough, for a practical procedure the interested reader may consult [1+3.
For the matrix B * is updated accordingly, the iteration terminates
and a new iteration starts at Step 1.
In the next part of this section we analyze the algorithm defined above.
In the case of finite termination the current point is an optimal solution 
of our problem. In fact:
Lemma 2: If the algorithm terminates at the k -th iteration at Step 3
(k)with = 0 , then x is an optimal solution of problem (1).
Proof: = 0 implies that the following problem
max £
V XT f(x°°) w > 5
VXT G(x(k)) w > if G(x( W ) - p
A w = 0
v . > 0 if zfk) - 0,l 1 9
l- !)«••) n-m
also has a finite optimum, and at the optimal solution the value of its 
objective function is 0. Now the same argument works as in 193. Using 
the Farkas-Theorem and the fact that assumption c.) guarantees a strictly 
positive multiplier for the objective function row, from (6) the Kuhn- 
-Tucker optimality conditions can be derived. According to Lemma 1 these 
are sufficient conditions of the optimality.
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In the case of an infinite sequence of iterations the sequence of objective 
function values increases, furthermore the algorithm continually improves 
the value of the objective function:
Lemma 3: Either the algorithm terminates at an optimal solution of problem
(2) , or for an infinite subsequence of the sequence of iterations it reaches 
Step 4, i.e. at this iterations the value of the objective function is 
strictly increased.
Proof. Let us observe that the iteration can be terminated at Step 3 only 
a finite times in sequence. From this fact our assertion follows easily.
Before proceeding let us mentioné that there exists a constant Q > 0 ,
such that for every iteration | | w ^  | | Q holds. In fact, because
there exist only a finite number of possible bases there exists a Q > 0  
such that:
w.00 (-B 1 C v (k) , v (k))I I < Q I |v(k)
There is one step in the algorithm which requires some discussion, we have 
namely to prove that at Step 6 it is always possible to select X^ as 
required there. This is a trivial consequence of the following statement:
Lemma 4: If X _< 4- — —  , then f(x^k  ^ + X w ^  )_>f (x^k^) + -^ X£_  2 q 2l - 2
Proof: Applying the Taylor-Theorem and using the Lipschitz-continuity of
Vf(x) we get:
f(x(k) + Xw(k)) = f (x(k))+XVxTf (x(k))w(k)+XCVxTf(x(k)+0Xw(k))-VxTf (x(k))3w(k) >
A
K
> f(x(k)+X5 - X2Q2L > f(x(k)) 4 x £ ,  if X < 4
2 Q2l
where 0 < 0 < 1.
In the remainder of this section we give a convergence proof for the algorithm. 
The crucial point of convergence proofs for algorithms which work with
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feasible directions and use the same anti zig-zaggig device is to prove
that £. -*■ 0 as k -*■ °°. CUD.k
This holds also in our case:
Theorem 2: If the algorithm generates an infinite sequence of points
then £. -*• 0 as k -*■ 00k
x (k)
Proof: Using the same argument as in Lemma 4 if (k).G(xVIV/) £  p + £ and
. ~~ (k) ka more simple reasoning also based on Taylor’s theorem if G(x ) >p+£^
it can be derived that G(x^k^ + X w ^ )  p provided that
X < min
v£
CTL ’ K*Q ’ , where K i s  an u p p e r bound f o r |VG'(x)
It is now clear that for X < min(f(T L  ’ ( f L  ’ K*Q ’ Q the point
(k) (k)
x + Xw is a feasible solution of problem (I) and in addition
(7)
(k) . (kk  ^ (k)N 1 ,2 L Jf(x + Xw ) _> f(x ) + y  X£ holds.
According to Lemma 3 there exists a subsequence for which £ > £/n K K
is fulfilled, where £ denotes £ at the k-th iteration. Let us denoteK
the set of indices in such a subsequence by J. For k € J  the point 
(k) (k)x + Xw is a feasible solution of problem (I) and (7) holds,
if X < £. £ , wheue=  k o
r i v 1 1 '
min >
L2QzL q 2l kq q
At Step 6 of the algorithm £ was the first integer, for which (5) holds,
1 °so necessarily X, > y £ £ , for k € J . Substitiling into (5)K Z~ K O
we get:
£ (x (k+1)) f (x(k))->- C £ o k k e j
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(k)Since f(x ) is
follows that e. ->0 k
decreasing sequence
a rionotone increasing sequence bounded from above, 
, (k-x»), k 6 J. However is a monotone
so 0, (k-x») holds.
it
Based on this theorem, the convergence of the algorithm can be proved.
Theorem 3: Either the algorithm terminates in a finite number of iterations
at an optimal solution of (I), or every accumulation point of the 
(k)sequence x , k = 1,2,... is an optimal solution of problem (2).
Proof: Because of the fact that f(x) is a concave function and f(x(k)),
k = 1,2,... a monotone sequence, it is sufficient to prove that in the
case of an infinite sequence there exists a convergent subsequence of the 
(k)sequence x , k = 1,2,... with a limit point being an optimal solution
of (2). To select such a subsequence first of all we mention that assump­
tion e.) implies that is reduced at Step 8 only a finite times.
Using this remark from Theorem 2 it follows that there exists a subsequence
k G J  holds, where Jof the sequence of iterations, for which £ _< e ,
tv K.
denotes the set of indices in this subsequence. According to assumption d.)
(k)we may assume that the sequence x , k G J  converges
(k)point x* , i.e. x -x x*, (k-x*>) , kGJ. We consider the following
problem:
to some feasible
max £
VxTf(x*) w IIV vT"
i
(8) VxTC(x*) w > if G(x*) = p
Aw = 0
w. > 0 if x* = 0 , i
w < 1
Let us denote the optimal solution of this problem by (w*,£*).
If here £*=0 holds, then using the same technique as in the proof of 
Lemma 2 it follows easily that x* is an optimal solution of problem (2).
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Let us assume that £*> 0 , we shall get a contradiction. If G(x*)>p, then
(k)for k large enough G(x ) > p + e , k 6 J. Similarly if for some i,
R (kl1 £  i <_ n, x| > 0 holds then for k large enough x^ > k 6 J
holds. On the other hand because of the continuity of Vf(x) and VG(x) 
for k sufficiently large
VXT f (x(k)) w* > j  
T fki * 1Vx G(x ') w > j  v£* if G(x*) = p
holds. Let us further consider all bases of A , and denote by t the 
maximum of the norms of the corresponding non-basic parts of w* . From 
our considerations it follows that the non-basic parts of (-£- w*, £*)
form a feasible solution to the direction-finding subproblems (3) , for 
k ^  kQ , k 6 J where k Q is sufficiently large. This implies
that > -J— £,* for k > k , k G J which contradicts the
fact that because for k G J , the sequence tends
to 0 for k-*» , k G J . This completes the proof.
Some final comments:
If we choose the norm ||v|| = max |v.| , then the subproblems (3) ,l^i^n-m1
(4) (8) are linear programming problems with only two rows, they can 
easily be solved. The method can be extended for more than one nonlinear 
constraint, if we have X, nonlinear constraints, the above mentioned LP 
sub-problems contain £+1 rows. This suggests that the method might work 
well with only a few nolinear constraints.
The method reduces to the reduced gradient method if there are only linear 
constraints, and it gives Zoutendijk’s PI method if except of bounds 
for the variables there are nonlinear constraints.
The first phase of the method, that is the determination of a starting 
feasible point x ^  and the corresponding base is carried out by maxi­
mizing G(x) subject to the linear constraints, like in C103.
The idea of modifying the reduced gradient method in order to vork with feasible 
points was first proposed by Kleinmichel and Sadowski C33, C12□, but they
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use different approach and get a different algorithm, Kleinmichel also 
gave a nice and general framework for proving the convergence of methods 
which operate with feasible directions C33.
5. Computational experiences with the method.
The numerical difficulties, which arise in the implementation of tie reduced 
gradient method for problem (1) are already explained in Section 2.
Here we only mention that the method described in the previous section 
proved to be superior to the specialized version of the reduced gradient 
method for all of our stochastic programming test problems.
First the algorithm was tested on a series of small-size problems, with 
satisfactory results. For instance the computational results are in 
accordance with a theorem of Slepian, which states that the two dimen­
sional normal probability distribution function ííx^jX^jr) is a 
monotone increasing function of the correlations coefficient r , at 
any fixed (x^, point.
Having thoroughly tested the algorithm we also solved a version of a 
model of the electric energy sector of the Hungarian Economy, a real- 
-life problem. The detailed description of this model can be found in 
the paper of A.Prékopa, S. Ganczer, I. Deák, K. Patyi Clol, together 
with a thorough analysis of Zoutendijk’s P2 method for this case, 
and some very interesting computational results. The model is a stochastic 
programming problem as described in Section 2, with 49 linear constraints 
and 72 variables after introducing slack variables for some inequality 
constraints. The stochastic constraint contained 2 rows. We solved the 
problem with p = 0.90 and p = 0.95, and have got essentially
the same optimum as reported in C103.
The code was developed on the framework given in the perivous section, 
in FORTRAN language, for a CDC 3300 computer. Some computational 
results of the above mentioned two runs are summarized in the following 
tableau:
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Phase 1. Phase 1 1 .
p=0.90 p=0.95
Starting v a 1ue of 
the objective 0.49993 3875.00 3875.00
Optimal value of 
the object i ve 0.99643 4371.68 4370.73
Value of G(x) 
at the optimum 0.99643 0.89999 0.95001
Number of 
i terations
19 18 16
Number of the 
calculations of 
G(x)
37 68 61
Computing time 
i n seconds
51 .24 45.71 40.82
Although we are aware of its insufficiency, just to give some comparison 
we mention that CDC’s LP package REX needed 51 seconds to solve 
in two phases the deterministic version of the problem on the CDC 3300.
Acknowledgement. I wish to express my thanks to Professor A. Prékopa 
for his advices and for suggesting this research.
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ABSTRACT
The models discussed in the present paper are generalizations of the models 
introduced previously by A. Prékopa fői and M. Ziermann C13I. In the 
mentioned papers the initial stock level of one basic material is determined 
where the delivery and demand processes allow certain homogenity (in time) 
assumptions if they are random. Here we are delaing with more than one basic 
materials and drop the time homogenity assumption. Only the delivery 
processes will be assumed to be random. They will be supposed to be 
stochastically independent. Out of the models discussed in this paper the 
first one was already introduced in C93.A11 these models are stochastic 
programming models where algorithms serve for the determination of the ini­
tial stock levels instead of simple formulas. We have to solve nonlinear 
programming problems where one of the constraints is probabilistic. The 
function and gradient values of the corresponding constraining function are 
determined by simulation. Numerical example is given.
1. Introduct ion. The models didcussed in the present paper are
generalizations of the models intrudoced previously by A. Prékopa C6l 
and M. Ziermann C13I. In the mentioned papers the initial stock level
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of one basic material is determined where the delivery and demand 
process allow certain homogenity (in time) assumptions if they are 
random. Here we are dealing with more than one basic materials and drop 
the time homogenity assumption. Only the delivery processes will assumed 
to be random. They will be supposed to be stochastically independent.
Out of the models discussed in this paper the first one was already 
introduced in C93. All these models are stochastic programming models 
where algorithms serve for the determination of the initial stock levels 
instead of simple formulas. We have to solve nonlinear programming 
problems where one of the constraints is probabilistic. The function and 
gradient values of the corresponding constraining function are determined 
Jby simulation.
r
The numerical evaluation of the models discussed in the present paper 
is more sophisticated than those of the earlier models of Prekopa and 
Ziermann. However, if the delivery process is inhomogeneous then with 
the present methodology we can get closer the reality and can handle 
many delivery processes simultaneously.
The most general model introduced in C6H is the following. Let M denote 
the initial stock level, (0,T) the investigated time interval, at 
the amount of the basic material delivered up to time t and ßt the 
cumulative demand which occured up to t, where 0 _< t ^  T. The ini­
tial stock level is to be determined in such a way that this be smallest 
M satisfying
(1.1) P (inf (M + a - 6 ) > 0 ) > 1 - e
0<t<T
where e is a previously prescribed, in practice low value, e.g. 
£*0,05. Under the assumptions introduced in C6l in connection with 
the random processes at , Relation (1,1) holds with equality in
case of the optimal initial stock. Thus an equation serves for the 
determination of M. This is called the Reliability Equation.
For the easier understanding of the generalizations we present in this 
papéi; we need to repeat the modelling of the random processes
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introduced in C6n. Since the model for Bt is the same as that of 
only its parameters are different, it will be enough to deal with 
at only.
Let X be a real number satisfying 0 <_ X 1 and £j,,,,,t further 
Tj,...,Tn_j be independent samples taken from the population uniformly 
distributed in (0,1). Let T* £  T* =  ••• =  Tn-1 t*ie ordered sample 
corresponding to x., i * l,...,n-l and put T* * 0, T* ■ 1.
Now we define at in the following manner:
(1.2) at = cXv/n + c(l-X)x*, 0 t £ T,
where v is the number of those t. which are smaller than t, cl
is a positive constant, cT equals the total demand occuring in the 
time interval (0,T) and this is supposed to be equal the total amount 
of basic material delivered in the same time interval. If X = 1 then 
is the empirical probability distribution function belonging to the 
sample tj,...,tn . In connection with ß we use m instead of n and 
y instead of X.
In C6l it is proved that the following limit relations hold:
(1.3)
mn
1im P ((--------------------
m+n+m(l-X)2+n(l-y)2nr*00
n-x»
sup (at - 8t> < y) = 
0<t<l
= lim 
nr»00
n-*»
mn
p ((--------------------
m+n+m(l-X) 2+n(l-y) z
)2 sup (ß - a ) < y ) = 
0<t<l C Z
= <
exp(-2y2) 9 if y > 0
0 if y £  0
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Here we have fixed T*1 for the sake of simplicity. This choice does 
not restrict the generality.
If we assume the left hand sides of (1.3) approximately equal to the
right hand side value then for a given e the following M«M. value
a
turns out to be the approximate solution of the Reliability Equation:
a -4) \ v
i m - » 1
n
+ H-d-y)2
m
*
If at is a deterministic process and a = ct (0 _< t 1), then the 
corresponding M value can be ontained from (1.4) if we take the 
limit n -*• °°. We proceed similarly if is deterministic. We remark
that the minimal amount 6 delivered at one delivery time and X are 
in the following relation: X = nó/c. Similar relation holds for the
parameters of the process ß^.
2. Generalization of the delivery and demand processes.
In this section we repeat the generalization fo the delivery process 
as it is given in 19^.
In Section 1. we mentioned the following assumptions in connection with 
the delivery process:
a) the number of delivery times is fixed, this was denoted by n;
b) the n delivery time points are so distributed in the interval 
(0,1) as the elements of a sample of size n taken from a 
population uniformly distributed in the same interval;
c) the total delivered amount is constant and is equal to c 
which is at the same time equal to the total demand;
d) the random vector the components of which are the random 
delivered amounts is stochastically independent of the random 
vector of the delivery time points;
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e) denoting by 6 the smallest amount to be delivered if
one delivery occurs, the model for the distribution of the 
remaining amount among the n delivery times is the following:
divide the interval (0,c - nő) into n parts by choosing 
n-1 independent and uniformly distributed random points and 
assign the quantitites equal to the lengths of the subintervals 
to the n delivery times.
In what follows we maintain the assumptions a), c), d), and modify the 
assumptions b),e). For the modelling of the delivery process we choose 
L uniformly distributed independent random points in the interval 
(0,c-nő), where L > n-1. Let y*,...,y* denote the ordered sample 
formed from the L random points. Out of this ordered sample we select 
those which have subscripts kj < k^ <... < c^n_i and add to the fixed 
delivery amounts the following
(.2.1) n, - y£, . n2 - K- yk,.  nn = c - n ó - y j  ..
Thus the amounts delivered at the delivery times will be
(2.2) 6 + n , 6 + n0, .... 6 + n •i / n
Similar model is used for the delivery time points. To the fixed amount 
to be delivered at one occasion there corresponds a fixed time y as 
the minimal distance between two consecutive delivery time points 
(0 < y < 1/n). The delivery time points are selected from an ordered 
sample x* ^  x* =  • • • =  ^  of a sample of size N taken from a 
population uniformly distributed in (0,1 - ny), so that we select 
those elements which have subscripts jj < <...< jn » for the random
variables
*1(2.3) 9 9 • • • 9
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and finally take the partial sums of the random variables 
(2.4) Y + * Y + 2^ »•••» Y + £n •
This partial sums represent the n delivery time points.
Let s(z, ,..., z .) denote the joint probability density function 1 n-1
of the random variables Hj ,...» Hn_j. It is easy to see that this 
function has the following form
I c-nő
n
s (z j ,..., zn_j) —
r (L+i)
r(k.)r(k-k,)...r(k -k jra+i-k )1 2 1 n-1 n-2 n— 1
(2.5)
z, k -1 z„1 1 2
c-nő c-nő
k2~k l~ l
n-1
c—n6 ,
k -k „-1n-1 n-2 1 -
z.+ ... + z , 1_________ n-1
c-nő
L-kn-1
if z. >0 , i=l,...,n-l; Z + . . . + Z  . < c-nő and s ( z z  .) = 0l ’ ’ 1 n-1 1 n-1
otherwise.
Similar formula gives the joint probability density function of the 
random variables »•••, £n which we denote by r(Zj .... .
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>•••> Zn}
1 n+1 r (N+1)
1-ny r (j j ) r (j 2- j ,) ... r ( jn- jn_,)r(N+i - jn)
Z1 "'I Z 2 1
•••
r—<1•r->1CM•rn
1-ny 11-ny
Zn W r 1 z, +...+ z1 1 n
N-jn
1-ny ( 1-ny
if z^ > 0, i =1.... . Zj +... + z^ < 1 - ny and r(zj,...,z^)=0
otherwise.
Thus the random vectors (r|j , H n_j) and (£j £n) have
Dirichlet distributions. For properties of this multivariate distribution 
the reader is referred to [121.
3. The Inventory Mo d e l s .
Model I. E91« The model for the delivery process is that one discussed 
in Section 2. The demand is assumed to have constant intensity i.e. the 
demand occuring in the interval (0,t) is equal to ct where c is a 
constant. M denotes the initial stock level. The demand will be met 
continuously in the whole interval (0,1) if and only if the following 
relations hold
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M > Y + Cj
M + 6 + rij > 2y + 5, + h
M + 26 + rij + n2 > 3y + Cj
(3.1)
M + (n-l)ő + ríj +...+ r)n_j .> ny + + £2 +«»-+ £n
Let us introduce the notations:
(3.2)
C 1 = 51
C2 + ^2 - tv
Cn " +” '+ ^n"n i nn-l
The random vectors _n = (rij >•••» Hn_j) and K_ ~ »•••» ?n)
are independent and their probability density functions are logconcave 
functions in Rn  ^ resp. Rn . It follows that the altogether 2n-l 
components have a logconcave joint density in R^n
The notation of a logconcave probability measure is introduced in C73« 
A probability measure P defined on the measurable subsets of Rm is 
said to be logconcave if for every pair A,B of convex subsets, of 
Rm and every 0 < X <1 the following inequality holds:
p (Xa + (l-X)B) _> :p (a ):x c p (b):1-;v(3.3)
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The main theorem of CT□ says that if a probability measure is generated 
by a logconcave probability density, then it is a logconcave measure. On 
the other hand any linear transform of a random vector having logconcave 
distribution has again logconcave distribution 19, Theorem 31. Thus the 
random vector £  = (Cj Cn> has logconcave probability distribution.
We can write the Reliability Equation in our case, by taking into account 
only one basic material, as follows:
(3.4) h(M) = P (5. < M + (i—1)6 - iy, i=l,...,n) =p ,
where 0 < p < 1 and p ~ 1 in the practice.
The function h(M) is logconcave on the halfLine CO,00] bacause the 
joint probability distribution function of a random vector having log­
concave probability distribution is a logconcave point function C73. 
Model I for more than one basic material consists of the following 
stochastic programming problem:
d (1> M (1) ..... d « > M < »
is to be minimized supposing that
h ^ M ^ )  ... h£ (MW  ) > p
M 6 D,
(3.5)
h (M) 
M > 0
(1) (£) . £where M = (M ,..., M ) and D is a subset of R determined
by some constraints such as we prescribe that the components of M
be smaller than ot equal to certain upper bounds or that the initial
stock amounts do not take more room than a certain upper limit and do
not require more financial investment than a further upper limit etc.
The numbers d ^  ,..., d ^  are nonnegative and they are some
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valuations of units of goods to be determined on the basis of local 
knowledge. Sometimes nonlinear objective function may turn out.
In the above discussion we assumed the demand function to be linear. 
Of course we can drop this assumption and use that model for the 
demand processes what was introduced in Section 2.
Stochastic programming models with independent joint constraints were 
considered first by Miller and Wagner CUD.
Model. II. This-* model differs from the previous one in that further 
constraints containing conditional expectation appear. With this we 
prescribe not only the rarity of the occurance of unsatisfied demand 
but also prescribe upper bound for the average magnitude of the unsatis­
fied demand. Thus upper bound may depend on the basic material. We assume 
that unsatisfied demand will not be lost. Thus the model works with 
backorders.
If one of the inequalities (3.1) is violated, then it means that there 
was a lack just before the considered delivery time. As large is the 
violation as great is the unsatisfied demand. Assuming deterministic 
demand process with constant intensity, this means that the length of 
the time interval in which unsatisfied demand existed, is proportional 
to the magnitude of the violation. Here did we take into account that 
no demand is lost. Our model consists of the problem formulated below.
The superscripts refer to the various basic materials:
that
(3.6)
d (1)M (1> + . .. + dU) Mtt> is to be minimized supposing
h(M) _> p,
-M(^  - (i-l)ő^ + iy(^  |?^)-M^) + (i-I)6(j)+ iy(^ > 0)< gf^ 
l —1,..., n , j l,««.,^*,
M ^  0 , M O D ,
where the are constants and E is the symbol of expectation.
The conditional expectation type constaints may even substitute the
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the probabilistic constraint.
/ • \
For every i,j the random variable has a logconcave probability
density. It follows from this (see C8l) that the constraining
functions in the conditional expectation constraints o-re monotonically/ • \
decreasing functions of the variables and every such constraint
is simply equivalent to a lower bound for the variable M^ '*^  appearing 
in the constraint. We return to this question at the end of the section.
Model III. Again we assume that no demand will be lost. The difference 
between this model and {3.6) consists in a penalty term what we 
introduce now. Let us introduce the random variables
r
{3.7) l
*
qCj)^ (c(j)_M Ü)_(k_ 1)ő(j)+iY (j))
if c j ^ - M ^ - U - D ő ^ + i y ^  > 0 
0 otherwise
i=l.... . j=l,...,£ where qf^ >_ 0 for every i and j.
f  • \  1
It is easy to show that E(k. ') is a convex function of the variable
/ • v 1 / * \
. To this it is enough to know that has a continuous prob­
ability distribution. Since Model III. has only a new objective function 
as compared to the model given by {3.6), it will be enough to formulate 
the new objective function. This is the following:
{3.8) £V . d (j) M (j) + £.j-, E(KP >
The construction of the above three models are in correspondence with the 
three general model constructions given in L81.
Model III. contains Model I. and Model II. as special cases. We obtain 
Model II. by putting gf^ - 0, and Model I. by putting gf^ * 00, 
i * 1,..., n j j “ 1 j ..., £.
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Now for a while we return to the conditional expectation contained in 
Problem (3.6) and the expectations E(k^^). Let resp. f Í^
denote the probability density and the probability distribution functions 
of the random variable For the sake of simplicity the superscripts
will be ommitted in the sequel. It is easy to see that if £ is a 
continuously distributed random variable and a is a constant, then the 
following equality holds
(3.9)
E(C-a|£-a>0) = f Cl-F(x)Ddx/Cl-FCa)1 a
00
= / xf(x) dx /Cl-F(a)H-a a
where F is the probability distribution function of £• In view of 
this we can write
(3.10)
E(51-M-(í-1)6+í y |c í-M-(í-1)6+íy > 0) =
------- ----------  nY xf • (x)dx-M-(i-l)6+iY .
1-Fi(M+ (i-1)6-i y ) M+(í-I)6-íy
Similarly we obtain
1-ny
(3.11) E(k.) = q. / . . Cl-F.(x) ] dx.
i i M+(i-l)ő-iY i
A simple argument shows that
J(N+1) T (L+l)
f (x) = ----------------------------------------------
r (j .) r (N-j.+1) r (k._1) r a-k._, +i) (c-nő) (lmy)
(3.12)
j x+u \ ^  i 1 1 i x+u N-ji| u V f 1 1 u 1l-nY 1
1 C 1
|i—11-1 1 c-nő c-nő |
(where b = min (l-ny-x?, c-nő}),
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if 0 < x < 1-ny and f^(x) = 0 otherwise , i = 2,3.... .
further
r(N+i) l X | V 1 X
1 -
r(j,>r(N-j j+i) i-nő 1-ny / 1 11-ny
(3.13)
if 0 < x < 1-ny and fj(x) = 0 otherwise.
As we already remarked, the ith conditional expectation-type constraint/ • \ / • \
in Problem (3.6) can be converted into the simple inequality M v '>M^ 
where is that value of for which the constraint hodlsl
with equality. This value can be determined by numerical intergration 
of the function f..J
4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS ■ In this section we present a solution 
method to the problems discussed in the previous section. We restrict 
ourselves to the problem of Model I, since the solution of the two further 
problems requires only slight modification.
For the sake of simplicity let us agree that the constraint M 6 D be 
specialized so that it consist in the system of inequalities <_ 1,
j = 1,..., £,. These are, on the other hand, no real restrictions, 
because the equalities
(4.1) 1k (1) = 1 , j = 1,..., £
hold trivially and these imply that the optimal ,•••> values
are automatically smaller than or equal tc 1. The upper bounding of the 
M ^ , . . . ,  values has the only significance that we shall be able
to refer to well-known convergence theorem concerning the -SUMT method 
what we are going to use here C23.
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We apply the interior point version of the SUMT. Consider the following 
penalty function.
(4.2)
G (r,M) = d (j)M (:i)-r{log:nf h. (M(^ )  -pi
j = l J J
+ = 1 log M (j)(l-M(:j)) }
where r is a fixed positive number. It is easy to see that for every 
fixed p > 0 the function h j ( M ^ )  ... h ^ ( M ^ ) - p  is also logconcave
which implies that fcr every fixed r > 0 the function G(r,M) is 
convex on the set ^  | M > 0 }. From this we only need the fact that 
G(r,M) is convex on the ^.-dimensional unit cube {M | 0 < £  1,
j = 1,..., Í,}. The SUMT interior point method works so that we take a 
sequence r^  > r  ^ > ... consisting of positive numbers, tending to 
0 and minimize G(r^,M) with respect to M (in principle) for every 
r^. If is the minimiz
minimum value of the objective function in Model I. Thus M^ is an 
approximate optimal solution to the problem if k is large enough.
ing vector then G(r^,M^) tends to the
The mentioned convergence is ensured if the set of feasible solutions 
is bounded, the constraining functions as well as the objective function 
are continuous on the set of feasible solutions, further there exists 
interior point cf this set and all inequalities hold as strict inequal­
ities at every interior point. As regards Model 1 here we have the 
constraints 0 £  M ^  £  1, j=l,...»& and the probabilistic constraint
which restricts further the unit cube. The former ones hold strictly 
at every interior point of the unit cube thus it will be enough to 
consider the probabilistic constraint. Let Mj be an interior point 
in the set of feasible solutions. We shall show that h(Mj) > P 
where p is fixed and 0 < p < 1 the line section connecting the 
points £  and Mj is entirely feasible because the set of feasible 
solutions is convex. Let M^ be a feasible point on the line connecting 
£  and Mj lying outside the section so that M^ be between £ anc*
M . Then there exists a 0 < X < 1 so that —o
M , = XI + (1 - X)M— 1 —  —o
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from which, using the logconcavity of the function h(M), it follows 
that
(4.3) h(Mj) > [hU)3XCh (.Mq)]1"A > p 1_A > p.
Thus we have shown that the SUMT interior point method is convergent 
in case of Model I.
Many general unconstrained minimization technique can be applied for the 
function (4.2). Some of them use only function values, some use gradient 
values too. On order to facilitate the application of methods belonging 
to the latter category, we present a methodology to compute the gradient 
values. Since h(M) is the product of the functions h j ( M ^ ) ,  
j = 1,...,£ it will be enough to consider the derivatives of the func­
tions h. ( M ^ ) .  Let us ommit the j, for the sake of simplicity. The 
function (3.4) is the joint probability distribution function of the
random variables .... at the point with coordinates
M + (i-l)6 - iy, i=l,...,n.
We remark that if F(i^ ) is the probability distribution function 
corresponding to a continuous probability distribution, then the 
following relation holds:
(4.4) = F (z. , j^i |z.) f.(z.), i = l,...,n,
3z. Jl
where fj,...,f are the probability density functions of the one- 
-dimensional marginal distributions and F(.|z^) is the n-l-dimensional 
conditional probability distribution function given that the ith random 
variables equals z^.
We assume that nő < c , ny < 1 (if one of the equalities nő = c, 
ny = 1 holds, our procedure can essentially be simplified). To compute 
the derivative of the function (3.4), first we take partial derivatives 
with respect to all Zj,...,z of the funciton
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(4.5) P(C.^ =  zi + i “ l,...,n)
and put Zj = ... = = M. The sum of these equals the derivative
of h(M). The partial derivative of the function (4.5) with respect
to z. can be obtained by using the formula (4.4). Putting z,=...z =M i I n
we obtain
P £  M+(j-l)6-jy, jjK I = M+(i-l)ö-iy).f ^(M+(i-l)ő-iy) =
v
= fi(M+Ci-l)6-iy)* fQ P(?j < M+Cj-1 )6-j Y,
j # i I Cj +..*+ - M+(i-l)ö-iy + x,
T(N+1)
n, +...+ n... x)
r(j.)r(N+i-j.) 1 -ny
M+(i-l)6-iy+x 
1 -ny
j,-"1
1
1 -
. I
1
c-nő
M+(i-l)6-iy+x
1-ny
X
k. -1 l-l
c-nő
r(L+l)
rc^ .jjra+i-k..,)
L-k. , l-lx
c-nő dx,
v = mini 1 - M - Ci— l)ő - (n-i)y , c-nŐl,
where f.(z) is the probability density function of the random variable 
The probability in the second row of (4.6) can be expressed as an 
absolute probability and thus we obtain an expression similar to (3.4).
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We remind that the random variables £j,...£n arise from a sample of 
size N, taken from a population uniformly distributed in the interval 
(0,1), in a way described in Section 2. The joint distribution of 
Cj,**«,Cn given that £j+...+£^ = u * M+(i-l)ö-iy+x coincide with the 
joint distribution of two independent random vectors. These vectors 
consists of j^-1 resp. N-j^ components and in both cases the joint 
densities are given by expressions of the type (26). In case of the 
first vector N,n,l-ny should be replaced by j^-1, i_ l,u and 
in case of the second vector, by N-j^, n-i, 1-ny-u respectively. 
Similar is the situation concerning the random variables rjj»- - - » 5n_]
We apply simulation for the computation of the probability h(M).
The computation of the gradient values is more sophisticated because 
beyond simulation numerical integration is also needed. Hence it seems 
to be more economic to apply gradient free minimization of the penalty 
function.
5. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE VALUES OF THE 
FUNCTION h(M).
Two methods are proposed. The first one follows the modelling of the 
delivery processes. We take many samples of size N resp. L, order 
them and select the required elements. This method has the great disad­
vantage that the ordering of the sample elements requires much computer 
time. It is known that the ordering time of N elements increases in 
the order of magnitude of N»log2N.
The second method is more effective than the just mentioned former one.
It isbased on the fact that any Dirichlet distribution can be represented 
as the joint distribution of random variables yj,...,y by
(5.2) y^ = / (Xj +...+ Xji+ 1 ^ i = l»2,...,n
where Xj,..., are independent, standard gamma distributed random
variables with parameters Vj > 0,..., ^n+| > 0 i.e. x^ has the
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following probability density:
(5.2) v.-l -z(z 1 e ) / r(v.)
In fact, the joint density of the random variables (5.1) is given by
(5.3) 2V
r < V  Z'
V 1 V u.1-1n-1,. . n+1z (I-Z-...-Z ) n 1 n
if z. > 0, i = l,...,n, Z + . . . + Z  < 1  and is 0 otherwise. Thus byl I n  J
a suitable choice of Vj,...,V the required Dirichlet density turns 
out.
Ahrens and Dieter Cll gave effective simulaiton technique for the 
simulation of the gamma distribution. Their method is particularly 
effective when the V parameter is large or is not an integer.
The probability density functions, (2.5) and (2.5) slightly differ 
from the density function (5.3). The imulation technique described 
above requires only very simple modification in both cases. Let us 
consider the gamma probability density function
(5.4) (AV zV_1 e~Xz) / T(v) , z > 0.
If X j , . . . , x  j are independent and gamma distributed random variables 
with parameter pairs A , V j ; . . . ;  A , v  where A = 1-ny , V j =  jj ,
V2 = V jl .... Vn = jn'jn-l ’ V l  = N_jn+1 + 1 til6n the random
variables defined by (5.1) have the same joint probability distribution
as ^ do. On the other hand x. can be represented as the
sum of vk independent and exponentially distributed random variables
with the same parameter A , for every i=l.... n+1. Finally the
exponentially distributed random variables can be represented as
negative logarithms of random variables uniformly distributed in the
interval (0,1). The simulation of the joint distribution of the random
variables can be carried out in a similar way.
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In case of this second simulation technique we only take the logarithms 
of the N+l sample elements but do not order them. The required computer 
time is much less than in the first case.
The probabilities are approximated by relative frequencies. The sample 
size ensuring prescribed precision can be determined by the inequality 
of Bernstein.This is the following. If v denotes the frequency of 
an event of probability p, in the course of m independent experiments 
and e is a given positive number, then
v me2
(5.5) P (I — m - p I ^  e) 2expf-------------------------  11
m 2p(i-p)(l+e/(2p(l-p)) )2
for 0 < e p(l-p).
If the probability on the left hand side equals 6, then for m we 
obtain the inequality
(5.6) m > l/e2-2p(l-p)(1+e /C2p(1-p):)2 .log 2/Ö
if 0 < e <_ p(l-p). For fixed 6 and e the largest value of the 
right hand side of (5.6) corresponds to p =1/2, and it is a monot- 
onically decresing function of p for 1/2 < p < 1 (and monoto-
nically increasing for 0 < p < 1/2), provided e p(i-p). In such 
a way we can get a lower bound for m which is good for every p. This 
is important because our aim is to approximate the probability p. 
Sometimes we have certain bounds for p. This is the case in connection 
with such stochastic programming problems where we have probabilistic 
constraint i.e. lower bound for the probability.
In our models we use at least, 0.8 as lower bound for the function h(M). 
In practice this means that the factors are greater than or equal to 
0.9. Using this information, the required sample size is much smaller 
then would be the case without any previous information. The table given 
below well illustrates the variation of the lower bound for m as a 
function of e and p when 6 is fixed at 0.1.
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p 0.09 0.045 0.025 0.01
0.5 258 879 2 645 15 606
0.8 195 616 1 783 10 209
0.9 150 417 1 120 6 016
0.95 — 306 727 3 481
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. As an example we consider a certain kind of product 
for the production of which two basic materials are needed and we want 
to determine the initial stock levels of the two basic materials ensuring 
the continuous production. The shortage in each of them stops the pro­
duction and the cost of such an event is relatively high so that one of 
our main objectives is to avoid shortage by a prescribed probability near 
unity.
We assume that the demands for both basic materials are uniform in time 
and the unsatisfied demand remains i.e. the production plan has to 
be fulfilled. We assume that the basic materials are delivered from 
two different sources so that the two delivery processes can be supposed 
stochastically independent. The (0,1) time interval is now a quarter 
of a year, 90 days in other terms. According to long term statistics 
deliveries occur 4 resp. 5 times concerning the first resp. second 
basic material during one period (90 day). The table below shows actual 
delivery days for six past periods concerning the first basic material
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Deliveries
Periods 1 2 3 4
1 23 41 61 82
2 27 48 73 88
3 30 39 60 90
4 19 48 68 89
5 24 50 65 78
6 28 42 71 82
Column 25,17 44,66 66,33 84,83
averages
The minimum distance between two cunsecutive deliveries is 9 days. 
Since 90 days form a time interval of lenght 1, this means that
(i' .
the mentioned minimum distance is y " 0,1 . For the average delivery 
times we get in the same way
Zj = 0.28, Z2=0.49, z^=0.Ti, * 0.94.
Using our modeling of the delivery time process we can write
(1)
zi * iy + E(x¥ ) , i = l .... .
Ji
where xi denotes the i. th element of the ordered sample of size 
Ji 1
N taken from the population uniformly distributed in the interval 
(0,1 - n y ^ ) .  We have to find integers N, jj,...,jn for which the 
following equalities hold at least in good approximation:
E(x¥ )= ji(l-ny(1))/(N+l)=z. - iy(1) ,
J i
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z.-iy
j. = ---Tyr— (N+l) , i -
1 1-ny'1'
Since the z^ , i - l,...,n and y ^  are rationals in parctice such 
integers N, always exist. It is not worth always to require
that the ibove equalities hold exactly. In fact, if we work with large 
numbers, then the computer time will considerably be increased. In the 
above example the values of
(*£ - i y ^ /  (1-ny^) , i - 1,2,3,4
are 0.298; 0.493; 0.728; 0.903 and choosing H-9, j j“3, j2“5,
j^ "7, j^-9, the above equalities are well approximated.
The next table shows tie delivered amounts of the first basic material 
in the same past six periods
Deliveries
Periods 1. 2. 3. 4. Totals
1 630 400 670 800 2500
2 700 500 600 900 2700
3 730 580 550 740 2600
4 720 620 650 1010 3000
5 760 580 760 1100 3200
6 750 650 780 920 3100
Dividing the rows by the sums of the rows we get the table
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0.252 0. 16 0.268 0.32
0.259 0.185 0.222 0.333
0.28‘ 0.223 0.211 0.248
0.24 0.206 0.216 0.336
0.237 0.181 0.238 0.344
0.242 0.21 0.252 0.297
Column 0.252 0.194 0.234 0.319
averages
From the table we see that the minimal delivared amount is 6(,) 0. 16.
If the column averages are denoted by Uj ,..., u^ and we introduce 
the further motation v. = u. +...+ u. , i = 1,...,n, then similarlyi 1 l
to the case of the delivery times write the equalities
v^  ^= i ő ^  + E(yk ) , i = 1 ,..., n-1 
i
where vJk. denotes the k. th element of a sample of size L taken
1 1 . . (i)
from a population uniformly distributed in the interval (0,1 - nő ).
We want to determine integers L,kj ,..., k^_j so that the following
equalities hold at least in good approximation. In our case the values
of
(v.-i Ő ) / (1 - nŐU ; ) , i = 1,2,3
are 0.255; 0.35; 0.555. Thus the choices L = 20 , kj = 5,
- 7, k^ = 1 1 provide good approximations.
We can proceed in a similar way concerning the second basic material.
Assume that we obtained the following values:
j = 3, j = 5, j = 7, ’ = Q ~ (2) =
(21k =7, k = 8, 6 U; =
J  ^ (2)have choosen d = 3d
i5 9,
 0.12.
(1)
n = 5, N = 10, j , = 2, 
Y' '  0.15. L = 10, kj = 2,
As regards the objective function, we
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The SUMT interior point method started with values between 0.6 and
0.8. The sequence was choosen to be 1, 1/5, 1/25,... and
the initial values of the k+lst unconstrained minimization were the
optimal values of the kth unconstrained minimization. The method was
stopped when the change in the optimal values of the penalty function
was less than 0.01. The method of Hooke and Jeeves C33 was applied
for the minimization of the penalty function. In our numerical example
the minimizing and belonging to r = 1/125 were accepted
as optimal solutions of the problem. These are = 0.32 and
(21M v y = 0.19. This means that 32% of the total demand of the first 
material and 19% of the total demand of de second material will serve 
the production without shortage with probability p = 0.8 and the cost 
will be minimum among all feasible alternatives.
The test programs written in FORTRAN run between 1.5 and 2.5 minutes 
on a CDC 3300 computer. Further unconstrained optimization methods were 
also tested such as the method of Rosenbrock C113 and Powell C57. The 
best computer time was produced by the method of Hooke and Jeeves, 
however. This method was successfully applied also in other stochastic 
programming problems where function values were determined by simulation.
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ABSTRACT
A stochastic programming model formulated fcr a serially Linked reservoir system 
design is presented and a numerical solution method is proposed. The model 
was already formulated in CÖ3 in a concise form. Here we give a more 
detailed explanation, apply SUMT for the solution of the optimization prob­
lem and a present a numerical exemple.The example is taken from a larger model 
which arose in the first implementation of this reservoir system design 
method in practice.
Key words: reservoir system design, stochastic programming, simulation, 
nonlinear programming.
1. Introduction. The reservoir system design model considered here . *
was introduced in CÖ3. The purpose of the present paper is to explain 
this model in more detail, give a solution procedure for the nonlinear 
programming problem representing the model and present a numerical 
example of this new reservoir system design method.
*
This work was supported by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and 
the National Water Authority of Hungary
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Reservoir system design and operation models have been treated in 
the literature prior to the first publication of the model we consider 
here. However, these other models contain probabilistic constraints of a 
very simple type, neglecting the stochastic dependence between random 
variables and using separate probabilistic constraints for every 
constraint containing random variables.
A reservoir design principle can be derived from the classic results 
of Moran 157. In this case, however, we are working with stichastically 
independent and time homogeneous water inputs and even the various 
generalizations do not go very far from these assumptions.
In this paper our aim is to remove these strong conditions. We allow 
correlated and non time homogeneous inputs. Only a certain general 
property will be required from the joint probability density of random 
quantities, among which the demand variables may be included.
In the past few years the first named author obtained new mathamatical 
results in conncection with "logarithmic concave measures" and formulated 
stochastic programming models on the basis of this mathematical theory. 
This reservoir system design model is one of the applications of this 
new way of problem formulation and solution to specific water resources 
problems.
Teh model will be described in more detail for the case of serially 
linked reservoirs because the optimal operating policy is simple in 
this case under the assumptions formulated in the next section. We can 
handle problems, however, in case of a more sophisticated topological 
structure of rivers and sites if we assume the operating policy to be 
used.
The problem will be to find optimal reservoir capacities such that all 
demands should be met in the course of a prescribed number of periods 
with a probability which is greater than or equal to a prescribed 
(in practice high) probability. We assume that released water leaves 
the system thus we are considering reservoir used for irrigation,
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municipal etc. purposes and exclude e.g. hydroelectric power generation. 
The objective function to be minimized is the sum of total building 
costs and the expectation of penalties occuring whenever demand is not 
completely satisfied.
In Section 2 we present rthe hypotheses and formulate the problem.
In Section 3 we discuss the mathematical properties of the problem 
and present the techniques of the numerical solution. In Section 4 
a numerical exemple is given and in the Appendix we summarize some 
basic mathematical notions and prove the theorems formulated in the 
text.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM. The topology of the main river, the 
side rivers and the possible reservoir sites is illustrated on Fig.l.
Figure 1.
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Time is subdivided into periods and we consider a finite number of 
them. These can mean months, decades etc. in practice.
We assume that in the beginning of every period certain water inputs 
occur in accordance with the topology of the rivers and reservoirs.
If a reservoir becomes full then additional water overflows to 
downstream reservoirs. No more water is released from upstream reservoirs 
to downstream reservoirs at these times.
At the end of every period demands occur which can be assigned to 
separate reservoirs. Every demand is satisfied from the assigned 
reservoir if it is possible. If not, then our assumed operating policy is as 
follows. First demands are satisfied to the extent of water amounts 
being in the corresponding reservoirs. Then starting from the reservoir 
furthest downstream, stop at the first reservoir where there is 
unsatisfied demand. From here we aggregate the unsatisfied demands 
of all consecutive reservoirs up to the first nonempty reservoir and 
try to meet this aggregated demand. If this is not possible then We 
proceed similarly in the upstream direction. If the whole system can meet 
the total demand ther. this procedure stops at a certain point and we can 
then satisfy the downstream demands. This procedure is repeated for the 
remaining upstream subsystem etc. In our model all demand will be met by a 
prescribed high probability. Note that the above operating policy is uni­
quely determined also in the case where part of the demand remains 
unsatisfied.'
We assume further that if the system is unable to satisfy the demands 
in a certain period then a penalty occurs which belongs to the whole 
system and is a linear function of the unsatisfied part of the total 
demand. The proportionality factor may depend on the period in question. 
Nonlinear penalties can similarly be handled.
Let us introduce the following notations:
n
V.
K.
r
l
l
number of sites;
unknown capacity of Reservoir i; 
prescribed constant, upper bound for K^; 
number of periods;
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zío)i
„(j>
x«>í
,T(j)
,(j)
ci(Ki)
initial water content of Reservior i;
water content of Reservoir i at the end of the 
j-th period provided there is no unsatisfied 
demand in the course of the n periods; the z 
will take on negative values too, the physical 
interpretation for this case will be given in the 
text;
direct input into Reservoir i in the j-th period;
direct demand against Reservoir i in the j-th 
period;
penalty of one unit of unsatisfied demand in the 
j-th period;
building cost of Reservoir i as a function of its 
capacity;
where i = 1,. .. ,r and j — 1, •••,n i
The x ^  , y ^  will be assumed to be random variables. The zf^ 
are functions of these (and of the z^° , K^) hence they are also
random variables. For a moment let us fix these random variables at 
some values. We express them recoursively in the following manner. 
First we define the quantities g^ , h^ by the relations
g‘j) - 0,
{2.1)
g
h:i
g«> * x«>- „«J), K.),1  1 & 1 - 1 1 1 ° 1 - 1  1 ’  1
(j) _ min(z' -2 . " , + X.'&1-1 1 , K,) ,
l ,...,r ; j l,...,n.
The gf^ is the amount of water overflown at reserwoir i and the 
h i s  the amount of water remaining in Reservoir i in the beginning 
of Period j when the input water fills up the reservoirs and demand
does not occur yet. Next we define the quantities d (^j) by
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(2.2) d<j) - h<j) -í 1 'i 1 i•• • i f í j ~ 1 >•••» n.
Using these, finally we write
(j) mn(d!j) , .... d}j) d<j) ),1
(2.3) * maxCO,min(d ^ d f ^  +...+ d ^ ) D ,l l ’ l l+l * * l r *
i = 2, ..., r j j = 1 > • ■ n.
The above physical interpretation for the quantities gf^ , h f ^  is
/ • \ 1 1
correct only in the case when it happens that z, 21 0 f°r j“ l»...»n. 
In this case z^J equals the water content of Reservoir i at the 
end of period j for i=l.... r and j=l,...,n.
If < 0 then -z|^ means the accumulated total unsatisfied
demand with respect to the whole system up to the end of period.
In the case when this happens for at least one j(l <^_<n), then we
assign those values to , hf^ , df^, z ^  which come out froml i i i
the recursive relations in a formal mathematical manner, but only 
z|^ is interesting for us from the point of view of physical inter­
pretation. This will enter the objective function.
All demands will be met in the course of the n periods if and only if
(2.4) z j ^  = m i n i d f ^ . d j ^ + d ^  ....dfj} + .. .+ d ^ ))>0 , j = l,.. .,n
which is equivalent to the system of inequalities
(2.5) dfj ) > 0 ,  d f ^ + d ^  > 0, ..., d p A .  ..+d^) > 0, j-l,...,n.
In the above relations only the z(°) (j) .(j) K. arell l l
independent variables, all others are expressed in terms of these. The 
number of independent variables is 2r+2rn. The d (j)
h:i
(j)
z«>l g
(j)
will be considered as functions of 2r+2rn variables though not
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all variables appear in their expressions. The variables Kj,...,K 
will be restricted to be nonnegative where as the others are not restricted 
in the formulas (2.l)-(2.3) . They will be restricted later on by the 
constraints of our problem.
We are now in the position that we can formulate our reservoir system 
design problem. This is the following nonlinear programming problem:
minimize C E c.(K.) + E q ^ E ( y ^ )  3
i=l 1 1 j-1
subject to the constraints
P(d (j) ,<i) Ü)
(2.6)
> 0, dj +d^J >. 0,..., dj +...+d^J 0, j=l,. . . ,n) >_q,
0 < K. < V. i=l.... r,
where q is a prescribed probability level (0<q<l) near unity in 
practice, q ^\...,q^n  ^ are some nonnegative constants, (they can be 
discounting factors if the total length of the periods is long enough)^ 
E is the symbol of expectation and
(2. '/)
-z (j) z}j) < o,if
otherwise,
j l,...,n,
We assume that c.(K.) is a continuous function of K. for K. > 0,l l =
3. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE RESERVOIR SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL
(2.6) AND ITS ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION. Problem (2.6) is a nonlinear 
programming problem, where the objective function and one of the con­
straining functions are nonlinear. Particular attention has to be paid to 
the nonlinear constraining function the values of which are probabilities 
in higher dimensional space. These probabilities depend on'the unknown 
capacities Kj,...,K which are the decision variables in Problem (2.6).
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Two principal reasons require this particular attention:
a) The numerical solution of Problem (2.6) is simpler if the 
problem is a convex programming problem (minimization of a 
convex function on a convex set) and since the objective function 
will be convex under a wide arange of assumptions, it remains to 
investigate the constraining function standing on the left hand 
side in the probabilistic constraint, as two when it allows our 
problem to be convex.
b) Any optimization procedure we apply for the numerical evaluation 
of Problem (2.6) requires at least the function values of the 
probabilistic constraining function at every step in the 
optimization. This highly nontrivial problem is solved by Monte 
Carlo technique or in other term by simulation.
The mathematical properties of the probabilistic constraining function 
will be derived from the following two theorems.
Theorem 1, Let hj (u,v) ,..., hr(_u,v) be functions of two vector
variables: u,v, and suppose that these functions are concave with 
respect to all variables. Let ^  be a vector valued random variable 
having the same number of components as v and consider the probability
(2.1) P(gj(“,£) > 0 >•••> g/u,£) >0)
as a function of u.
If the components of £ have a continuous joint probability distribution 
and the joint probability density is a logarithmic concave function (see 
the Appendix) then the probability (2.1) is a logarithmic concave 
function of the vector variable u.
This theorem was essentially proved in C6H. It was first formulated 
exactly in this form in CTH. For further similar results the reader 
is referred to 19^.
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Theorem 2. The functions , djJ  ^ + d j ^  +... + d ^  ,
j ■ 1 n are concave functions of the 2r+2m variables.
This theorem will be proved in the Appendix. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 
together imply.
Theorem 3. If the joint probability distribution of the random variables
....  Xi-J  ^ » yij) .... . is continuous and their joint
probability density is a logconcave function, then the probability
(3.2) P(dj^ > 0, d j ^ + d ^  , 0,...,dp)+ ...+d^ > 0, j-l,...,n)
is a logconcave function of the variables zj“0  ^ , z-^  ^’ Kj *•••» ^r -
Remark. Theorem 3 implies that if we set z|( = Kj,...,z^°' <*
which means that we start with full reservoirs and consider the
probability (3.2) with this assumption, then this will be a logarithmic
concave function of the variables K,,...,K .1 r
In [6l a number of multivariable probability densities are 
mentioned which are logarithmic concave functions. Here we shall use 
the multivariate normal distribution, the density of which is given by
(3.3) f (u) = _ / £ L  .k/2 6
(211)
2 8 c O t r )
u e r
where C is the covariance • matrix and is the expectation vector. It 
is well-known that if C is a positive definite matrix, then the same 
holds for C ' and it is also well-known that a quadratic form is a 
convex function if its matrix is positive definite. These imply that 
£nf(u) is concave in the entire k-dimensional space.
In connection with the objective function of Problem (2.6_) we mention 
the following theorem the proof of which is given in the Appendix.
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Theorem 4, No matter what kind of joint probability distribution the 
random variables , y p  \  i=l,...,r Q j=l,...,n have, the
function
£ q (j) E(u(j))
j = l
is a convex function of the variables 
provided q ^  G, j = 1,.. . ,n.
i = 1.... .
For the solution of our problem we apply the Sequential Unconstrained 
Minimization Technique (SUMT) with logarithmic penalty function. For 
the general explanation of this technique see L21. Here we are 
interested only in the solution of Problem (2.6).
First we reduce to zero the constraints of Problem (2.6) then form 
the following function
E c. (K.) + Z q (^  E(y(^ )  - 
=1 1 1 j-1
(3.4) - t{£nCP(d^) > 0 .... d[^ +. . .+d^ } > 0, j-1, ... ,n)-qD+
r r
+ l £n K. + E £n(V.-K.)},
• i 1 - i i ii=] i=l
where t is a fixed positive number. This has an unconstrained minimum 
which is attained at some capacity vector, depending on t, K(t), say. 
We take a sequence of t values, t^>t2>t2>.*- for which t -K) if 
p ->• oo and minimize the function (3.4) sequentially for every tp • 
Then as p increases we approach the optimum value of the original 
Problem (2.6). More exactly we have
Theorem 5.When replacing K^=V£* i=l,...,r in Function (3.2), we
obtain a probability strictly greater then q, then the sequence 
of values of Function (3.4) in case of tj,t2>... tends to the optimum 
value of Problem (2.6).
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The practical content of Theorem 5 is that for some large p, the vector 
K(t ) can be regarded as optimal solution to Problem (2.6).
For every t^ we have to perform an unconstrained minimization of the 
function (3.4). Under the assumption of Theorem 3 this function is
convex provided C j(Kj) , c (R ) are convex functions of the r r
variables Kj,...,K . In fact the function (3.2) is logconcave hence 
(as it is easy to see)
(3.5 ) P(d[j)>0, (j) . + d(j) 0, j = 1,...,n) -q
is also logconcave on the set where (3.5) is nonnegative. Thus the 
additional term that we add to our original objective function in
(3.4), i.e., the sum
l q (j) E (y(j))
j = l
is a convex function of the variables K., i=ll ,r.
Thus when performing the SUMT, at every step we have to minimize 
(unconstrained) a convex function. This fact is very pleasent from the 
numerical point of view. Since it is not realistic to compute gradients 
in our case, we have to apply a minimization method using only function 
values. For this purpose we use the method of Hooke and Jeaves (see 
C33). The detailed description of finding values of the function (3.2) 
i.e., probabilities of sets in higher dimensional spaces in case of 
multivariate normal distribution, can be found in ClD.In C103 a 
muItivariáre gamma distribution and its fitting to empirical data is 
proposed. The use of this is also advised.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. The following example arose from the first 
implementation work (see Figure 2.) of the reservoir system design model 
described in the previous sections. We have three periods, June, July, 
August and twelve random variables which will be denoted here by XjUn,
jun jun jun jul jul jul
i > * 2  9 y 2 9 I 9 y \ 9 2
that z(o)
1
K 2 (o) 1» 2
yjuly2 1
aug aug aug aug t,, , y, , x„ , y„ We assume
We assume further that our twelwe variables*'l “  2‘
have a joint normal distribution with the following expectations, variances 
and correlation matrix:
Expectations m 3 Standard Deviations
jun
Xí 464822 186984
yjun 215760 327120
jun
X2 929644’ 373960
jun
y2 152033 275890
julY 1 320576 266040
jul
y l 433608 243600
jul
X2 641152 532080
yjuly2 396225 205450
aug
1 266040 234040
aug
y l 484416 214368
aug
X2 532080 511060
aug
y2 407965 180796
] ,00
R =
0, 10 0,80 0,05
1 ,00 0,05 0,80
1,00 0,13
1,00
0,60 0,12 0,50
0,12 0,25 0, 10
0,55 0, 15 0,68
0, 15 0,20 0,13
1,00 0, 10 0,80
1,00 0,09
1 ,00
0,06 0,40 0,06 0,30 0,03
0,23 0,08 0,02 0,05 0,00
C, 13 0,50 0,00 0,52 0,00
0,18 0,06 0,00 0,06 0,00
0,09 0,70 0,00 0,65 0,00
0,70 0,15 0,20 0,13 0,02
0, 10 0,65 0,00 0,70 0,00
1 ,00 0,13 o ;í8 0,10 0,20
1,00 0,10 0,80 0,08
1,00 0, 10 0,85
1,00 0,10
1 ,00
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where the ordering of the random variables is the same as before. 
We have furthermore
Vj = 1500000 m 3 
V2 = 2500000 m 3
K ] if OcKj<500000 ,
C,(K )=J
[500000 + 0,4(Kj-500000) if Kj > 500000,
0,45K2 if o<k2< 1000000 )
-------- -)
c2(k2) - 4 450000 + 0,6(K2-1000000) if 1000000<K2£l 500000
750000 + 0,8(K2-1500000) if K2 > 1500000,
where the unit of the cost is FtlOO. (see Figure 2 and 3) Finally
— 7— S----— "" ~
Z2 = ^2 and q=0>8* Our problem is the1 following:
K.
(4.1)
minimize (Cj(Kj) + c2 (K2),) 
subject to the constraints
-°\d,(1)>0, j (1) . j (1)d, +d2
d f2)>0, j(2) . j(2)d, +d2
df3)>0, j (3) , j (3)dl +d2
> 0,8 ,
0 1  Kj < V, , 
0 < K2 < V2.
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Note that c (K ) is not a convex function. However, the values
60<K|£0,5*10 are automatically discarded since the probabilistic
constraint is not satisfied even if we choose K =V„ • Thus we may restrict6 z z
ourselves to the halfline K^0,5*10 . In this case C jCKj) is linear 
hence also convex. The unconstrained minimization procedures have to be 
carried out for the funciton
{4 2) c, (K])+c2 (K2)-ti£n(P-0,8)+í,nK]+JlnK1+JlnK2 +
+ £n(l,5*106-K1)+£n(2,5*106-K2)}
in cases of given t values forming a decreasing sequence and approaching 
zero.
Three unconstrained optimization had to be performed. The corresponding 
t values were tj = l, t2=l/5, t^=I/25.
The initial solution was
K = 1,4*106 ; K2=2,4*106,
The corresponding value of the probabilistic constraining function is
0. 984. The second (third) unconstrained optimization started with the 
optimal solution of the first (second) optimization.
The Hooke-Jeaves method performed 7,2,1 iterations, respectively in 
the three unconstrained problems. The stopping rule was formulated in 
terms of changes in the variables in the consecutive steps.
As the optimal solution we received the following values
Kj opt = 1,046289*106m 3
K2opt = 0,611206*10^m?
At these values the probabilistic constraint holds with equality sign
1. e. 0,8 is the reliability level of these reservoir capacities. The 
total building cost is Ft 99,3556*10^.
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Figure 4.
Illustration of the set of feasible solutions of Problem (4.1),
APPENDIX
BASIC NOTIONS AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
k •We denote by R the k-dimensional Euclidean space of the ordered 
k-tuples of real numbers.
k 1A subset A of R is said to be convex if for every pair u.,u_ 6 R
k ' Zand 0<A<1 , we have Avij + (l-A)^ 6 R •
k . ,A function f defined on a convex set A C R  is said to be convex 
(concave) if for every pair u_j , u  ^G A and 0<A<1, we have
f(Au +(1- A)u_) =  Af(u.)+(1-A)f(u„).
(1)
If f > 0 and
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fUy, + (i-A)u2) > cfcup^cfcuj):1 \
then f is said to be logarithmic concave (or briefly logconcave) on A. 
It is easy to show that the set of those u vectors for which f(u) >0 
is a convex subset of A.
Lerma. If a function f is logconcave on A C E  and for some 
we have f(Uj)>q, f(u2)-q where 0<q<l then there is no u^u^ 
line segment joining Uj and u_2 for which f(u2)* q.
Proof. Let u * Au} + (1-A)u_2 , 0<X<1.
Then we have
f(u) > Cf<u,)DACf(u 2)D1-^ > q,
— 1 ’— 2 
on the
which proves the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 2. Before starting the proof we mention that the
minimum of two concave functions is also concave.
The following equality systems can be verified easily by proceeding 
successively with p
,(j) + - mínÍ7(j*^+ +7U _1)+y (j) .rij ' • • • ^  n^ *" min (z I +. . . +Zp j * «
Ü) * x 0 ) ,k ♦h.°) ..... h<j; ), p p 1 p-1
p = 2,...,r j j = 1>•••
from where we derive
H U) +
d 1 +' .+ d
(j) _
(2 )
min + ...+ z ^ H )  - *« >  ♦ x<j) -
- y(j) - ... - y « >  . K„ - y « >  ♦ d « j  ).1 'P
2,..., r ; j
P P 
1, ■..) n,
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furthermore
;!j) * lj) -
(3) = min(d^^ +...+ ,,* P
., djj) +...+ d (j) ),1 r
P = 1.... r ; j = 1,..., n.
In ( I )  the case h j ^  and in (2)  the case d|^ are not included 
but they have very simple expressions given by (2.2) , (2.2). It follows 
from (2.2) and (2.2) that d j ^  is concave for j = 1, ...,n.Using 
this statement for the special case j = 1 and the equalities (2) we 
derive successively that the functions
are concave.
P 11... t r
Now we prove the assertion by induction with respect to j. We just 
proved the assertion for the case j = 1. Assume that the functions
 ^ + ...+ d ^  ' ^ , p = l,...,r1 P
are concave. Then (2) implies that the functions
+...+ , p = 1,..., r1 p
are concave. Using the fact that d|^ is concave and the equalities 
(2), we derive successively that also the functions
. J  ^ J  ) _  —  0  y~q . * • • • ' ű * p /••••• ri p
are concave. Thus the assertion holds for j too and the theorem is 
proved.
Proof of Theorem 4. The equality (3) and Theorem 2 imply that the
functions
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(4) ~z i  ^ , j 1 ,... ,n
are convex. This implies that the functions y ^  , j = 1 ,.. . ,n 
defined by ( 2 . 7 )  are also convex.
In general if we replace by random variables some of the variables of 
a convex function and take its expectation, then this expectation is a convex 
funciton of the remaining variables. This proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5 . Proofs under general assumptions for the convergence 
of the SUMT are given in C21. Our problem ( 2 . £ )  is of the following 
type
minimize f(K)
(5) subject to the constraints
h-[ QO 2  0 > i = 1 ,. •. ,m,
rwhere f,h. ,..., h are defined and continuous for every K € R . l m —
Also the set of feasible solutions
(6) F = {K I h.(K) ^  0 , i = l,...,m }
is bounded hence an optimal solution exists.
The penalty function V^CK) has the following form
m
(7) V (K) = f(K) - t Z £n h.(K),
i=l 1
where t is a positive constant. Let K denote a vector which minimizes 
the function (7).
Now it is proved in L21 that if t is a decreasing sequence of positive
numbers for which t -K) if p-*30, then the sequence Vt (K ) tends to
^  . '.P pthe optimum value of Problem 5 provided all interior points*of the set(6)
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are contained in the set
(8) M = { K|hi(K) > 0  , i = 1.... m }
which is supposed to be nonempty. Thus we only have to check this last
property in case of Problem (2.6).
According to the assumption mentined in Theorem 5, the function (3.2) 
is strictly greater then p incase of K ■ V. Since, the funciton (3.2) 
in continuous this implies that there exists a for which all constraints
of Problem (2.6) are satisfied by strict inequalities, thus the set (8) is
nonempty in our case.
Now if K is an interior point of the set F in case of the special
Problem (2.6), then trivially 0<K^<V^ , i = 1.... r and by the
Lemma the function (3.2) is also strictly greater than p in case 
of this K. Thus the theorem is proved.
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Figure 2.
Plot of the function Cj(Kj). The function is concave on 
the ha I f I i ne ^ 0 but it is I i near and thus a I so convex
on the ha IfIine Kj ^0.5*106'
Plot of the function The function is convex on the
ha I f I i ne it 0.
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A B S T R A C T
A new multivariate gamma distribution is presented which can sucessfully be 
fitted to empirical data where the one-dimensional marginal distributions 
are gamma-distributions with prescribed parameters and the correlations are 
nonnegative. It is not intended to give explicit formulae either for the 
joint density or for the joint characteristic function of the random varia­
bles. Our representation of the individual gamma-distributed random vari­
ables will be used for simulation with the aid of which we approximate pro­
babilities of sets in higher dimensional spaces. Since streamflow and other 
hydrological data frequently follow gamma distribution and also they are 
frequently stochastically dependent our multivariate distribution and fitting 
technique seems to be of particular interest from the hydrological point of 
view.
1. INTRODUCTION
A multivariate probability distribution is said to be a multivariate gamma 
distribution if its one-dimensional marginal distributions are gamma distri­
butions. Many such multivariate distributions were already defined in the 
literature. A bibliography is given at the end of the paper.
*
This work was supported by the National Water Authority of Hungary.
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A one-dimensional continuous probability distribution is said to be a gamma 
distribution if its probability density has the following form
(2.2)
, v v —1 -Ax A x  e
riv)
X  >  0 ,
where v,A are positive constants and Tlv) is the value of the well-known 
gamma function at o , i.e.
12.2) r(\»
co
r v-1 - x/ x e dx.
0
It is well-known that if a random variable £ has the probability density 
(2.2), then
(2.3) E(Q A
where E denotes expectation ana D denotes standard deviation. The random 
variable £=X£ has to probability density
_ v-1 -x
(1,4) ----- ----, x 0.
r(v)
The probability distribution having density (2. *2) is called standard 
gamma distribution with parameter V. This probability distribution has 
the property that the expectation equals the variance as it turns out from 
the formula (1.4). The following property will be very important for usl 
if the random variables ,j and have standard gamma distributions with
parameter and \>^ , respectively, then the random variable + also
has a standard gamma distribution and its parameter equals V ]+V2'
VI
m
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Chereiyan C2U introduced first and investigated a two-dimensional gamma 
distribution which, according to his definition, is the joint distribution 
of the sums
0.5) ?1 = no + nl 9
?2 = no + n2 *
where n , tip r^ ate independent random variables having standard gamma 
distributions. Ramabhadran Cl6l generalized this to the n-dimensional case. 
His distribution is the joint distribution of the following sums
0 .6) C.. - n. n.i i 1 ,2,.,. ,n,
where q ,-rij >•••, hn are independent and have standard gamma distributions.
We follow essentially this line but our objective in this paper is not so 
much the investigation of the mathematical properties of a multivariate gamma 
distribution; we give a fitting procedure and at the same time introduce 
a multivariate gamma distribution satisfying certain requirements.
The problem of defining and fitting a multivariate gamma distribution arises 
in the following manner. Suppose we have a finite number of empirical time 
series representing a sample for some random vector. Then we compute the 
empirical expectations and covariances. Suppose we.also know that the 
individual random variables have separately gamma distributions. Now we wish to 
compute, either using an analytic method or some Monte Carlo technique, 
probabilities in higher dimensional spaces. To do this a multivariate 
probability distribution is needed which has the prescribed marginal distribu­
tions and convariances.
The gamma distribution is one of the favorite probability distributions with 
streamflow and other hydrological data. Mathematical theory supports its use 
in connection with streamflow data since in the theory of secondary stochastic 
processes it arises as the probability distribution superimposed exponential 
curves at some fixed time point with exponentially distributed amplitude
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where the underlying random time point sequence forms a homogeneous Poisson 
process C173.
Nowadays it is fashionable the use of the lognormal distribution as the 
probability distribution of streamflow data. In the multivariate case it is 
then assumed that the logarithms of the random variables follow a multivariate 
normal distribution. This assumption can certainly be made if we only went 
to fit the distribution and disregard further considerations where the 
physical background is somehow involved. The lognormal distribution of 
fractions arising in griding or similar processes; the product of independent 
lognormally distributed random variables is also lognormally distributed 
whereas the sum is never. It is not an infinitely divisible distribution and 
the failure rate is not a monotonic function. Hence addition is physically 
unnatural in connection with lognormally distributed random variables and 
this practically excludes it from storage theory.
We hope that our multivariate gamma distribution provides a good alternative 
if we want to fit multivariate distribution to empirical data which are cor­
related and have skew marginal distributions.
2. DEFINITION OF THE NEW MULTI-GAMMA PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION.
Let £, ..... ^ be random variables having gamma distributions with 1 n
parameters Aj,0 ,..., An,0n , respectively. Then the random variables
....  ^n^n have standard gamma distributions with parameters
, respectively. We wish to approximate their joint probability 
distribution by the joint distribution of the components ,..., ?n of
a random vector
(2.1) £  = A n
where ri has independent and standard gamma distributed components and 
A is a matrix with 0,1 entries.
If we want to ensure that the expectations of A A £1 1 n n
as those of Í
be the same
and the covariances be as closely approximated9 • • • 9
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as is possible, then it is clear that it is good to choose the number 
of columns of the matrix A as large as is possible* The number of 
column vectors having 0 or 1 components equals the number of different 
combinations which can be chosen from n different elements. This number 
is 2n . Disregarding of the column vector having all 0 components, it
turns out that A should have 2n-i columns . If n - 4, then A
the following matrix
/ 1 0 0 0 ] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 . \
0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 i 0 1 1 0 1 1
(2.2) A- \ 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 •
\ o 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 l 1 0 1 1 1 ' /
This means that the components of C are represented in the following
manner
=ni +V V n7 +nil+n12+ni3 +n!5’
C2= n2 +n5 +n8+n9 +n.,+n 11 12 + r|l 4+ f|l 5 ’
(2.3) ?3= n3 + S) O' + 8 +n +n10 1 1 +r,13 +n,4+ n!5’
^4= n4 +n7 +n9+n10 +nl2+nl3 + n!4+n!5-
We remark that the convarianve of partial sums of independent random 
variables is the sum of variances of the common terms. Taking this into 
account it follows that
a. ) A,£, , ...,A £ have the same one-dimensional distributions, as11 n n
the random variables £ ^ »•••, Cn » respectively,
b. ) the covariances of the two random vectors having the above
components coincide if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied
(2.4) Av - 0
(2.5) Av = c~~~
(2.6) V > 0
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where 0 is the vector of components 0 .......... ' 0 v is the vector— I n  —
of the unknown components Vj ,. .., v (r=2 -1) which are the
parameters of the random variables Hj,...,!! , £  is a vector containing
all covariances of A in the ordering given below:
(2.7)
c ’ = (c1 1 nn 12 C In’ °23’ "2n cn-1 ,n)
and A is a matrix of order Cn(n+1)/21 x r constructed of the 
componentwise products of the rows of A and these rows follow each 
other in accordance with the ordering of the components in the vector
c .
We observe the Equation (2.4) is superfluous because it is contained
among the equations (2.5) if we select those where on the right hand
side there stand c.., .... c . In fact c. , « 0,....c “0 and11 nn 11 1 nn n
the elementwise products of the rows of A with themselves coincide 
with the original rows.
The equation contained in (2.5) are detailed below for the case n=4:
V 1 V5 + v v7 +V1I+U12*U 13 +V15 — C 11
V2 + V5 +V V9 +V11+v12 +v14+V15 C22
V3 +V6 +V8 +v lO^ll +V13*V I4*V 15
= c33
V4 +V7
+Y> +V9 10 *V 12*U I3*UI4+V15
— C44
V5 +UI1+V12 *U 15 = C 1 2
V 6 *vll *V 13 +V15 = C1 3
(2.8)
V7
V8
+V12+vl 3 +vl 5 
+v,l +V14+V15 =
C 14 
C23
+V!2 +y]4+VI5 = C24
V 10 +V1 3+V14+vl 5 = C34‘
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To the representation (2.1) we make the following remarks.
Remark 1 . Though in the representation £_ = A_0 we use 2n-l 
random variables on the right hand side, it is always true that if there exists 
a V satisfying (2.5) and (2.6‘) , then there exists at least 
one v such that it satisfies the same relations and the number of 
components different from zero is at most n(n+l) / 2. This follows 
immediately from the well-known theorem in linear programming stating 
that if a linear equality system has a nonnegative (feasible) solution 
then it also has a basic nonnegative (feasible) solution.
Note that A always contains a unit matrix. This is due to the fact 
that A contains n columns which are unit vectors and | ^ | different 
columns consisting of n-2 zeros and 2 ones. Thus the rank of A 
equals n(n+l) / 2 and this is at the same time the number of basic 
components in case of any basis.
It follows that we do not need more then n(n+l) / 2 random variables 
on the right hand side of (2.2) . This is very important because 
n(n+l) /2 increases much more slowly than 2n-l and if we want to use the 
representation (2.2) for simulation then we may keep the number of 
operations below a realistic level.
Remark 2. Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) may uniquely determine V^. 
if this is not the case, i.e. there exist at least two different such 
V vectors which satisfy (2.5) and (2.6) , then there exist 
infinitely many s which satisfy (2.5) and (2.6) . Thus in general 
the multivariate gamma distribution satisfying our requirements is not 
uniquely determined.
Remark 3. It is not always possible to satisfy Relations (2.5) *V
and (2.6). In fact if n=2, then these relations are the following:
V 1 + V2 C ] 1 ’
V 1 + V3 = C22 ’
V 1 = C12 ’ 
v ]=>0 » v 2= °  » v 3 >0,
(2.9)
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and if we have the following covariance matrix
C
\C12
then (2.9) clearly cannot be satisfied. In the next sectior. we shall
give methods with the aid of which we at least approximate the joint
distribution of A.t, ....  A 6 by the joint distirbution of1^ 1 n n J
^1 »•••» ^  n *"s ^ar8e enough, however, then we hope that a
V satisfying (2.5) and (2.6) exists because A has a large 
number of columns as compared to the number of rows.
Remark 4. In a similar way we can define other multivariate probability 
distributions. We only have to require that ECr^) = D2(n.). E.g. we 
can define and fit to empirical data multivariate Poission distribution.
3. FITTING OF THE MULTIGAMMA DISTRIBUTION TO EMPIRICAL DATA
We want to find at least one V satisfying Relations (2.5) and (2.6). 
This can numerically be done e.g. with the aid of the first phase of 
linear programming. At the end of the first phese either we have a V 
satisfying the requirements or it turns out that such a V does not 
exist. If this is the case, then we want to find a V such that v >0 
and it nearly satisfies (2.5). We shall formulate three different 
measures of deviation. These measures are constructed so that every one 
of them is equal to zero if and only if (2.5) and (2.6) can be 
satisfied. Below we describe them measures and their minimization 
techniques which are the fitting procedures of the mulcigammadistribution 
to empirical data.
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Minimizing the sum of absolute deviations between the two
sides in (2.5) .
We introduce the n(n+1) / 2 -dimensional vectors £,v and formulate 
the following problem:
(^n(n+l) £n(n+l)Z u . + Z v .*" 1 *- 1
(3.1) subject to the constraints
u - v  + A £  = £ ,
u > 0 , v >0 , V > 0.
The optimum value of the objective function is zero if and only if
(2.5) and (2.6) can be satisfied. Since £ has all nonnegative 
components, it follows that £ = £  , £  = 0, £ = 0_ can be used as
an initial solution to the linear programming problem (3.1).
It may turn out that for Problem (3.1) such an optimal solution 
u*, v*, V* is obtained from which £* does not satisfy (2.4).
We recall that (2.4) is contained among the constraints (2.5) and the 
validity of (2.4) is necessary and sufficent that our fitted multi­
variate distribution has the prescribed one-dimensional marginal 
distributions. If we insist that this last property must hold then (3.1) 
has to be modified in the following manner: we fix u =...=u *v,~...*v *0 
and allow to be variable only the remaining components of u and v.
If n = 3 then our new problem reads as follows:,
k
minimize (u.+uc+u,+v.+vc+v,)4 5 6 4 5 6
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subject to the constraints
(3.2)
U4 ~V4
U5 _V5
6 -v.
+V4+V5 +V7 C 1 1
+V4 +V6+V7
= c22
V3 +V V V7
= C33
V4 +V7 S3 C12
V5 +V7
SB
C1 3
V V7
= C14
u^>0, v^>0, i=l,2,3 ; v^>0, i= 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.
As an initial basic feasibles solution we can choose the following
v, * c . . , v „  = c„„ , v„ = c„„ , u, = c U6 = C 14'1 '"11 » "2 "22 * v3 "33 ’ "4 "12 ’ “5 "13
In general Problems of the type (3.2) have such a matrix on the left 
hand side in the equality constraints which contain a unit matrix.
Minimizing the sum of squares of the deviations between the
two sides in (2.5).
Now the fitting procedure consists in the solution of the following 
quadratic programming problem:
minimize
2 n(n+l)
i-1
u*1
subject to the constraints
(3.3)
u + A = £ ,
v  > 0 .
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According to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem C12□ , u and v 0
minimize the objective function o 
exist _A and v 0 vectors
u + A\)_
-2u
(3.4) -A’A-tv
v ’_v
The system of equalities (3.4)
u + Av
(3.5) 2A’u + v
v ’V
Problem (3.3) if and only if there 
such that
= £ >
= £ »
= £  >
= 0.
has the following equivalent form
= £ »
= £ ,
= 0.
Here in the first two rows the equality system has a matrix of order 
f-j n(n+1) + 2n-ll x [|n(n+l)+2(2n-l)].
Both the row and column numbers are very large even in case of a 
relatively moderate n hence this fitting method is not practical 
enough.
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Minimizing the maximal absolute deviation between the two
sides in (2. 5 ) .
In this case we want to minimize y subject to the constraints
(2.6)
Av - c_ J_y ,
-AV + £  J_y ,
where J_ is the vector all components of which are equal to 1.
This problem is equivalent to the following linear programming problem
minimize y
subject to the contraints
u +Av - ly = c ,
(2.7) v -Av - J_y =-£ ,
u£0 , v>0 , V>0 , y>0.
This problem is relatively simple because the number of equality 
constraints is not much larger then that of (2.5) • it only doubles.
An initial feasible basis can be obtained in the following manner.
We choose the columns of the variables contained in u and v. Then find 
the most negative component of -c and if this is -c^, then we replace 
the column of v^ by the column of the variable y, containing all -1 
components. To this basis the corresponding basis vector can be found in 
a trivial way.
It is practical to apply the revised simplex method for the solution 
of Problems (2.1) and (2.7) because the matrix of the equality 
constraints is sparse further it is not necessary in this case to store 
columns of A. We only generate them in case of necessity. Since this 
fitting procedure can be carried out very effectively it seems to be 
realistic to say that using these methods we can also fit our multigamma
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distribution in the case when the number of components is large, 
say n * 100 or n is even somewhat larger.
4. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS.
Let us consider the random vector £ = Af). In this section we duscuss 
the joint probability distribution of the components of _£ given that 
the value of one of them say, is fixec*.
First of all we note the very important property that the components 
of are stochastically independent if and only if they are uncorre­
lated. This follows immediately from the fact that the covariance of 
4^  is the sum of variances of the joint terms in the representation
c = a n .
Another important fact, that we shall use in the sequel, is that if 
hj ,..., n are independent random variables having standard gamma 
distributions, then the random vector with components
nl +...+ nq
is independent of the random variable
n . +...+ n • 1 q
For the proof of this fact see e^ .g. C19H.
Let r = n(n+l)/2 as before and denote
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respectively, the sum of joint H terms of 
Let further
’ . ,  C and r . r 1
c;*" = c0 - Cov,/ ..... c(2) = c - "(1)(2)’2 (1)»2 '=2 r r
The random variables
(1) CD
(4.1)
have separately beta distributions, the probability density of C
is (see C191)
T (a. +fj.) cx.-l b . -1
--- -------- x 1 (1-x) 1 , 0 < x < 1, i = 2,...,r,
r(a.)r (ß.)
where
a. = E(c{!)) , ßi = E(c{2)) , i = 2,...,r,
and the random vector of components (4.1) is independent of Cj 
In wiev of these we can write
P(C2 < z2 ,.. . , Cr < zr I Cj = Zj) =
= P(Co1 ^ + Co(2> < z2 C^0  + C^2) < zjC, = z,) =’2 "2(D
(4.2) =P(zl + < z •h>2 ^2 * ’ "  >  ^]
(D
2 ( 2")
= P (Z1 ~  + C 2 < z2 >•••* Z 1
r V  1 1-(D
—  +C( 2 ) < z I C = z ) f r r 1 1 1
D
(D
r ♦ <:2) < s>.
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Thus the conditional distribution equals the distribution of a sum
Zj 0_ + where £  is the r-1-dimensional, random vector having the
components (4.1) and ^  is the random vector of components 
(2) (2)^2 ,..., C . Y has the multigamma distribution introduced m  this
paper and the components of 0_ are similarly constructed but instead 
of independent standard gamma variables we now have partial sums of 
components of a random vector having Dirichlet distribution 1193.
The expectation of 3 + Y is a linear function of hence the
regression of (ifl) with respect to £  ^ is lienar.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES.
For the monthly streamflows of the Tisza river at Tokaj a 60 year
time series exists. We consider six months: April, May, June, July,
August, September and want to fit a multigamma distribution to the
empirical data. We have the following empirical expectations, standard
6 3deviations (in 10 m ) and correlations:
Expectation Standard deviation
April 2337.21 1 110.72
May 1725,96 958,27
June 1095.64 522.99
July 985.96 969.68
August 734.24 553.40
September 728.44 768.59
/
R =
0.646 0.317 0.000 0.070 0.174
1 .000 0.532 0.229 0.201 0.139
1 .000 0.437 0.284 0.334
1 .000 0.746 0.274
1.000 0.382
1 .000
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Lee » 2^ ’ ^3 * ^4 ’ ^5 ’ ^6 benote above random monthly
streamflows. From the empirical data it turns out that each of them 
can be assumed to have gamma distribution. We obtained the following 
parameter values:
x , = 0.0018945, 0 1 = 4.4277
X2 = 0,0018796, 02 = 3.2441
A3 = 0,0040057, °3 = 4.3888
X4 = 0.0020314, 04 = 2.0029
X5 = 0.0023975, 05 = 1.7603
X6 = 0.0012331, 06 = 0.8983
As a result of a fitting procedure where we minimized the sum of 
absolute deviations, we found that Relations (2.5) and (2.6) can 
be satisfied. Many are equal to zero in the optimal solution.
In order to avoid writing very long expressions for the 4^ random 
variables, we gave a new numbering for the r) ^ and V.. The parameter 
values and the representations given below use this new numbering.
The results are:
Vj = 0.06794, IIC
N 0.70346
'>5 = 0.21985, V 0.28987
v9 = 0.11489, V10 0.09458
V 13= 0.07771, v i4 1.67685
v - 1.03670, V 13 0.14979
V3 - 1.48655,
IInt 0.20576
V7 = 0.00285, c DO I
I 0.00309
V 11 = 0.39688,
IICN 0.10628
^ 15 = 0.12304, V 16= 0.17998
V 19 = 0.04488, V20= I.2 1645,
=
Co =
C4 =
r _5
W V n6 
n2 +V V n6
n +r> +n +n +n +n +n 7 8 '9 10 11 12 '13
+n +n +n +n +n 9 10 'll 12 i 3
n i4*ni5+nl6+nl7*n l8*rl19+rl20 
*n. 7 * W n20
+nr +nil+ni2+ri13
n + r I 2
-6 = n.
+V V V n8
+n.
+0
10 +n!2+ni3
+n. +n 13
+ r16 +n20
+n.8+ni9
+n.5+ni6 +n 19
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The joint probability distribution of given that
£j=Z| is the same as the joint probability distribution of the 
following random variables:
V  n7 * V V nlO,r’ll*r,12inl3* 2I
n +n +n +n17 18 19 20
nl 4+nl 5+nl 6+n 17+ril 8+r'l 9+n20
«3 ■ V V V V V rV r|n +ni2*ni3+2l nu +n,5*n,6*n°7+n18*n,9*n20
«4 - 12-'14*rl5*n6 - V riil + ni2*rll3-
s5 - ni+n2+r,5+rV n7+n8+nio+ni2+ni3+zi
ni8+r>19
n.4 + ni5 +r' l 6 * ni7 +ni8 +rll9 * r'20
. . . . . . . .  . . n i5+rV ni9
á6 n i+n6+n9+ni3+ z i n1/+n...+n1,+nl,+n10+nin+n.'14 15 16 17 18 19 20
These formulae enable effective simulation for the conditional joint 
probability distribution of our random variables. In fact this simu­
lation goes back to the simulation of independent gamma variables for 
which effective methods are known in the literature, see e.g. [13.
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ON OPTIMAL REGULATION OF A STORAGE LEVEL WITH APPLICATION TO 
TO THE WATER LEVEL REGULATION OF A LAKE
András Prékopa 
and
Tamás Szántai
ABSTRACT
In the paper [101 a system of stochastic programming was introduced for 
the optimal control of a storage level. Each model in this system serves 
to determine the optimal for only one period ahead though the time horizon 
consists of many future periods. The optimal control thus obtained can be 
considered an open loop control methodology. The main purpose of this pa­
per is to present an application by given an optimal control method for 
the regulation of the water level of Lake Balaton in Hungary. By solving 
almost 600 stochastic programming problems we analyze what would have 
happened if we had controlled the water level using our method between 
1922 and 1970, where one decision period is one month. The numerical 
results show that the proposed control' methodology works quite well in 
this case.
1. INTRODUCTION.
In the paper C101 a system of stochastic programming models was intro­
duced for the optimal control of a storage level. Each model in this system 
serves to determine the optimal policy for only one period ahead though i 
the time horizon consists of many future periods.
The optimal control thus obtained can be considered an open loop control 
by giving an optimal control method for the regulation of the water level 
of Lake Balaton in Hungary. By solving almost 600 stochastic programming 
problems we analyze what would have happened if we hand controlled the water
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level using our method between 1922 and 1970, where one decision 
period is one month. The numerical results show that the proposed control 
methodology works quite well in this case.
Our water input stochastic process will be assumed to be Gaussian. No time 
homogenity or independence, Markovian character or whatsoever will be 
supposed. Also the Gaussian nature of the input process is not an essential 
feature of our control methodology. We refer to the paper C U D  where we 
used a multivariate gamma distribution introduced by the authors of this 
paper in connection with certain reservoir system operation model. It is 
possible to use also here the same multigamma or some other multivariate 
probabaility distribution. The case of the multivariate normal distribution 
- the application of which is supported by statistics in connection with 
Lake Balaton - is relatively simple because of the special properties 
of this multivariate probability density.
2.SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL SYSTEM USED FOR THE
CONTROL OF THE STORAGE LEVEL.
Taking into account that application of our control methodology which 
we are going to present in the further sections of this paper, we shall 
use the terms corresponding to the water level regulation of a lake.
Fig.1.
Lake Balaton and catchment area in the western part of Hungary 
Wärter is released through Sio channel into Danube river
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Figure 1. illustrates Lake Balaton in the western part of Hungary.
Small rivers and rainfall represent positive inputs whereas evaporation 
represents negative input. The sum of these with positive resp. negative 
signs will be considered the water input. Thus the variables which denote 
water inputs in the subsequent periods can take on negative values too. 
Sometimes this in fact occurs.
Water can be released through the Sio channel into the Danube river. The 
monthly water quantities which can be released are limited by the capacity 
of the Sio channel. This capacity will be denoted symbolically by K in 
this section.
Instead of water levels we shall speak about water quantities. The
connection relative to Lake Balaton between these two notions will be
clarified later on. Let C be the initial water content of the lakeo
and ... the monthly random water inputs. will be
assumed to be nonrandon in our models. Let further z^,z^,... be decision 
variables belonging to the subsequent periods. These are the water quanti­
ties to be released through the channel in the subsequent periods. We 
decide on in the beginning of the first period, on z^ in the
beginning of the second period, etc. Introduce the notations
«k ’ ?o * £l * •••* £k-
Zk V ' " *  zk •
k = 1,2,...
The random process will beassumedto be Gaussian. We prescribe
further lower bounds a^,a2,... resp. upper bounds b^b^f.*« for the 
water quantities being in the lake at the end of the subsequent periods. 
We consider the situation favourable if the inequalities
(2.J) *k < r - Z=  L ± V k=l,2,...
are satisfied, where the water quantities to be released z^,z^,... are 
subject to the inequalities
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(2.2)' 0 < zk < K, 1 21 9 9 • • m
Since are ran^om variables, the fulfilment of the inequalities
(2.1) cannot be guaranteed with probability 1. Before formulating our 
decision principle we make a remark concerning stochastic programming 
model construction.
Stochastic programming problems are formulated in such a way that first 
we formulate a deterministic mathematical programming problem, which is 
called underlying deterministic problem, then observe that some of the 
parameters in this problem are random in reality; in view of this problem
looses its original meaning, hence we formulate another decision principle 
by taking into account the probability distribution of the random variables 
involved. Underlying mathematical programming problems can be either 
minimization (resp. maximization) problems or problems whe^re we only wish 
to find at least one vector satisfying certain constraints. In this latter 
case the advised stochastic programming decision principle is to find that 
vector which maximizes the probability of the fulfilment of the random 
constraints subject to those constraints which do not contain random 
variables.
Inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) represent an underlying deterministic 
problem where we want to find z^,z^,... such that the referred inequal­
ities be satisfied. The number of the considered periods should be finite. 
Having observed that are ran<*om váriables, we formulate the
stochastic programming decision principle, in accordance with the above 
remark, so that we maximize the probability of the fulfilment of the 
inequalities (2.1) subject to the constraints (2.2).
Since we have the possibility to use a dynamic type decision methodology 
i.e. we have the possibility to decide in every period, the above 
mentioned principle will be turned into a sequence of problems and 
conditional probabilities will be maximized where in the condition there 
stand the already realised values of the stochastic process ,€.••••
The first problem in this sequence is the following
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maximize P(ak =  ~ =  ^k* k = 1 * * * * »N )
(2.2) subject to
0 <= zk < K , k = 1,...,N.
# # #
Out of the optimal solution z^  ,..., z^ we only accept Zj and 
formulate the next problem. For the sake of simplicity the asterisk will 
be ommitted except for Section 5. Assume that we already fixed Zj,...,z . 
Then in order to fix zn+j » we formulate the following nonlinear 
programming problem
(2.4) maximize Pia^ =  b^, k=n+l,.. . ,n+N | £ j,... ,^n)
subject to
0 _< z^ K, k = n+l,...,n+N.
Here z , ..... z „ are the decision variables. Having computed the n+1 n+N
optimal solution, we only accept zn+j as a final value. Thus our 
control methodology is fixed.
It should be mentioned that a positive lower bound for K may be 
required. Mathematically this does not present any difficulty. In fact 
if Kq is a positive lower bound for the z^ then using the new variables 
y^ = z^ - Kq , we can transform our problem into the already introduced 
form (2.3) , (2.4).
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3. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL SYSTEM INTRODUCED IK
SECTION 2.
Before starting to discuss the subject mentioned in the title of this 
section, we recall some facts concerning logarithmic concave measures.
A nonnegative function f(x) , x £ R m is said to be a logarithmic concave 
(point), function if for every Xj, x^ 6 R™ and 0 < A < 1, we have
f (XXj + ii-A)^ ) > Cf (Xj ) l^Cf (x^)^ \
A measure P defined on the measurable subset of the space Rm , is said 
to be logarithmic concave if for every pair A,B of convex subsets of 
Rm and 0<A<1, we have
P(AA + (l-A)B) > fP(A)3XCP(B) 1_X.
Here the sign + denotes Minkowski addition i.e. in connection with 
two sets D ,G, D+G=(d+j> |dGD, £  € G}, further the constant multiple 
AG of the set G is defined by the equality G={Aj> | £  6 G).
In föl , C93 the following theorem was proved.
Theorem 1. If a probability measure P is generated by a logarithmic 
concave probability density i.e. for every measurable set C C  Rm we 
have
P(C) = / f(x) dx ,
C
then P is a logarithmic concave measure.
Theorem 1 implies that if A is a convex subset of Rm then
f f(t) dt 
A+x
is a logarithmic concave function of the variable x.
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This implies further that G is an n x N matrix and z_ is an 
N-component vector, then
/ f(t) dt 
A+Gz
is a logarithmic concave function of the variable z.
Consider now the random vector of components £n+^» denote by £
its expectation vector and by C its covariance matrix. By assumption 
this random vector has a normal distribution. Assume also that this 
distribution is nondegenerated. Then the probability density of this 
random vector exists and it is given by
f(x) det C
(2H)1
-1
1 1, n .
2 ~  2^-~- C '(x-e)
x e rn+N
Out of the random vector components £ . * • • • » £  +m we form two
P F • •random vectors £  , £  which are the following
(3.1)
and partition e_ , x accordingly. The obtained parts will be denoted
. P F P Fby e_ , e resp. x , x .
Thus we have
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The superscripts P and F are initials of the words "Past" resp. 
"Future” . Let is rearrange and then partition the covariance matrix C 
so that we obtain the following
Cn+l,n+l **• Cn+l,n+N Cn+l,l Cn+1,n ^
\
Cn+N,n+1 *■’ Cn+N,n+N Cn+N,l .^n-feli.n ■
C1,n+l **• C1,n+N C 11 • • • c. In /
cn,n+l Cn,n+N Cnl . . . c /  nn /
r
/ E[(£F - eF)(£F - eF)‘l EC(?F-eF)(CP - eP)'l
P P P  P i  P P P  P i\ EC (I - £)•(£* - e )  1 EC (C-£) ( C  ~ O  1
S
U*
U
T
It is known that the probability distribution of the random vector £  
P Pgiven £  = x is a normal distribution with expectation vector
(3.4) eC = eF + UT"'(xP - eP)
and covariance matrix
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(3.5) S - UT ' U* ,
where the superscript in e^ refer to the word "Conditional". Thus the
F p pconditional probability density of £  given £ =x is the following
f(xF|xP) - det(S-UT~1U >)
(21T)N
I  - jQiF-£C) * (S-UT-1U ’) (xF-eC) 
e
F PThe function f(x |x ) is logarithmic concave as a function of all
F P . . . .variables in x and x . Now we only need the fact it is logarithmic
F~ Pconcave in x for every fixed x . Consider the following set in the
, . Fspace of the vectors x :
A - {xF I a, - C - x - ... -x + Z.+... + Z < —  k ő i  n 1 n =
< x . + ... + x ., < =  n+1 n+k =
=  bk “ ^o X 1 “ ’' * _Xn+Zl + "  ‘+ zn ’ k “ 1» • • • ,N} ,
Then probability in the objective function of Problem {2.4) can be 
expressed in the following manner:
{3.8) P(afc ^  ?k~Zk £  bk , ■ k=n+l.... n+N^j-Xj.... ^n=xn) = / f(x lx?) dx»
A(Zn+l »*••» Zn+N}
where
(3.9) A(zn+] zn+N) A + (
\
'n+1
z ,+z n+1 n+2
z .1+z .o +•••+ z n+1 n+2 n+N
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Theorem 1 and Relation (3.8) jointly imply
Theorem 2. The probability standing in (3.8) is a logarithmic
concave function of the variables z ...... zn+1 ’ n+N
In C13 the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 3. Let A be a convex set in Rm , symmetric about the origin. 
Let f be a quasi-concave probability density in Rm with the property 
that f(-x) = f(x) for every x 6 Rm . Then for every 6 Rm and 
0 < k < 1 we have the inequality
/  f(x) dx 
A+k^
If (x) dx .
A+^
In other words, this theorem states that the probability of the set 
A + t^ _ is a monotonically decreasing function in CO,00 I of the variable 
t for every fixed y.
Theorem 3 implies that if we take unconstrained maximum of the probability
(3.8) where only z ,,..., z are the variables, then the maximizing
J n+1 n+N
z ' , ,..., z „ satisfy the equalities n+1 n+N
ak + ^k — C. . . -e^ , — ...- e^ +z +...+Z , = 0, k=l,...,N,
(3.10) -------  initial n+1 n+k n+1 n+k
where
(3.U) •c. .,. = Cinitial o + x, +...+ x - z 1 n zn
is the water content of the lake beginning of Period n+1. This is that 
period for which we want to find an optimal policy.
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4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS FORMULATED IN SECTION 2.
We shall consider Problem (2.4). Problem (2.3) is very similar and
does not need a separate treatment. First we show that the optimization
of the function (3.8) on the cube 0 £  z^ £  K, k = n+l,...,n+N
can be reduced to maximizations of the same functions on at most N faces
of this cube. Sometimes the constrained optimal solution can be obtained
directly without any computation. In fact first we solve the system of
equations (3.10 ) with respect to z^+] .... Zn+N" we ^ave
for k * n+l,...,n+N, then this is the optimal solution also to the
constrained problem (2.4). On the other hand, if for some i we have
zi > K or for some k we have z^ < 0, then by Theorem 3 the optimum
is attained on one of those faces of the cube which can be "seen" from
the point with coordinates z ...... z These faces can be generatedn+1 n+N °
as follows. If z^ > K, then we adopt the face
z^ = K, 0 £ z. £ K, j = n+1 ,... ,i-l ,i+l,. . . ,n+N ;
if z^ < 0, then we adopt the face
z, = 0, 0 £  z . £  K, j = n+1____,k-1,k+l,...,n+N.K J
Obviously the number of such faces is at most N.
Example. Let n = 2, N = 4 and z^ > K, 0 £  z^ £  K, z^ < 0, 
z^ < K. Then our face collection consists of the following three faces
{ z^,z^,z^,z^ 
{ z3,z4,z5,z6
{ Z3’V Z5 ’Z6
z3 = 1C, 0 < z4,z5,z6 £  K } , 
Z5 = 0, 0 £ z3,z4,z6 < K } , 
z6 = K, 0 £ z3,z4,z5 £ K i •
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When optimizing in the faces we can apply various nonlinear programming 
methods. We have tested on this and similar stochastic programming 
problems the method of feasible directions, SUMT, GRG the flexible 
tolerance method and the cutting plane method.
It is worth to describe shortly the application of the SUMT interior 
point method. Let us assume that we want to maximize the function (3.8) 
on the following face
(zn+1 'n+N w K ’ 0 < z. < K,=  l = i*n+2,...,n+N},
If instead of the function (3.8) we work with its logarithm, then the 
penalty function is given by the following formula
(4.1)
log P U k < Ck-Zk < bk , k
n+N
n+1,... ,n+N I .... ,En )-r E logzk (l-z^),
k=n+2
where r is a fixed positive number and z , = K in the sumsn+1
Zk =  Z j + . . . +  zk , k = n+l,...,n+N. The function (4.1) is convex and
this fact makes the solutions of the unconstrained minimization problems 
relatively comfortable. Several unconstrained optimization method can be 
applied here C71 and we have tested a number of them. The use of a 
gradient free method seems to be advisable. The gradient of the function
(4.1) is expressed in C103 but the formula is sophisticated.
Function values are computed by simulatior at every step using a fast 
random number generation technique written in COMPASS for the CDC 3300 
computer C33.
If we take a decreasing sequence r^,^,... tending to zero, then the 
SUMT interior point method converges (the conditions are trivially 
satisfied in out case) in the sense that (4.1) converges to the 
negative logarithm of the optimum value of Problem (2.4).
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If N - 2, then the original problem (2.4) is two-dimensional but 
since the faces of the rectangle
are lines we have to optimize on at most two lines. This is done by the 
use of the Fibonacci search Cl43.
5. METHOD FOR THE REGULATION OF THE WATER LEVEL OF LAKE BALATON
Having performed a large number of computations it turned out that using 
only two conditioning random variables (instead of the whole past 
history) and optimizing for two steps ahead i.e. choosing N = 2, a 
satisfactory water level control methodology can be obtained.
The lake is represented by a prism the surface of which is 600 km2.
We choose as water quantity unit that quantity which increases the water 
level by exactly 1 mm. (This quantity equals 600 000 m 3.) All date 
will be given in this unit.
According to what is said above, four random variables will be involved 
in every optimization problem. They belong to four consecutive months and 
will be denoted by ^2 * ^3’ ^4 aSreement with the earlier nota­
tions. To the earliest month corresponds , then comes ^  etc*
The prescribed lower resp. upper bounds are as follows:
Lower bounds Upper bounds 
February- June 3100 mm 3400 mm
July-January 3000 mm 3300 mm
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The originally prescribed levels communicated to us were 2900 ran resp. 
3400 mm for every month. We observed that our control methodology allowed 
to keep the water level between the narrower limits 3000 mm resp.
3300 mm (with a satisfactory probability). However, due to large input 
water quantities in the first half of the year, the corresponding limits 
were increased by 100 mm and this improved the controllability for 
the most important suraner months. Thus in all cases we have to solve 
the following type of problem:
maximize P
i
a3 =  ^initial 
a4 =  ^initial
+ h  
+ h
(5.2)
subject to
0 £ z3 £ 200 ,
0 < z4 < 200 ,
where a^.b^a^.b^ are chosen according to the above table of the lower 
resp. upper bounds. The subscripts of a^jb^jZ^ and a^jb^.z^ are 
chosen in accordance with the subscripts of and
It will be still more comfortable to operate with the following 
transformed random variables
(5.2) Cj = Cj > ^2 = ^2’ ^3 = ^3* 4^ ~ >^3 + ^4*
The covariance matrix D of the random variables Cj , £3» £4 can
be obtained from the covariance matrix
of the random variables ^1» ^2» ^3» ^4* We have
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3) D -
\
C 11 C1 2 C 13 C 13+c14
C 1 2 C22 C23 C23+C24
C 13 C23 C33 C33+C34
C13+14 C23+24 C33+34 C33+C44+2c34
With the aid of S *^2*^3*^4 
the following manner
Problem (6.1) can be written in
( a3 < '’initial C3 Z3 = b3
maximize P
a4 ± '’initial C4 " Z3_Z4 =  b4 s 1 s2
(6.4)
subj ect to 0 1  z3 < 200 ,
0 < z4 < 200 .
Let us rearrange and then partition the covariance matrix D in a way 
indicated here below
( c í 'i
Since C j = €j, C2 = S2 ic follows that T , = T where T is taken 
out from that special case of (3.3) in which n = 2, N = 2. Then we 
have
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(5.6) E e 3 '
+ u iT i
' ( 0
1 -
• aSJ ? 2j
r
vP< ro
On the next pages we present the input data (Table I.) for the 50 years 
between 1921 and 1970. Taking into account a longer (less reliable 
but improved by hydrological considerations) time series, the Institute 
of Water Management of the Technical University of Budapest advised the 
use of a Gaussian process as the mathematical model of the water input 
process, after a careful statistical analysis C23.
Together with the realized values of the input process we present the 
corresponding expectations and variances.
Then we present a part of a 24 x 24 correlation matrix (Table II.)). 
Assuming that the random input of one month is stochastically independent 
of the inputs of such months which are farther then one year then it turns 
out that all nonzero correlation will be contained in a 24 x 24 corre­
lation matrix. In practice, however, only correlations very near the 
diagonal will be needed because the others are very small. That part of 
the correlation matrix what we present here is larger than the necessary 
part but is well illustrates that dependencies exist only between very 
near months.
As it was mentioned in the Introduction we carried out the monthly 
optimizations between 1922 and 1970.
First we computed twelwe D matrices and to each D we also computed 
the corresponding two matrices Uj T~* , Sj - UjT“1 Uj. These matrices 
are fixed, they do not depend on actual values of the input time series. 
Then using the actual values of Cj and ?2 we computed all conditional 
expectations {5.6). Finally came the 588 optimizations (one for 
every month in the years 1922-1970) out of which a large number were 
trivial i.e., the solution of the equation (3.10) specialized to our 
case (n * 2, N = 2) produced such z^ and z^ for which
0 < z_ , z, < 200 .
As an example we consider the problem of finding the optimal water 
quantity to be released in July, 1953. In this case the random 
variables £3» £4 have the following meanings
input water quantity in May,
£2 input water quantity in June
£3 input water quantity in July
input water quantity in Aug.
The expectations, dispersions and the correlation matrix can be obtained 
from the presented tables. They are reproduced here:
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1953 
1953 
1953 
1953 *
E(£j)«29.78 , E(£2)=14.52 , E(?3>=-43.44 , E(C4)=-38.30 , 
D(£,)-63.11 , D(£2)=73.98 , D(^3)= 73.96 , D(^)= 69.58 ,
/  £ '/ 1.000
2^
0.333
^3
0. 198
^4
0.201
r
0.333 1.000 0.579 0.263
0.198
L
0.579 1 .000 0.352
\  0.201 0.263 0.352 1 .00
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The transformed variables (5.2) have the following expectations and
covariance matrix
E (C j)  = 2 7 .9 8 , E U 2) = -4 .5 2  , E(C3) — 4 3 .4 4 ,  E(C4) -  -8 1 .7 4 ,
D= V
3982.87210011 1554.73630744 924.18788880 1806.81784260 \ C1
1554.73630744 5473.04040002 3168.03370320 4521.83367240 1
924.18788880 3168.03370320 5470.08160018 7281.52175378 I <3
1806.81784260 4521.83367240 7281.52175378 13934.33830761 J
?4
From here we obtain
S1 =
5470.08160018 7281.52175378
7281.52175378 13934.33830761
U 1 =
924.18788880 3168.03370320
1806.81784260 4521.83367240
T . =
3982.87210011 1554.73630744
1554.73630744 5473.04040002
T, ' =
0.00028239 -0 .00008022
-0.00008022 0.00020550
u i V =
0.00684480 
0.14748962
0.57689906
0.78430377
The realised water input data are the following
, K2 ^2 22 *5, - * 40
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hence the conditional expectation equals
(5 .7) -43.44
* V T '
40 . 29.78 s
' -28.07
-81.74 22 , -4.52 -59.43
The covariance matrix of the conditional distribution of given
that £ . = 4 0  , 3 22 is the following
' 3636.12006366 4660.51286423
(5 .8 ) Sj-UjTj’u ; 4660.51286423 10121.36024427
Since £ . . . , =  3205, the optimization problem (5 .4 ) can be written initial v r
in the following manner
maximize P
(5.5)
subject to
-2.05 < C3 - z3 
-2.05 < C4 - z3
0 1  z3 £ 200,
0 < z. < 200,=  4 =
and the above probability distribution is two-dimensional normal with 
expectation vector (5.7) and covariance matrix (5.8)
If we compute Z3’Z4 according to ( 3.10) , we obtain the values
= -31.
It follows that the optimal z^ to Problem (5.9) equals
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#
z. = 0  4
and z^ is the optimal solution of the following one-dimensional problem
maximize P
-205 < - z3 < 95
-205 < £4 - Z3 < 95 40, C2 - 22
(5.10)
subject to
0 < z3 £ 200.
The Fibonacci search gives in 15 steps the result
#
z3 2 .
In higher dimensional cases the values of the objective function are 
determined by simulation. In the two-dimensional case numerical integra­
tion is satisfactorily effective. We use a reduction formula and then one 
dimension . numerical integration. The reduction formula states that if 
<J>(x,y;r) and c|)(x,y;r) are the two-dimensional normal probability 
density resp. distribution functions with standard marginal distributions 
and r is the correlation coefficient (|r| < 1), then we have
b
f
a
d
/ <f>(x,y;r) 
c
b
dydx = / 
a
d-rx
/ r r 7
- 4, c-rx 1
v W " )
p(x) dx
where $ and <f> denote the one-dimensional standard normal density resp 
distribution function. The one-dimensional numerical integration is done 
by the Romberg-Havie procedure [43. The computational precision is 
1(7*.
In Table III. we summarize the results of the 588 optimizations.
The + resp. - signs mean that the water level is higher resp. lower 
than desired. We see that only a few such signs occur. Moreover the 
first month of 1922 do not count because we need a few periods for the 
running-in of this control methodology. In 1946 the lock was repaired
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which caused a high water level. The variation of the controlled
water level is illustrated on Fig. 2.
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Table I .
H a tu r a l W ate r C o n f n t  Chang»» o f  Lake B a la to n  ( R a i n f a l l * I n f  lo w -E v a p o ra t io n )
Ja n u a ry F a b ru a ry M arch A p r i l M»y June J u ly A u gust S eptem ber O ctobe r P r r r la É . r D m c e ^ e r
1921 62 133 16 26 *3 -3 5 -102 -1 * 3 -6 8 4 77 SI
1922 102 119 128 192 - 3 -5 2 -1 0 3 -1 8 118 198 96 72
1923 85 122 239 94 -1 7 9 -5 2 -7 5 -3 0 60 119 13*
192* 38 94 262 171 104 26 -5 0 -7 -4 -26 10 56
1925 48 75 86 48 54 -1 8 -2 2 -5 6 87 -8 232 106
1926 130 165 77 23 -7 74 101 97 -11 . 89 173 139
1927 121 79 137 62 -2 5 -4 8 -54 32 45 -1 19 36
I92S 99 126 111 31 90 -51 -9 7 -5 9 SI 49 76 73
1929 95 74 170 208 38 -2 4 -9 0 -101 -7 6 39 159 16
1930 79 131 106 172 -51 -9 5 -124 -2 7 -21 182 178 235
1931 178 208 302 166 37 -5 9 -156 -3 2 43 16 92 37
1932 101 35 135 65 59 -9 5 -9 7 -6 5 -5 9 74 18 *8
1933 51 73 92 21 41 -1 -119 -41 -8 48 240 136
193* 137 69 77 -3 7 -6 2 -1 9 -4 2 -4 6 27 9 103 72
1935 63 147 85 23 -21 -8 5 -136 -5 7 -1 3 18 31 172
1936 162 199 107 63 85 4 -9 0 -1 0 7 27 126 97 94
1937 105 146 3*3 260 -4 40 8 10 67 99 222 331
1938 214 118 71 18 79 -3 9 -98 5e -11 3* 10 •7
1939 114 77 73 -61 74 9 -1 3 7 -3 7 2 97 92 77
1940 68 67 339 111 96 '  76 22 159 247 174 2 *3 90
1941 127 231 204 216 129 -3 9 -«3 -3 5 -5 7 70 200 148
1942 115 215 367 307 178 -6 6 -57 -99 -5 6 -27 23 61
19*3 112 179 -1 2 -5 -1 3 108 32 -1 0 6 -2 -2 148 129
1944 57 113 241 11 52 96 -3 2 -7 2 -5 0 146 225 254
19*5 191 309 215 35 -3 7 -7 9 -6 8 -9 9 -2 8 19 99 97
19*6 68 118 60 -41 -7 5 -51 -6 3 -9 3 -5 2 7 86 8*
1947 87 182 448 117 -1 7 -54 -77 -148 -8 5 -5 22 88
1948 n o 106 8 85 -1 9 17 136 -41 -3 0 46 47 ?37
1949 85 9 -1 6 4 41 -7 3 -7 7 -7 5 -8 4 -2 175 52
1950 115 188 63 63 -3 3 -1 5 5 -9 0 -5 8 -1 67 216 190
1951 139 154 206 -2 7 112 167 39 -3 5 18 -36 21 85
1952 114 155 166 37 -4 9 -3 8 -153 -1 2 8 -2 6 133 97 155
1953 110 71 18 -5 40 22 -93 -51 -5 9 8 -2 2 17
1954 73 56 192 28 175 16 22 -5 4 -31 21 76 124
1955 121 134 152 66 10 -4 6 39 81 26 140 185 77
1956 88 108 160 114 63 14 -3 -7 5 -8 5 22 54 114
1957 46 293 75 17 12 -5 6 19 -6 8 14 -26 78 36
1958 99 89 47 24 -6 0 89 -29 -8 3 -5 -19 32 85
1959 98 40 n 59 9 82 63 -5 5 -6 9 -40 46 140
I960 127 147 67 63 33 -8 0 40 -5 7 - 7 141 154 207
1961 121 113 39 13 50 8 -8 0 -no -7 0 -11 90 51
1962 116 70 185 95 -2 0 -5 0 21 -1 1 5 -4 2 -1 220 149
1963 191 130 368 174 9 -1 7 -127 7 96 75 71 109
1964 42 73 250 123 77 -2 -3 0 -31 -2 170 82 190
1965 164 111 131 190 193 244 145 131 72 15 187 448
1966 122 202 151 146 46 38 89 87 48 19 240 203
1967 204 184 1*3 141 -1 1 96 -55 -1 0 7 60 17 33 40
1968 104 85 50 10 -6 5 -1 0 0 -1 4 0 70 21 40 167 69
1969 139 313 234 48 14 84 -58 -3 0 1 1 20 72 ‘ no
1970 in 182 382 223 35 -1 8 -64 49 -5 12 62 85
E x p e c ta t io n s  108.96 
D ia p a ra io n a  41 .5 2
132.34
67 .0 4
151.22
112.84
79.74
83.51
29 .78
63.11
- 4 .5 2
73 .98
-4 3 .4 4
73.96
- 3 8 .3 0
69 .5 8
- 0 .7 4  
61 .95
46 .00
62.51
109.46
75 .1 5
114.46
8 0 .6 0
Table II.
Correlations of Natural Water Content Change» of Lake Balaton
Jan. Febr n March. April May June July .Auc. ; Sept. Oct . Nov. Dec. Jan. Febr. March. April. May. June July Aug. Sept. ° ct . Nov. Dec .
Jan. 1,00 0,36 0,07 0,11 - 0,01 0,15 - 0,02 0,15 0,16 - 0,05 - 0,17 - 0,02 - 0,18
Febr. 0,36 1,00 0,28 0,20 - 0,06 - 0,05 - 0,02 - 0,10 0,04 - 0,07 - 0,04 0,05 0,02 - 0,00
March. o,oy 0,28 1,00 0,63 0,24 0,04 - 0,09 0,14 0,22 0,15 - 0,02 0,12 0,08 0,09 - 0,02
April. 0,11 0,20 0,63 1,00 0,28 - 0,02 0,05 0,19 0,17 0,16 0,11 0,25 0,16 0,08 - 0,12 0,23
May . - 0,01 - 0,06 0,24 0,28 1,00 0,?3 0,20 0,20 0,07 - 0,05 - 0,03 0,14 0,01 0,11 - 0,03 0,23 0,14
June 0,13 - 0,05 0,04 - 0,02 0,33 1,00 0,58 0,26 0,22 - 0,15 0,02 0,34 0,03 0,04 0,02 0,11 - 0,07 - 0,08
July - 0,02 - 0,02 - 0,09 0,05 0,20 0,58 1,00 0,35 0,12 - 0,12 0,22 0,36 0 , 1V 0,05 - 0,19 - 0,03 - 0,09 0,02 0 , 1/
Aup, . 0,15 - 0,10 0,14 0,19 0,20 0,26 0,35 1,00 0,60 0,26 0,30 0,29 0,19 0,20 0,08 0,10 0,31 0,08 - 0,03 0,15
Sept. 0 , 1b 0,04 0,22 0,17 0,07 0,22 0,12 0,60 1,00 0,35 0,28 0,13 0,09 0,02 0,10 0,13 0,17 0,15 - 0,08 0,21 - 0,05
Oct. - 0,05 - 0,07 0 , 1? 0,16 - 0,05 - 0,15 - 0,12 0,26 0,33 1,00 0,59 0,31 0,20 0,11 0,26 0,27 0,32 0,13 - 0,09 0,18 - 0,02 - 0,09
Nov. - 0 , 1V - 0,04 - 0,02 0,11 - 0,03 0,02 0,22 0,30 0,28 0,39 1,00 0,51 0,53 0,39 0,26 0,22 - 0,04 0,04 - 0,05 0,14 - 0,00 - 0,11 - 0,11
Dec., - 0,02 0,05 0,12 0,25 0,14 0,54 0,36 0,29 0,13 0,31 0,51 1,00 0,56 0,55 0,11 0,10 0,19 0,20 0,16 0,26 0,12 - 0,17 - 0,10 0,04
Jan. - 0,18 0,02 0,08 0,lo 0,01 0,03 0,17 0,19 0,09 0,20 0 , 5? 0,56 1,00 0,56 0,07 0,11 - 0,ol 0,13 - 0,02 0,15 0 , 1b - 0,05 -o .lv —V-  jO d
Febr. - 0,00 0,09 0,08 0,11 0,04 0,05 0,20 0,02 0,11 0,39 0,55 0,36 1,00 0,28 0,20 “ O |06 - 0,05 - 0,02 - 0,10 0,04 - 0,07 - 0,04 0,05
March. - 0,02 - 0,12 - 0 , 1.3 0,02 - 0,19 0,08 0,10 0,26 0,26 0,11 u ,07 0,28 1,00 0,63 0,24 0,04 - 0,09 0,14 0,22 0 , 1? - 0,03 0,12
Apri1. 0,23 0,23 0,11 - 0 , 0? 0,10 0,15 0,27 0,22 0,10 0,11 0,20 0,65 1,00 0,28 - 0,02 0,05 0,19 0,17 0,16 0,11 0,25
May . 0,14 - 0,07 - 0,09 0,51 u ,17 0,?2 - u ,04 0,19 - 0,01 - 0,06 0,24 0,28 1,00 0,33 0,20 0,20 0,07 - 0,05 - 0,03 0,14
June - 0,08 0,02 0,08 0,15 0,13 0,04 0,20 0,13 - 0,05 0,04 - 0,02 0,33 1,00 0,58 0,26 0,22 - 0,15 0,02 0,34
July 0,17 - 0,03 - 0,08 - 0,09 - 0,05 0,16 - 0,02 - 0,02 - 0,09 0,05 0,20 0,58 1,00 o ,35 0,12 - 0,12 0,22 0,36
Aup. 0,15 0,21 0,18 0,14 0,26 0,15 - 0,10 0,14 0,19 0,20 0,26 0,35 1,00 0,60 0,26 0,30 0,29
Sept. - 0,05 - 0,02 - 0,00 0,12 0,16 0,04 0,22 0,17 0,07 0,22 0,12 0,60 1,00 0,35 0,28 0,13
Oct. - 0,09 - 0,11 - 0,17 - 0,05 - 0,07 0,13 0,16 - 0,05 - 0,15 - 0,12 0,26 0,35 1,00 0,39 0,31
Nov. - 0,11 - 0,10 - 0,17 - 0,04 - 0,03 0,11 - 0,03 0,02 0,22 0,30 0,28 0,39 1,00 0,51
Dec . 0,04 - 0,02 0,05 0,12 0,25 0,14 0,34 0,36 0,29 0,13 0,31 0,51 1,00
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Table III.
Numerical Results. Application of the Proposed Control Methodology for Lake 
Balaton between the years 1922-1970. The are the Final Accepted
Values. Water Levels are Computed with These. + Sign (resp.-sign) Means 
Water Level Above 3400 mm (resp.Below 2900 mm).
t
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Z 3 ZA MAT* R LFVEL ounRASiLITY
1922 JANUARY 0. 3. 2311». (- ) 0.00
1922 FEBRUARY 0. 0. 2«*33. <-) 0. 001922 MARCH 0. 0. 2561. (-) 0.001922 APRIL 0. 0. 2753.<-) 0.00
1922 NAY 0. 0. 275 0. (- ) 0. 00
1922 JUNE 0. 0. 2898. (-) 0.001922 JULY 0. 0. 2595. (- ) 9. DO
1922 AUGUST 0. 0. 2377. (-) 9.001922 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2695. (- » 0.001922 OCTOBER 0. 0. 2893. (-) 0.00
1922 NOVEMBER 0. 12 9. 2989. 7A. 101922 DECEMBER 0. s a. 3061. 90. 06
1923 JANUARY 9. 22. 31 37. 96.20
1923 FEBRUARY 3. I«»«.. 3256. 70.79
1923 MARCH 15 5. 75. 3 3A1. 61.291923 APRIL 200. 5«.. 3235. 88.62
1923 NAY 21. 0. 3196. 82. A3
1923 JUNE 0. 0. 3205. 71.231923 JULY Ű. 0. 315 3. 8A. 81
1923 AUGUST 0. 0. 3978. 79.77
1923 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3 0 A 8. 80.391923 OCTOBER 0. «.0. 3108. 80.80
1923 NOVEMBER 67. 119. 3160. 77. 3A
1923 DECEMBER 131. 112. 3182. 90.72
192A JANUARY 151. «.1. 3069. 96.20
192** FEBRUARY 0. 99. 3163. 67. 16
192«. MARCH 52. 65. 3373. 61. 29192«. APRIL 200. 95. 33«*«*. 85.70
192«. NAY 1<«1. 0. 3307. 82. A3
192«. JUNE 7A. 73. 3258. 76. 86192«. JULY 66. 0. 31 A3. 85. 98
192«. AUGUST 0. 0. 3136. 79. 03
192«. SEPTEMBER 3. 57. 3129. 92. 30192«. OCTOBER 2 6. 116. 3077. 8 A. AO
192«. NOVEMBER 7. 87. 308 0. 77.3A192«. DECEMBER 0. 67. 3136. 90.501925 JANUARY 62. 0. 3122. 96.201925 FEBRUARY 0. 115. 31 97. 70.3A
1925 MARCH 76. 62. 32 0 7. 61.291925 APRIL 5. 27. 3250. 88.72
1925 NAY 16. 0. 3288. 82. A2
1925 JUNE <»7. 63. 3223. 76. 861925 JULY 0. 0. 320 1. 85.30
1925 AUGUST 1«.. 0. 3131. 81. 9519 2 5 SEPTEMBER 0. 6. 3218. ° 2. 0 A1925 OCTOBER 138. 121. 30 71. 8 A. A0
1925 NOVEMBER 26. 97. 3277. 77. 3A
19 2 5 DECEMBER 20 0. 19 5. 3183. 77. A5
1926 JANUARY 162. 63. 3151. 96.20
19 2 6 FEBRUARY «♦0. 151. 3’ 76. 70.791926 MARCH 192. 59. 3162. 61. 291926 APRIL 0. n. 3185. 56.00
1926 MAY 0. 0. 3178. 76. 80
1926 JUNE 0. 0. 3252. 69.811926 JULY SI. 0. 3271. 85. 83
1926 A UGUST 130. 13. 3238. 81.951926 SEPTEMBER 151. 58. 3076. 92.301926 OCTOBER 0. 119. 3165. 8 A. 2 3
1926 NOVEMBER 139. 131. 3198. 77. 3A1926 DECEMBER 200. 128. 31 37. 90.72
1927
1927
192 7
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
192 7
192 8
1928
1928
1928
1926
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
192 9
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
19 30
1930
1930
1930
19 30
19 30
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
19 31
1931
1931
1931
1931
19 31
1931
1931
19 31
1931
19 31
1931
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Z 3 ZA MATER LEVEL PROM ABILITY
JANUARY 113. 53. 31A6. 96.20r EBRUARY 37. 155. 3188. 70.79MARCH SI. 68. 326A. 51. 29APRIL 85. 3 5. 3 2A0. 88.721 AY 12. 0. 3203. 8 2. A3
JUNE 0. 0. 3155. 72.52JULY 0. 0. 3101. 61.25AUGUST 0. 0. 3133. 63.79SEPTEMBER 23. 70. 3155. 92. 30OCTOBER 70. 13A. 30 8A. 8 A. AO
NOVEMBER 3A. 98. 3069. 77.3ADECEMBER 0. 67. 3105. 90. AAJANUARY 28. 0. 3176. 96.20
FEBRUARY A0. 1A0. 3262. 70.79MARCH 161. 77. 3212. 61.29APRIL 23. 2A. 3220. 88.72
1 A Y 0. 0. 3310. 82. 05JUNE 87. 71. 3172. 76. 86JULY 0. 0. 3075. 72.15
AUGUST 0. 0. 3016. A 8. 8 7
SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3097. 5 2. 9 3OCTOBER 16. 120. 3 13 0. BA. AO
NOVEMBER 107. 119. 3099. 77.3ADECEMBER A 8. 99. 3125. 90.72JANUARY 69. 17. 3150. 96.20FEBRUARY 20. 1 A 5. 32 0 A. 70.79MARCH 78. 65. 3297. 61.29APRIL 133. Al. 3 A61. (♦ » 88. 72
MAY 200. A5. 3299. 76.92
JUNE 25. 5 7. 3250. 76. 86JULY 15. 0. 31A6. 85. 27
AUGUST 0. 0. 30 A5. 75. 32SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2969. 5A. 15OCTOBER 0. 0. 3006. 38.95
NOVEMBER 0. 69. 3167. 75.62DECEMBER 155. 123. 30 2 e. 90.72JANUARY 0. 5. 3107. 96.19FEBRUARY 0. 101. 3238. 69. 87MARCH 1A2. 77. 3202. 61.29APRIL 11. 23. 3363. 88.72MAY 1A5. 0. 3167. 82.38
JUNE 0. 0. 3072. 53. 06JULY 0. 0. 29A8 . 15.01
AUGUST 0. 0. 2921. 2.97
SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 29 0 0. 8.62OCTOBER 0. 2A. • 30 8 2. 1A. 85
NOVEMBER 92. 166. 3168. 7 7 . 3 kDECEMBER 189. 129. 3? 1 A. 90.72JANUARY 2D 0. 80. 3192. 96.20FEBRUARY 122. 171. 327R. 70.79MARCH 20 0. 108. 3380. 61.21APRIL 20 0. 10 3. 33A6. 7 9. 80
MAY 1A 7. 0. 3235. 82. A3
JUNE 0. 36. 3176. 76.62JULY 0. 0. 3020. 69.09
AUGUST 0. 0. 2988. 17. 73SEPTEMBER 0. G. 30 31. A 8. 7AOCTOBER 0. 69. 30 A7. 81.97
NOVEMBER A. 105. 3136. 77. 3A
DECEMBER 87. 1 0 A. 30 86. 90. 72
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Z 3 Zt MATE R LEVEL PROBABILITY
1932 JANUARY 26. 15. 3161. 96. 20
1932 FEBRUARY 26. ItO. 3170. 70. 79
1932 9 A RCH 23. 5 7. 3282. 51.2919 32 APRIL 101. to. 32*»5. 88.72
1932 NAY 18. 0. 32 8 7. 82. t3
19 32 JUNE *»7. 6*». 31 *»5. 76. 861932 JULY 0. 0. 30 *»8. 17, 3*»
19 32 AUGUST 0. 0. 2983. 33.5819 32 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 29 2*». 26.621932 OCTOBER 0. 8. 2998. 19. 0 6
1932 NOVEMBER 0. 88. 33 16. 76.221932 DECEMBER 0. UU. 30 6*». 86. 501933 JANUARY 0. 0. 3115. 96. 05
193 3 FEBRUARY 0. 105. 3188. 70. 05
1933 MARCH 66. 51. 3215. 61. 291933 APRIL 15. 2 8. 3220. 88. 72
1933 NAY 0. 0. 3261. 81.88
1933 JUNE 18. 60. 32*»2. 76. 86
1933 JULY 23. 0. 3101. 85. 52
1933 AUGUST 0. 0. 3060. 60. 82
1933 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3052. 85. 171933 OCTOBER 0. 60. 3100. 82. t5
1933 NOVEMBER 58. 115. 328 1. 77. 3t1933 DECEMBER 20 0. 20 0. 321 7. 70. It193 t JANUARY 200. 7 U, 315*». 96.20193*» FEBRUARY 51. 155. 3172. 70.7919 3 t MARCH 39. 67. 3210. 61. 29193*i APRIL *». 27. 3169. 88. 72
193*» MAY 0. 0. 3107. 7 1.05
193*. JUNE 0. 0. 3088. 33.21193*. JUL 1 0. 0. 30t6. tO. 89193*» AUGUST 0. 0. 30 00. t5.18133*» SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3027. t 2. 11193*» OCTOBER 0. 56. 30 36. 80.52193*» NOVEMBER 0. 90. 3139. 77.25193*» DECEMBER 9*». 107. 3117. 90. 721935 JANUARY 66. ZU. 31 It. 96. 20
1935 FEBRUARY 0. 117. 3261. 70. 35
1935 MARCH 17*». 80. 31 72. 61.291935 APRIL 0. 0. 3195. 87. 87
1935 MAY 0. 0. 317*». 7 8. 89
1935 JUNE 0. 0. 30 8 9. 57. Ot
1935 JULY 0. 0. 2953. 23.66
1935 AUGUST 0. 0. 2896. (- ) 3.211935 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2583.(-) 1. t21935 OCTOBER 0. 20. • 2901. 9. 20
19 3 5 NOVEMBER 0. 3 5. 2932. t 3. 311935 DECEMBER 0. 2*». 31 Ot. 50.991936 JANUARY 60. 22. 3205. 96. 201936 FEBRUARY 118. 161. 3286. 70.791936 MARCH 200. 108. 3193. 61.111936 APRIL <». It. 3252. 88.721936 MAY 21. 0. 3315. 82. t2
1936 JUNE 86. 70. 3233. 76. 8613 3 6 JULY 22. 0. 3121. 85. 78
19 3 6 AUGUST 0. 0. 30 It. 70.771336 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 30t 1. 29. 591936 OCTOBER 0. t8. 3167. 8 1.861936 NOVEMBER 16*». It 6. 3100. 77. 3t19 3 6 DECEMBER 72. 10 5. 3122. 90. 72
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
19 3 7
1937
19 37
1937
1937
1936
1936
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
193 8
1938
19 3 8
1939
1939
1939
1939
1939
1939
1939
1939
193 9
1939
1939
1939
19*0
191» 0
19*0
19i*0
19<*0
19*0
19*0
19*0
19*0
19*0
19*0
19*0
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
19*1
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Z 3 Z* MATER LEVEL PRD B AB IL
JANUARY 75. 26. 3152. 96. 20FEBRUARY 30. 1*8. 3269. 70.79MA RCH 177. 83. 3*35.(♦! 61. 29APRIL 200. 1*7. 3*95. (♦) *6. 19NAY 200. 70. 3291. 6*. 33JUNE 2. *7. 3328. 76. 86JULY 13*. 0. 3203. 85. 61
AUGUST 32. 7. 3180. 81. 95SEPTEMBER 52. 50. 3195. 92.30OCTOBER 115. 133. 3179. 8 *. *0NOVEMBER 173. 137. 32 28. 77.3*DECEMBER 200. 180. 3359. 86.97JANUARY 200. 19 5. 3373. 15. 7*
FEBRUARY 200. 200. 3 291. *2.93
MARCH 175. 85. 3187. 51. 29APRIL 0. 2. 3205. 88. 36MAY 0. 0. 328*. 80. 17
JUNE 58. 69. 3188. 76.66JULY 0. 0. 3090. 78.52
AUGUST 0. 0. 31*8. 55. 80
SEPTEMBER 56. 87. 3081. 92. 30
OCTOBER 0. 112. 3115. 8*.26
NOVEMBER 67. 10 9. 3057. 77.3*DECEMBER 0. 58. 31**. 89.97JANUARY 80. 2. 3178. 96. 20FEBRUARY 58. 1*8. 3198. 70.79MA RCH 71. 67. 3200. 61.29APRIL 0. 18. 3139. 88. 67
MAY 0. 0. 3213. 58. 5*
JUNE 0. 62. 3222. 76.8*JULY 13. 0. 3072. 85. 77
AUGUST 0. 0. 3D 35. *6.82SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3037. 76.6*OC TOTER 0. 55. 313*. 80. 96
NOVEMBER 11*. 13*. 3112. 77.3*
DECEMBER 76. 10*. 3113. 90.72JANUARY 61. 22. 3120. 96.20
FEBRUARY 0. 126. 3187. 70.59MARCH 59. 61. 3*66. <♦ 1 61.29APRIL 200. 163. 33 77. 30.6*
MAY 17*. 3. 3 30 0. 82.*3
JUNE 70. 72. 3305. 76.86JULY 1*9. 0. 3179. 66. 13
AUGUST 15. 1*. 3322. 81.95
SEPTEMBER 200. 160. 3369. 87.77OCTOBER 200. 200. • 33*3. 36.85
NOVEMBER 20 0. 200. 33 86. 20.00DECEMBER 200. 198. 3276. 9.88JANUARY 20 0. 117. 320 3. 96.10
FEBRUARY 88. 1*8. 33*6. 70. 79
MARCH 200. 137. 3350. 53. *0APRIL 200. 31. 3366. 68.68MAY 163. 0. 3332. 62.*0
JUNE 106. 79. 3187. 76. 86JULY 0. 0. 310*. 80. 08
AUGUST 0. 0. 3069. 6 2.99SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3012. 67.72
OCTOBER 0. 2*. 3082. 69. 05
NOVEMBER *0. 122. 32*2. 77.3*
DECEMBER 200. 172. 3190. 87.28
150
Z 3 Z1* MATER LEVEL OROBABIL
19 62 JANUARY 17 2. 61. 31 33. 96.201962 FEBRUARY 21*. 156. 332«*. 70. 791962 MARCH 200. 12 7. 31*91. (♦ ) 57.6619 62 APRIL 200. 1 5«*. 3598. I O 12. 7«,1962 9 AY 200. 6 7. 3576. <*) 9.21U62 JUNE 200. 1 L9. 3310. 1*0.001962 JULY 59. 0. 319U. 85. 7V
1962 AUGUST 0. 0. 3395. 81. 5319 *♦ 2 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 30 39. 81.06191*2 OCTCBER 0. 19. 3012. 76.9019i*2 90VEPBER 0. 3i*. 3035. 73.1*619«»2 DECEMBER 0. 1*7. 3096. 87. 32191*3 JANUARY 29. 1. 3179. 96.20191*3 FEBRUARY 53. t% 1». 3305. 70. 79191*3 MARCH 20 0. 106. 3093. 60.6219<»3 APRIL 0. 0. 33 88. 38. 15191*3 MAY 0. 0. 30 75. 31*.71
191*3 JUNE 0. 0. 3183. 26. 88191*3 JULY 37. 0. 3178. 85.99
191*3 AUGUST 20. 20. 3052. 81. 95
191*3 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 30 5 0. «♦i*. 39191*3 OCTOBER 0. 1*2. 30i*8. 61.86
191*3 NOVEMBER 0. 8 5. 3196. 77.27
191*3 DECEMBER 171. 120. 3153. 90.7219i*i* JANUARY 122. 1*5. 3088. 96. 20
19<*<* FEBRUARY 0. 111. 32 01. 69.«*519l*i* MARCH 98. 71. 33«*i*. 61.2919«* i* APRIL 200. 60. 3155. 88.5319«» i* MAY 0. 0. 3207. 73.21*1966 JUNE 0. 3 6. 3303. 7 6.1*919i*i* JULY 156. 0. 3115. 86. 10
19«* i* AUGUST 0. 0. 30 1*3. 77.9119<*(* SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2993. 60.2919i*i* OCTOBER 0. 12. 3139. 59. 20191*1« NOVEMBER 129. 151. 3235. 77. 3<*
19i*i* DECEMBER 200. 188. 3289. 8 3. «*81965 JANUARY 200. 177. 3280. 91.76191*5 FEBRUARY 200. 191. 3389. 70.6119i*5 MARCH 200. 150. 3<*0<*. (♦ ) 3 5. 5 0191*5 APRIL 200. 69. 3239. 82. 96191*5 MAY 16. 1. 3187. 82. 63191*5 JUNE 0. 0. 3108. 68. 1719V5 JULY 0. 0. 30<t 0. 31. 79
191*5 AUGUST 0. 0. 291*1. 36. 6619i*5 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 291 3. 2. 81191*5 OCTOBER 0. 8. 2932. 1 6. 8819«*5 NOVEMBER 0. 3 6. 30 31. 56.5719«*5 DECEMBER 0. 9V. 3128. 90.56191*6 JANUARY 9. 8. 31 87. 96.13191*6 c EBRUA RY 8. 9. 3297. 51.19191*6 MARCH 9. 9. 33«*8. 56.57191*6 APRIL 9. 9. 3? 98. 21. 09
191*6 MAY 9. 6. 321«*. 8.7919«* 6 JUNE 6. 0. 3157. • 5. 07191*6 JULY 0. 0. 30 9«.. 11. 66191*6 AUGUST 0. 0. 30 0 1. 33. 0319«* 6 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 29«*9. 65. 0319«*6 OCTOBER 0. 0. 2956. 76. 2319«*6 NOVEMBER 0. 0. 30«*2. 69. 5619<*6 DECEMBER 0. 0. 3126. 75. 57
151
Z 3 ZA MATER LEVEL PROBABILITY
19«*7 JANUARY 0. 0. 3213. 96. 191<?%7 FEBRUARY 0. 0. 33 9 5. 53. 6«*191*7 MARCH 0. 0. 381*3. (♦ ) 5«*. 7319%7 APRIL 0. 0. 3960. <♦ I 79.00191*7 9 AY 0. 0. 391*3. (♦» 32.30191*7 JUNE 0. 0. 3889.(♦! 7.«*9131*7 JULY 0. 0. 3812. <♦ ) 12. 31191*7 AUGUST 0. 65. 366«*. < + > 18.6%19-1*7 SEPTEMBER 20 0. 120. 3379. 1.73 .191*7 OCTOBER 200. 106. 317«*. 83. 50191*7 NOVEMBER 96. 92. 3099. 77.3%191*7 OECEMBER 12. 8<*. 3175. 90.72191* 8 JANUARY 113. 5. 3172. 96.2019V8 FEBRUARY 50. 1«*8. 3228. 70.79191*8 MARCH 116. 71*. 3120. 61.2919<*8 APRIL 0. 0. 3205. 58.97191*8 MAY 0. 0. 3186. 80. 22191*8 JUNE 0. 0. 3203. 6 8. 8%19 <*8 JULY 0. 0. 3339. 85. 07
191*8 AUGUST 200. 5. 3098. 81.9519**8 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3068. 83. 2019i*8 OCTOBER 0. 63. 3111*. 83. 28191*8 NOVEMBER 68. 113. 3093. 77.3%19«* 8 DECEMBER 27. 91. 310«*. 90. 72191*9 JANUARY 36. 3. 3153. 96.20
191*9 FEBRUARY 12. 139. 315 0. 70.7919«* 9 MARCH 0. «♦5. 313«*. 61. 2%19«*9 APRIL 0. 0. 313 e. 60.8619«* 9 MAY 0. 0. 3179. 58. 30
191*9 JUNE 0. 12. 31 06. 7%. 20191*9 JULY 0. 0. 30 29. 36.«*%191*9 AUGUST 0. 0. 295«*. 29. 03191*9 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2870.Í- ) 8. 7319«*9 OCTOBER 0. 12. 2868.(-) 2. 69191*9 NOVEMBER 0. 30. 301*3. 1 8. 30191*9 DECEMBER 32. 128. 3063. 90.721950 JANUARY 21. 39. 315 7. 96.201350 FEBRUARY 30. 11*3. 3315. 70.791950 MARCH 200. 113. 3178. 59. 82
19 5 0 A PRIL 0. 0. 321*1. 87. 05
1950 MAY 6. 0. 3202. 8 2. «*1
19 5 0 JUNE 0. 0. 301*7. 71.6319 50 JULY 0. n. 2957. 3. 19
1950 AUGUST 0. 0. 2899.(-» <*.<*21950 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2898. (- ) 1.3119 50 OCTOBER 0. 21. 2965. 15.50
1950 NOVEMBER 0. 72. 3181. 73.611950 DECEMBER 200. 11*1. 3171. 90. 721351 JANUARY 161*. 73. 31A6. 96.201951 FEBRUARY 53. 163. 321*7. 7 0.7919 51 MARCH 156. 87. 3797. 6 1. 291951 APRIL 15 3. 36. 3117. 88. 72
1951 MAY 0. 0. 3229. 55.9919 51 JUNE 22. 77. 3375. 76. 8619 51 JULY 200. 72. 321«*. 79. 081951 AUGUST 63. 31. 3116. 81.951951 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 31 3«*. 91.6%1951 OCTOBER 35. 11«*. 3062. 81*. %0
1951 NOVEMBER 0. 77. 3083. 77. 311351 DECEMBER 0. 75. 3168. 90. 65
152
Z 3 Z<* MAT-R LEVEL OROBABIL
1952 JANUARY 105. 5. 31 77. 96.20
1952 FEBRUARY 56. 11*7. 3276. 70.79
1952 MARCH 188. 85. 325A. 61. 29
19 52 APRIL 91. 29. 3200. 88. 72
1952 1 AY 0. 0. 315 1. 80. 9«*
19 52 JUNE 0. 0. 3113. 52.7719 52 JULY 0. 0. 2960. *♦5. 98
1952 AUGUST 0. 0. 2832. <-> 3.99
1952 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2806. (-> 0.00
1952 OCTOBER 0. 0. 2939. 0.00
1952 NOVEMBER 0. 91*. 30 36. 72.80
1952 DECEMBER 9. 10 5. 3182. 90.72
1953 JANUARY 1*»7. 36. 31 **5. 96.20
1953 FEBRUARY 3 5. 157. 3181. 70.79
1953 MARCH 51. 66. 31 **8. 61.29
1953 APRIL 0. 0. 31 <*3. 7**.<*<*
1953 NAY 0. 0. 3183. 61.06
1953 JUNE 0. 15. 3205. 7**. 70
19 53 JULY 2. 0. 3110. 85.70
1953 AUGUST 0. 0. 3059. 68. 30
1953 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3000. 81. 39
1953 OCTOBER 0. 16. 30 08. 62.19
1953 NOVEMBER 0. 52. 2986. 7i*. 67
1953 DECEMBER 0. 12. 3003. 65.02
195** JANUARY 0. 0. 3076. 75. 22
19 5** FEBRUARY 0. 78. 3132. 66.33
195** MARCH 0. 59. 332*». 6 1. 29
19 5*. APRIL 17 0. <♦7. 3182. 88. 72
195*. MAY 0. 0. 3357. 78. 57
195*. JUNE 170. 91. 3202. 76. 86
19 5** JULY 10. 0. 321*». 86.11
19 5** AUGUST *♦6. 2. 311*f. 81.95195*. SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 30 83. 90.38195** OCTOBER 0. 72. 31 0 A. 83. 96
195** NOVEMBER 1*8. 10<*. 313 2. 77. 3*.
195*. DECEMBER 76. 99. 3180. 90.72
1955 JANUARY 135. 25. 3166. 96.20
1955 FEBRUARY 55. 153. 3?**5. 70.79
1955 MARCH 1**6. 81. 3251. 61.29
1955 APRIL 81. 30. 3236. 88.72
1955 MAY 10. 0. 3236. 8 2. <*3
19 5 5 JUNE 0. 30. 3190. 76. 60
1955 JULY 0. 0. 3229. 75.02
1955 AUGUST 51. 0. 3259. 81. 93
1955 SEPTEMBER 168. 66. 3117. 92. 301955 OCTOBER 30. 1 <*2. 3227. 8**. **0
1955 NOVEMBER 200. 177. 3212. 76.88
1955 DECEMBER 200. 153. 30 89. 8 9. 97
1956 JANUARY 5**. <*6. 312 3. 96. 20
1956 FEBRUARY 0. 137. 3231. 70.75
1956 MARCH 122. 72. 3269. 6 1.29
1956 APRIL 10 2. 35. 3281. 88. 72
1956 MAY 62. 0.' 3282. 82.»*2
1956 JUNE 38. 61*. 3258. 76. 861956 JULY 52. 0. 320 3. 85. 75
1956 AUGUST 28. 2. 3100. 81.951956 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3015. 85.18
19 56 OCTOBER 0. 8. 30 37. 65.20
1956 NOVEMBER 0. 77. 3091. 76. 88
1956 DECEMBER 2<*. 9 3. 3181. 90.72
19 57
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
19 57
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
195 8
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
19 59
1959
1959
19 59
1959
19 59
1959
19 59
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
196 0
1960
19 60
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
19 61
1961
19 61
19 61
1961
19 61
1961
19 61
1961
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Z3 Zk HATFR LEVEL PROBABILITY
JANUARY 130. 18. 3097. 96.20FEBRUARY 0. 110. 3390. 69.59MARCH . 20 0. 165. 3265. 33.55APRIL 60. 0. 3222. 88. 70NAY 0. 0. 323*». 81. 82JUNE 0. 3k. 3178. 76.69JULY 0. 0. 3197. 69. 06AUGUST 12. 0. 3117. 81.93SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3131. 89.26OCTOBER 29. 10 5. 30 76. 86.60NOVEMBER 10. 87. 3H» A. 77.36DECEMBER 81. 100. 30 99. 90.72JANUARY 37. 11. 3162. 96.20* IBRUARY 26. 160. 3225. 70.79MARCH 105. 69. 3166. 61.29APRIL 0. 0. 3190. 8 6.50MAY 0. 0. 313 0. 77.61JUNE 0. 0. 3219. 61.55JULY 56. 0. 3136. 85.69AUGUST 0. 0. 30 53. «0.72SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 30 6 8. 61.90OCTCBER 0. k7. 30 29. 81.78NOVEMBER 0. 58. 3061. 76.67DECEMBER 0. 68. 3166. 9 0. 26JANUARY 85. 7. 3159. 96.20FEBRUARY 32. Ik7. 3167. 7 0.79MARCH 23. 58. 3155. 61.29APRIL 0. 0. 321*». 76. 17NAY 0. 0. 322 3. 80.95JUNE 0. 19. 3305. 76.18JULY 162. 0. 3225. 85.96AUGUST 7k. 15. 3096. 81. 95SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3027. 86.26OCTOBER 0. 21. 2987. 72.79NOVEMBER 0. 16. 3033. 65.57
OECEMBER 0. 5 7. 3173. 88. 28JANUARY 126. 20. 317*». 96.20FEBRUARY 68. 155. 3253. 70.79MA RCH 160. 85. 3160. 61.29APRIL 0. 0. 322 3. 86. 96NAY 0. 0. 32 56. «2.15JUNE 5. 57. 3171. 76. 86JULY 0. 0. 3211. 6 1.20AUGUST 25. 0. 3129. 81.90SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 3122. 91. 38OCTOBER 15. 106. ■ 32 *»8. 86.60NOVEMBER 200. 187. 3202. 76. 09DECEMBER 200. 126. 3209. 90.70JANUARY 195. 59. 3135. 96.20FEBRUARY 39. 165. 3209. 70. 79MARCH 100. 76. 31 *»9. 61.29APRIL 0. 0. 3162. 78. 30NAY 0. 0. 3212. 69.67JUNE 0. 38. 3220. 76.58JULY 8. 0. 3132. «5.66AUGUST 0. 0. 3822. 76.58SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 2952. 32. 90OCTOBER 0. 0. 29*»1. 29.68NOVEMBER 0. 21. 30 31. 51.68DECEMBER 0. 85. 30 82. 90.27
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
19 63
1963
1963
196t
19 6t
196t
196t
196t
196t
196t
196 t
196t
196t
196t
196t
1965
1965
1965
1965
19 65
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
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1965
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1966
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1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
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96.20
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88. 72 
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88. 98
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70.79
61.29 
18.92 
80. 07
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85. 13
61.20 
92. 30 
St.tO 
77. 3t 
90.72 
96. 20
6 8. 93
51.29 
86.60 
82. t3 
76. 86
85.71
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76. 82 
18. 60
76. 21 
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82. tl 
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81.95 
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St.tO 
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Z 3 Z6 rfATFR LEVEL PROBABILITY
1*6? JANUARY zoo. 163. 3289. 96. 38
1967 FE BRUARY ZOO. 188. 3273. 70.52
1967 MARCH 190. 99. 3225. 61.29
1967 APRIL 5 3. 21. 33 16. 83.72
1967 1 AY 96. a. 320 7. 82.<*1
1967 JUNE 0. 0. 3303. 72.86
19 67 JULY 1* 8. 0. 310 0. 85. 91*
196? AUGUSY 0. 0. 2993. 72. 95
19 6 7 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 33 53. 15. 55
1967 OCTOBER 0. 70. 3070. 83.66
196 7 NOVEMBER 30. 1 0 6. 33 7 3. 77.3*.
1967 DECEMBER 0. 31 1 3. 90.70
1968 J AN'JARY AN . j . 3176. 96.20
1968 r F 9 RUA R Y 6 1. 191. 32 1«. 70.79
'.96? h AR!>' 9b. 6 8. 3172. 61.29
: 9 6 3 a o p u 0 . 0. 3182. 85.85
19 68 h a y 0. 0. 3117. 75. 28
196 8 j use. 0. 0. 30 17. 31*. 75
1968 JULY 0. 0. 2377.(-) 3. 66
1968 AUGUST 0. 0. 2967. 0. 00
1968 SEPTEMBER 0. 6. 2 968. 60. 31
1968 OCTOBER 0. 59. 30 08. 62. 78
1968 NOVEMBER 0. 87. 3175. 76. 82
1968 0 ECEMBFR 167. 1 26. 33 77. 90.72
1969 JANUARY 3 7. 90. 3179. 96.20
1969 FEBRUARY 69. 196. 3623. ( *) 70.79
19 b 9 M A RCH zoo. 152. 31*62. ( * ) 23. <*8
19 6 9 APRIL ZOO. 10 1. 3310. 56.86
1969 HAY 89. 2. 32 3 6. 32.63
1969 JUNE 0. 33. 33 18. 76.66
1969 JULY 15 8. 0. 3103. 85. 96
1969 AUGUST 0. 0. 3073. 72.91
19 6 9 SEPTEMBER 0. 0. 33 8 6. 38. 67
1969 3CT08ER 0. 98. 3106. 86. 30
1969 NOVEMBER 55. 13 5. 312 1. 77. 36
19 69 DECEMBER 6Z. 93. 3163. 90.72
1970 JANUARY 12 0. 22. 3160. 96. 20
1970 FEBRUARY «* Z. 151. 3 30 0. 70. 79
19 7 G HARCH 20 0. 10 5. 3 *»« 2. < ♦ » 60.79
19 7C APRIL 200. 1 58. 3505.<♦> 1 3.90
1970 N A Y 200. 7 6. 33<*0. 61.28
19 70 JUNE 7 2. 5 7. 3250. 76. 86
19 7 0 JULY 18. 0. 3168. 85. 32
19 70 AUGUST 0. 0. 321 7. 80. 32
197 0 SEPTEMBER 11 7. 77. 30 95. 92.30
19 7 0 OCT OBER 0. 125. 310 7. 3 6. 60
1970 NOVEMBER 52. 101. 31 17. 77.36
1970 DE CEMBER 52. 95. 3150. 9 0.72
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Flood Co nt ro l  Re s e r v o i r  Sy s t e m  De s i g n  Us i n g  St o c h a s t i c
Programming
A . P r é K o p a
T e c h n i c a l  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  B u d a p e s t  
a n d
H u n g a r i a n  A c a d e m y  o f  S c i e n c e s  
T. S z á n t a i
T e c h n i c a l  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  B u d a p e s t
Mathematically a natural river system is a rooted directed tree where the 
orientations of the edges coincide with the directions of the streamflows. 
Assume that in some of the river valleys it is possible to build reservoirs 
the purpose of which will be to retain the flood, once a year, say. The 
problem is to find optimal reservoir capacities by minimizing total building 
cost eventually plus a penalty, where a reliability type constraint, further 
lower and upper bounds for the capacities are prescribed. The solution of 
the obtained nonlinear programming problem is based on the supporting 
hyperplane method of Veinott combined with simulation of multivariate 
probability distributions. Numerical illustrations are given.
1 . FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.
The problem we are dealing with has various applications. The most immedi­
ate among these is the application for flood control reservoir system 
design. Hence we shall use terms corresponding to this in the sequel.
In the theory of graphs the tree is usually defined as a connected undi­
rected graph without circuit. When a special vertex has been designated and 
called the root of the tree then the tree is a rooted tree.
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Taking into account the physical problem ve are going to formulate it 
will be convenient for us to define rooted directed tree which arises 
from a rooted tree is such a way that a direction is assigned to every 
edge. The direction we assign are inductively given as follows: starting 
from the root, select the neighbouring vertices and assign to every edge 
thus obtained the direction showing in the direction of the root; then 
we start from the neighbouring vertices and do the same etc. In such a 
way we obtain a scheme as in Figure 1. This will be our mathematical 
model for a natural river system.
1 2
Example for river system topology. Streamflow directions are 
indicated by arrows.
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Assume that the number of vertices is n+1 and denote them by
a. a , .. The vertex a. will be called an antecedent of the1 n+1 l
vertex a. if a directed path leads from a. to a.. If a path of 
J 1 J
this kind exists then it is clearly unique. If this path consists of r
edges, then we say that a^ is an antecedent of a^  of order r.
Vertices without antecedents will be called terminal.Edges starting
from terminal vertices will also be called terminal. Assume that the
terminal vertices are a, a while a„., is the root of the tree.1 m n+1
We assume further that there is only one edge going into an+j and this 
represents such a part of the river system where we can build reservoir. 
If there would be no possibility here for reservoir building, then we 
could split up the river system into subsystems and formulate at least 
two separate flood control problems. Let a^ denote that vertex with 
which the root is connected.
Assume now that we can build reservoirs in some parts of the river system, 
represented by some edges in our graph model, and the only purpose of the 
reservoirs will be retaining the flood. This we assume to exist periodi­
cally, once a year, say, and to be of a random character. The water comes 
from terminal points. We assume that the total water quantities can be 
separated in such a way that we can quantitatively give that amounts which 
can be lead between river banks and also that amounts which have to be 
retained by the reservoir system. Throughout the paper we are dealing 
with the water quantities to be retained only. When retaining the flood, 
we accept the following policy: first we start to fill'up those upstream 
reservoirs which are located on terminal edges. Then, if the flood cannot 
be retained by these reservoirs, then start to fill up the reservoirs on
the next edges by the overflown quantities and those input quantities 
which arrive on terminal edges without reservoir.
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To every terminal vertex there corresponds a random input water quantity 
These will be denoted by x^  x . The unknown reservoir capacities
will be denoted by the symbols K^. It is convenient to choose the sub­
script iin such a way that it coincide with the subscript of that vertex 
from which the edge, having the reservoir with capacity K^, starts.
Let us define the quantities x x ,, recoursively as follows: ^ m+1 n+1
(1.1) x . J
£ [ x . - m i n ( a .  , K . ) j + £ x., i = m + 1 , . . . , n + 1l i i i J
i € A .  i6B.J J
where (B^) is the collection of those first order antecedents of the
vertex a. which are connected with a. by an edge with (without)
J J
reservoir.
Now the reservoir system is capable to retain the flood if and only if 
the following condition holds:
(1.2) n+1 = 0
or what is the same, the inequality holds:
(1.3) xn < K . =  n
Let us introduce the notation
(1.4)
n+1 
A = U 
j=m+1
A.J
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For the design of the capacities , i 6 A we formulate the following
stochastic programming problem
minimize E Cc.(K.) + E(y)9 
iGA 1 1
subject to
0 .5) p(x„ s  K„> i »•
o < k. < v., i  e A=  1 = 1
where p is a fixed probability, near unity in practice, the V^, i G A  
are prescribed numerical upper bounds for the unknown capacities, E is 
the symbol of expectation and y is a random penalty of the wrong devia­
tion x^ - Kn > 0 provided it exists. Using lienar penalty, y is defined 
in the following manner
a. 6)
q(x -K ) if x > K , n n n n*
otherwise,
where q is a given nonnegative constant.
Variants of Problem (2.6) may also be of great practical interest.
E.g. instead of retaining the flood by the total system of reservoirs 
we may prescribe the same for a number of subsystems and thus instead 
of the single inequality xn ^  we may have a collection of such
inequalities. Then either we prescribe a lower bound for the joint 
occurance of these inequalities or use separate probabilistic constraints.
The use of the joint probability distribution of the random variables 
Xj,...,xm is fundamental in our reservoir system design methodology. 
Simple argument concerning simple system shows taht the reservoir 
capacities satisfying a prescribed reliability level strongly depend on 
the joint probabilistic behaviour of the input water quantities.
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2. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE RESERVOIR SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL.
First we recall some fundamental mathematical concepts and theorems 
what we need in the sequel.
A nonnegative function f defined on R is said to be logarithmic
• k.concave (logconcave) if for every x,y € R and 0 < A < 1 we have 
the inequality
(2.1) f(Ax + (l-A)y) > Cf(x):ACf(y):1_A
If instead of (2.1) we have
(2.2) f(Ax + (l-A)y) .> minCf (x) ,f (y) 1
then f is said to be quasi-concave. In this latter case f need to be 
a nonnegative function. (2.1) obviously implies (2.2).
k
A probability measure defined on the measurable subsets of the space R
is said to be logarithmic concave (logconcave) if for every pair A,B
kof convex subsets of R and every 0 < A < 1 we have the inequality
(2.3) P(AA + (l-A)B) > c p (A)ia :p (b): 1_a
If instead of (2.3) we have
(2.4) P(AA + (l-A)B) > min[IP(A),P(B)],
then P is called a quasi-concave probability measure.
Theorem 1. ( C5II ,C7J).
If the probability measure P is absolutely continuous and is generated 
by a logconcave probability function, then P is a logconcave probability
measure.
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Theorem 2. (E2J).
P is absolutely continuous and is generated 
f for which f is a convex function in the 
is a quasi-concave probability measure.
If the probability measure 
by the probability density 
entire space R , then P
Theorem S. (C8H).
If a random vector y has logconcave (quasi-concave) probability distri­
bution in Rq and x = Ay + b, where A is a constant k x q matrix 
and b is a constant k-component vector, then x has a logconcave 
(quasi-concave) probability distribution. (The proof is given for the 
logconcave distribution but the case of a quasi-concave probability 
distribution needs only trivial modification.)
T h e o r e m  4 .(C 6 J)■
Let gj(K,y) ,..., gr (K,y) be concave functions of all variables
• • le Qcontained in the vectors K,y where K 6 R and y G R . Assume that
y is a random vector having logconcave (quasi-concave) probability
distribution. Then
(2.5) h(K) = P(g.(K,y) >0, i = 1,...,r)
— • k"is a logconcave (quasi-concave) function of the variable K G R .
The most common example for logconcave probability distribution is the 
normal distribution. The nondegenerated normal distribution defined in 
R has the following density function
(2.6) f(z) =
L (det C) (2H)n-1
j- j(z-t) ’C 1 (z-t)
e z G R
where C is a positive definite matrix, equal to the covariance matrix 
and t is a re^l constant vector equal to the expectation vector of the 
vector valued random variable, f is clearly a logconcave point function 
hence by Theorem 1. the corresponding probability distribution is log­
concave .
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A further example will be dealt with in the sequel is a special multi­
variate gamma distribution introduced in C101. This is the probability 
distribution of the random vector x where
(2.7) x = Ay,
the random vector y has independent, standard gamma distributed 
components and A is a matrix of 0 and 1 entries. A continuous 
probability distirbution is called standard gamma distribution if it has 
the following type of probability density:
(2.8) — -—  zV 1 e Z if z > 0
r(v)
and zero if z 0 ;  V is a positive constant. If V 1 then this 
density function is logconcave. Assuming this property to hold for the 
components of y first we realize that y has a logconcave distribution 
(the independence of the components implies that the joint density is 
the product of the densities of the components) and by Theorem 3 we de­
rive that x has a logconcave distribution.
If some of the components of y have parameters smaller than 1, then 
the probability distribution of x may fail to be logconcave. However, 
the joint probability distribution function of the components of x is 
always a logconcave (point) function. We need somewhat more, therefore 
we prove
Theorem 5.
If the random vector y has independent, standard gamma distributed 
components and Aj is a matrix with non-negative entries such that 
the product Ajy can be formed, then the probability distribution 
function of the random vectors Ajy i.e. the function
(2.9) P(A^y £ z)
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is logconcave in z in the entire space.
Proof. Let be a component of y and denote by the parameter
of its porbability distribution. If 1 then we leave y^ in its
original form. If on the other hand < 1 then write
I
(2.10)
v. v.
y,- = O  1
V.1and observe that y^ has the following probability density function
J_
JL P(y. 1 < z) = £  P(y. < z 1 ) =
(2.12) v.z 1 1
dz
V .-1
t 1 e dt =
V.
-z
0 r(v.) r(v.+i)
for z > 0 and zero for z 0. Since (2.11) is a logconcave
probability density and by (2.10) the randon variable y. is a convex
Vi 1
function of the random variable y^ having this logconcave density, 
Theorem 4 implies that
P(Ajy < z) = P(z - Ajy 0)
is a logconcave function of the variable z. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.
Theorem 6.
Let y be a random vector having positive valued components and assume 
that the logarithms of the components have a joint normal distribution. 
Assume that A^ is a matrix with nonnegative entries such that the 
product Ajy can be formed. Then the joint probability distribution of 
the components of A^y is a logconcave (point) function in the entire 
space.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5. We only have to 
write log
y. - e
for every component y^ of y and repeat the argument applied in the 
previous proof.
Tne Gumbel distribution is a favoured distribution to describe the 
probabilistic behaviour of random extrema. As far as we know, however, 
no multivariate Gumbel distribution exists with correlated components.
This limits the applicability of this distribution to our problem. The 
one-dimensional probability distribution function of a Gumbel distribution 
has the form
(2.12) — CO < 2 < CO 5
where A > 0, y > 0  are constants. Taking the derivative we obtain a 
logconcave (point) function hence this distribution is logconcave.
In our numerical examples the multivariate normal and the multivariate 
gamma distributions will be used.
Theorem 7.
Every xj, j m+1 is a convex function of those variables among
X.  ,..., x which belong to vertices antecedent relative to a .  and! m j
of all variables which belong to edges connecting two such vertices
at least one of which is antecedent relative to a^. In particular, if 
x is the vector of components x^ ,..., and K is the vector of
components , i 6 A, then
(2.13) g(K,x) Kn xn
is a concave function of x and K.
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Proof. First we remark that the following equality holds:
{2.14)' x. - min(x.,K.) = max (0, x. - K.)i i i  l i
Substituting this into (1.1), a simple induction shows the validity 
of the theorem. We only have to refer to the fact that the maximum of two 
convex functions is again a convex function. This proves the theorem.
Theorem 8.
If x xm have a logconcave (quasi-concave) joint distribution,
then the probability
(2.15) h(K) = P(g(K,x) > 0 )
is a logconcave (quasi-concave) function of the variable K.
Proof. Theorem 8 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and 
Theorem 7.
Theorem 9.
If x has a nondegenerated normal distribution then the function h(K) 
has continuous gradient at every K. If x has the above mentioned 
multivariate gamma distribution i.e. x=Ay where A and y satisfy 
the mentioned assumptions, then h(K) has continuous gradient except 
at most for the points where at least one component of K is zero.
Proof. The condition x < K can be expressed in terms of linear ------  n = n
inequalities so that a number of partial sums of the random variables
» <* .4, #
X j , . . . , x  are Smaller then or equal to some partial sums of the 
variables K. , i € A. This system of inequalities arises in such a way 
that we substitute (2.14) into (1.1) and split up subsequently all 
inequalities of the type nax(a,b) c into the inequalities a c, 
b < c. The linear transformed of x thus obtained has a matrix what we
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denote by B. This clearly has nonzero rows and every pair of its rows 
is a pair of linearly independent vectors.
Consider row first the case of the multivariate normal distribution. Since 
x has a nondegenerated normal distribution, it follows that any two 
components of Bx are linearly independent i.e. the absolute value of 
their correlation coefficient is smaller than 1. It is well-known that 
in this case the joint probability distribution function has continuous 
gradient in the entire space. Since the probability (2.15) can be 
expressed so that we put conveniently chosen partial sums of the compo­
nents of K into the arguments of the joint distribution function of 
Bx, our assertion follows.
In case of the multivariate gamma distribution the argumentation is very 
similar. Since we cannot quarantee the differentiability of the joint 
distribution function of Bx only at such points where at least one of 
the components is zero, it follows that if all components of K are 
positive then the function (2.15) has continuous gradient at the point 
K. This proves the theorem.
Theorem 10.
The penalty function E(y) in Problem (1.15) is convex no matter 
what kind of probability distribution x has. If x has a normal joint 
distribution, then E(y) has continuous gradient at every K. If x has 
the multivariate gamma distribution described above then E(y) has . 
continuous gradient except at most for such K vectors where at least 
one component is zero.
Proof. The theorem can be proved easily on the basis of Theorem (3.1)
in C93.
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3. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (1.5).
For the solution of Problem (1.5) we use the supporting hyperplane method 
of Veinott Clin. First we summarize this method then show how it applies 
to our problem. The following nonlinear programming problem will be 
considered
(3.1)
minimize h (x)o
subject to h^(x) ^  0, i - 1.... s.
Assume that the following conditions hold:
Condition 1. There exists a bounded convex polyhedron K such that
(3.2) {x I h^(x) _> 0, i = 1 .. ,s}d K
Condition 2. The functions -h , hj,...,hc are quasi-concave and have 
continuous gradient on K*.
Condition 3. There exists a z' such that h^(z') >0, i «
The procedure consists of two phases.
Phase I. Find a vector z satisfying Condition 3.
Phase II. We perform subsequent iterations where the r-th iteration 
consists of the following two steps.
Step 1■ Solve the problem
(3.3)
minimize h (x)o
. Isubj ect to x 6 K
xr rwhere K is a bounded convex polyhedron. Let x be an optimal solution
• XT . XTto this problem. If h^(x ) ^  0, i = l,...,s, then x is an optimal 
solution to Problem (3.1). Otherwise go to Step 2.
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Step 2. Let \T be the largest X(0 X 1) for which the 
following inequality holds
1 r .h^(z + A (x - z j)) >_ 0, i=l,...,s.
This one-dimensional problem can be solved e.g. by Fibonacci search. 
Let
.. r 1 .r, r K(3.4) y = z + A ( x - z ) .
r r r . •If h ( y ) - h ( x ) < e ,  then y is an approximate solution of Problemo o = r(3.1). Otherwise select a subscript i^ for which the equality h^(y )=0 
holds. Let
(3.5) Kr+1 = (x|x 6 Kr , Vh. (yr)(x-y)>0 }
Ar 1r
and go to Step 1., using r+1 instead of r.
Figure 2. illustrates one iteration of the above procedure.
Fig. 2
An iterative step in the supporting hyperplane method of Veinott.
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Veinott has shown that if instead of a fixed vector z' we use the 
following sequence
(3.6) zr+1 = zr + (3(yr - zr) , r = 1,2,...
in the subsequent iterations where 0 < ß <1 is a fixed number, then his 
method reduces to the modified feasible direction method of Zoutendijk.
When solving Problem (1.5) we choose
K 1 = (KjO < K. < V. , i e A}.I = 1 = 1 »
We check whether P(x < K ) > p is satisfied in case of K. = V., i G A. 
This implies the fulfiment of Condition 3 and the vector of components 
= V., i G A is selected to play the role of z'. Thus only Phase II. 
had to be performed. The internal point was selected according to Relation
(3.6) with ß=0.5. Unfortunately the sequence zr , r = 1,2,... converged 
very fast to a boundary point of the set determined by the probabilistic
constraint and the procedure stopped before having obtained a good 
approxiamtion of the optimal solution. Tehrefore we used the modified relation
n\ r+1 r  ^ 1 , r r. . „(3.7) z = z + yyy (y - z ) , r = 1,2,...
which improved the method.
The values of the function P(x < K ) were obtained by simulation.n =  n
Since simulation causes numerical inaccuracy, the following cautions 
were used.
a) In the course of the one-dimensional optimization we were seeking 
that X for which the inequality
P(x 4 K ) - p ^  -0.01
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holds and the search procedure was stopped in case of an error 
smaller than 0.005. By this caution the procedure became somewhat
slower but we prevented the rew cut from cutting down feasible points 
from the constraining set of Problem (2.5). Primarily the inaccurate 
evaluation of the gradient causes such a danger. The one-dimensional 
optimization was a simple interval bisection.
b) Partial derivatives of the function P(x^jí K^) were computed 
numerically by the use of simulation corresponding to the values 
+ 0,1 and - 0,1 for every i 6 A and the same random 
numbers were used to compute one gradient value.
The number of samples used for the simulation was 1000 when computing 
function values and 2000 when computing the derivatives of the proba­
bilistic constraining function.
In case of the multivariate normal distribution the random numbers 
were generated by the use of a fast algorithm available on the UNIVAC 1108 
computer of SCICON Ltd. on which the computations were performed. The 
method is due to Marsaglia and Bray C33. The multigamma distributed random
numbers were generated by the use of the method of Ahrens and Dieter fill. 
The flow chart of this method is given by Figure 2. All programs were 
written in FORTRAN except for the program generating uniformly distributed 
random numbers and this latter was written in assambler.
- 170/a
Flow chart of the standard pamrna distributed random number 
generation. Procedure of Ahrens and Dieter.
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES.
Consider the river system topology given by Figure 2, where the possible 
reservoir sites are also indicated. The variables defined by (1.1) are 
the following (Xj , x2 , xg , x^ , x,. are the terminal inputs):
(4.1)
X6 = x i - min (Xj ,•K1
X7 * X3 - min (X3:,k3
X 00
ll
X4 + V
X9 ° X8 - min (x8 -K8
■otT X9 - min (Xg ,K9
min(x2,K2) ,
Thus in terms of terminal variables and capacities Relation (1.3) is 
the following in this
x9 - Xj - min(Xj,Kj) + x2 - min(x2,K2) + xg - min(x3,K3) 
^  ^  + x4 ” mi-nCxj“mi-n x^j »Ki) + x2 ” min(x2,K2) +
+ x3 - min(x3,K3) + x^,KgI] + x5 < Kg.
We shall not use penalty in our examples i.e. choose the penalty factor 
equal to zero. The problem is the following
(4.3)
minimize ( 0 . 4 K j  +  0 . 5 K 2  +  0 . 6 K 3  +  1 . 2 K g  + 1 . 8 K g )  
subject to
p (x9 L  Kg) > P»
° <  Kj < 1
0 < k2 < 1 
° < k3 < 1 
0 < Kg < 2
° < Kg < 3
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where p will be chosen 0.8 and 0.9 in the following examples. 
Altogether 10 numerical examples are presented in Table 1. The following 
correlation matrices are used containing correlations of the random 
variables
R„ =
1.0 0 .0 0 .6 0.4 0 .0
0 .0 1.0 0 .5 0 .3 0 .3
0 .6 0 .5 1 .0 0.7 0 6
0 .4 0 .3 0 .7 1.0 a .  4
0 .0 0 .3 0 .6 0.4 1.0
1 .0 - 0 .5 0 .0 0 .3
•0.5 1 .0 - 0 . 8 0 .0
0 .0 -0 .8 1 .0 0 .0
0 .3 0 .0 0 .0 1.0
0 .5 0 .2 0 ,3 0 .0
R3 = E,
- 0 . 5  \
0.2 
0 .3  
0.0 
1: » /
where E is the 5*5 unit matrix. The expectations and standard
deviations are the same in all examples. They are the following (expressed 
in a certain unit):
Expectations Standard deviations
x.
0.8
1.5
1 . 2
0.5
0,7
0.2
0 .3
0.6
0 .4
0 .3
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For the case of the multigamma distribution we use the representation 
technique described in [103. Of course only the case of Rj has to be 
considered because R2 contains negative entries too and the case of 
R^ is trivial. For the case of Rj we obtain the representation:
x1
X2
20
_3_
50
(W yj
< W v * ?
),
),
_3_
10
_8_
25
_9_
70
<y,
( y 2
(
* V y5 v 8v 9*y|0v n  ).
%  « V T ,  *y i2 >•
y« %  + y ,0 +y 13 ) .
where yj>...,yj3 have standard gamma distributions with the following 
parameters:
= 0 . 5 7 6 •
oII00
p
= 0 , 1 6 v 9 = 0 . 2 8
= 1 5 . 2 6 4 V j 0 = 0 . 0 4 9 8
= 0 . 3 1 5 Vj  j = 2 . 0 5 5
= 0 . 5 8 5 v ] 2 = 0 . 7 5 7 5
= 0 . 2 2 5 v ] 3 = 4 . 9 4 0 4
= 2 3 . 8 7 5
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For the sake of completeness we give the system of inequalities containing 
partial sums of x j » x2 » *3 * *4 ’ *5 and Kj , K2 , K3 , Kg , Kg 
which are together equivalent to the single inequality xg Kg:
X 5
< V
X4
< V V
X 1 +X 4
<
K , +V V
+X2 +X 4
<
K2 +V V
* X3
+ + X ,4
< k 3+ k 8 + k 9 ,
X 1+ x 2 + x 4
<
K . +K2 +K8 +K 9 *
X I +X3 + X 4
<
K 1 +K 3+K8 +K 9 ’
X2+X3 + x 4
<
K2 +K3+K8 +K 9 ’
X 1+X2 +X3 + X 4
<
K . +K2 +K3+K8 +K 9 -
The optimal solutions, optimal objective function values, computing 
times and left hand side probability values at the end of the procedure 
are contained in Table 1.
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Table 1.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Type of 
d i stri- 
but ion
Correia- Próbá­
l ó 11. b i1i ty matrix . 1 level
K ! K2 K3 K8 K9 Object i ve function
Comput i ng 
time
MU
LT
IV
AR
IA
TE
GA
MM
A
i__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_
R 1
p=0.8 0.806735 1 1 1 .355526 1 .412243 5.591362 00:52:657
p=0.9 0.751221 1 1 1.976085 1.398309 6.288746 00:35:688
R3
p=0.8 1 1 1 1 ,538713 1 . 1 °1029 5.493909 00:16:785
II o vO 1 1 1 1 .267790 1 .848037 6.347815 00:11:343
R 1
p=0.8 0.795523 1 1 1.590584 1.382698 5.815766 01:03:444
p=0.9 0.997587 1 1 1,884778 1 ,524309 6.504525 00:25:126
LUf—<—  _l
cr < <  ^
R2
p=0.8 0.906312 1 1 1.350561 1.371008 5.551011 00:58:078
p=0.9 0.833385 1 1 1.238889 1 .830198 6.214377 00:51:426
—  3(- Z_i=> R3 -
p=0.8 1 1 1 1 .225805 1 ,430874 5.546541 00:43:461
p=0.9 1 1 1 1.6499903 1.373814 5,952749 00:57:478
I t t
minutes 
^seconds—  
10 seconds —
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DYNAMIC TYPE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING MODELS
András Prékopa 
Budapest
1. INTk ODUCT IO N . Stochastic programming problems are formulated in such 
a way that first we start from a deterministic mathematical programming 
problem which will be called underlying deterministic problem, then 
observe that the model fails in the practice because some of the para­
meters in the problem are random variables, finally formulate another 
decision principle depending on the nature of the physical system and 
the randomness. The model which turns out is called stochastic pro­
gramming model.
A stochastic programming model consists of one or more than one problems 
which are already deterministic, usually nonlinear. In contrast to this 
a problem, in which there are random parameters and it is to be solved 
(in principle) for every realization, will be called a random problem.
Such problems will not be considered in this paper.
Mathematical programming problems will be subdivided here into two 
categories: to the first category belong those in which we only want to find 
a feasible solution whereas in problems belonging to the second category 
we have an objective function to be minimized or maximized.
In accordance with this, two kinds of uderlying problems will be 
considered. There is a further point, however, which has to be taken 
into account for practical reason. This will be clarified later on, now 
we only mention that this point doubles the number of underlying problems 
the number of which will therefore be altogether four. These are two 
couples. The first problem in the first couple is the following:
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U.2)
find x, , ..., x ,1 r+l
subject to the constraints
g, (xj) > o, 
g2(x,,x2,^]) 0,
g^CXj ,x2,x;j,C] ,C2) > 0»
g Jx,)-' |X ,5,..., £ ) > 0 6r+l 1 r+l r =
h(Xj,... , xr+]) > 0.
In the second problem we have an objective function too 
The problem is the following:
a.2)
maximize f(x^ , x^+ j)
subject to the constraints 
gj (x ,) > °.
g2u , »x2»Cj) >, o, 
g3(x,,x2 ,x 3,£],£2; > 0,
8r+l(X1 ’' ’ *,Xr+l’^ 1’*• ‘ * =  ° ’
h(Xj 9 • • • 9 1 ^ ^ *
In the second couple of problems the number of decision variables is r.*
The first problem is the following:
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find X. , . .., x 1 r
subject to the constraints 
g,(x , > 0,
U-3) g2(x],x2,e,,Z2 ) > 0,
g^ .(x j »•••» x .^»€ j > • • • >£j.) ^  0»
h(xj , • . . , x^J _> 0.
In the second problem we again have objective function.
The problem is the following:
maximize f ( . X j , . . . ,  x^) 
subject to the constraints 
g, (x ,»£,) > 0,
(1.4) g2 (x j»x2»?]>
3^ . (x j>**">x .^»C j» • • •» 0 >
h(xj.... xr^ =  °*
In all problems the variables Xj xr+j> the parameters
and the functions g^  g , h are supposed to be vector valued.
Our problems are supposed to be connected with a physical system which 
changes its states in time. Time is subdivided into periods the number 
of which is r+1 in case of the first couple and r in case of the 
second couple. Xj ,..., x^ are decision variables, we decide on x^ 
just beginning of the k-th period. The random variables Kr
are supposed to be observable in the subsequent periods. We observe 
in the k-th period.
In case of Problems (l.l) and (1.2) the constraints have to be 
satisfied exactly if »•••> £r are allowed to be random i.e. even 
in the stochastic programming problem whereas this will not be required 
in the stochastic programming problems constructed on the basis of 
Problems (1.3) , (1.4).
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The decision-observation scheme in case of Problems (1.1) and (1.2) 
is t he following:
decision on Xj , 
observation of
(1.5) '.
decision on x , r
observation of £ , r
decision on x , ,.r+1
First we choose x^ so that gj(.Xj) 0, then observe £^ and 
choose x2 so that g^iXj.x^.CjJ ^ 0, etc.
The decision observation scheme in case of Problems (1.3) and (1.4) 
is the following:
decision on x^, 
observation of £.,
(1.6)
decision on x , r
observation of £ .r
In this case the fulfilment of the constraints will not be required but 
random deviation will be penalized.
It should be mentioned that in practice frequently it is not possible 
to choose the decision vectors x^,..., x^ so that we could exactly 
meet some equality constraints. If e.g. we are dealing with a 
water supply problem where large quantities are needed for irrigation, 
say, then in case of shortage it would be awkward to require a compen­
sation because there may be no more water available. This explains that 
we in fact need both the above scheme couples.
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In the stochastic programming model usually we have separate problem 
for the determination of each of the decision vectors. That problem the 
solution of which provides will be called the k-th stage problem.
The purpose of this paper is to present a bunch of dynamic type or in 
other terms multi-stage stochastic programming models. Some of them 
are due to the author, others are from the literature. The main objective 
of the author is to give an insight into the mechanism of model construc­
tion and the structure of these models.
Primarily such models are included which are close to practical 
application. Technical details will be ommitted.
If the random variables ,..., £r are independent, then the model
formulation is relatively easy because the realized past history never 
influences the probability distribution of the random variables to be 
realized in the future. In practice, however, very frequently this is 
not the case. Moreover, time homogeneity would often be a strong restric­
tion. Thus when formulating the stochastic programming models, it is 
advisable not to introduce such kinds of assumptions regarding the nature 
of randomness. This generality implies that the theoretically correct 
model formulations lead to very sophisticated problems the solution of 
which is very difficult if it is possible at all by the present 
technique.
The consequence of the above mentioned fact is that the model builder 
has to give up to a certain extent the statistical decision theoretic 
correctness in favour of the numerical solvability and the practical 
applicability. Though the practice requires an opportunistic behaviour 
in this respect, the author of this paper thinks that the principles 
listed below at least have to be taken into account when formulating 
dynamic type stochastic programming models.
A. Decide sequentially m  time, after every observation of the random 
variables influencing the system.
B. At each decision use past history of the system i.e. base consider­
ations on conditional distributions.
C. Take into account the probability distribution of the random 
variables which will be realized in the future.
D. Take into account the joint probability distribution of the random 
variables i.e. do not work only with the marginal distributions.
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2. TWO-STAGb PROGRAMMING UNDER UNCERTAINTY.
This model was formulated by Dantzig ; and Madansky L6□ and for a special 
case earlier by Dantzig and Beale C1D. The underlying deterministic
problem is of the type (1.2) where r=l. The decision variables x^  
will be denoted by x,y and in Ej the subscript will be ommitted.
The exact form of the underlying deterministic problem is the following:
(2.1)
Ax >_ b,
Tx + My _> E> 
x ^  o, y ^ o, 
min(c’x + q’y),
where A, T, M are known matrices b, c, q are known vectors and E
"Vwill be assumed to be random vector.
Accepting that E is random, we construct the stochastic programming model 
in the following way. First we fix that the set of feasible first stage 
decision vectors is the set of those x vectors for which there exists 
y such that the constraints of (2.1) are satisfied for every 'possible 
realization of the random vector
Assuming x,E to be fixed, we formulate the so called second stage 
problem as follows
minimize q’y
(2.2) , .subject to the constraints
My _> E ~ Tx,
y > 0.
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This provides an optimal y (we assume that it exists) depending on x 
and £ and an optimal value y * y(x,£).
The so called first stage problem fixes the value of the decision variable, 
x. This problem is the following:
minimize ic’x + E(y(x,£))D 
(.2.3) subject to the constraints
Ax 1  b, 
x > 0,
where E is the symbol of expectation.
If this model is applied in practice it is usually assumed that £ is 
a discrete random vector. Denoting by £ ^  ,..., £ ^  the possible 
values of £ and bypj p^ the corresponding probabilities, Problem
(2.3) can be rewritten in the following manner
minimize (c’x + q’y(1) * q’y(N)>
subject to the constraints
Ax
(2.4) Tx + My 
Tx
> b,
(1)
My (2)
> £,
> £
(1)
(2 )
Tx
x > 0,
+ My 
> U, y
(N)
(2)
>  £ ( N )
9
> 0,... , 1 0,
where y*“'^  ,•••» y ^  are new variables, the optimal y ^  is optimal
solution of the second stage problem provided the realized value of £
(k)is £ . Thus the optimal solution of Problem (2.4) provides at the
same time the optimal solution of the first stage problem and the optimal 
solutions of the second stage problems for all realizations of £.
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A considerable literature exists on this model. We refer to the book 
C8ll in which some basic properties are discussed. An effective numerical 
solution technique is given in CHID.
The random vector £ may have a very wide set of possible values so that 
to require the solvability of the second stage problem for all realizations 
is frequently not possible. This is e.g. the case if we assume that £ 
has a nondegenerated multivariate normal distribution. Then the second 
stage problem must have feasible solution for all right hand side vectors. 
This restricts very much the structure of the matrix M (C93).
Now we present a variant of the: two stage model: we require the solvability 
of the second stage problem only with a probability for which a lower 
bound is prescribed. To construct this problem, consider the following < 
set
(2.5) {z I z < My , y > 0}.
By the theorem of Weyl there exist vectors dj,..., dg such that z is 
an element of the set (2.5) if and only if it satisfies the inequalities
(2.6) d ! z < 0 ,  i = 1 ,. .. , s. 
1
Thus x is a feasible solution of the first stage problem 2.3 if and 
only if
)
(2.7) d!(C - Tx) < 0, i=l,..., s.
We shall prescribe a lower bound for the probability of the fulfiment 
of this inequality in the first stage problem.
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The new second stage problem is defined in the following manner 
minimize q ’y + a’v
(2.8) subject to the constraints
My + v £ - Tx. 
y ^  0, v > 0,
where £ and x are fixed, a is some penalty vector having nonnegative 
components expressing a penalty for the unsolvability of Problem (2.2). 
Let y(xj denote the random optimum value of Problem K2.8).
Then the new first stage problem can be formulated in the following 
manner:
minimize fc’x + E(y(.x))l 
subject to the constráints
(2.9) P C d i x ^ d ’ T x ,  i = l , . . . , s ) _ > p ,
Ax b ,
x _> 0.
This variant of the two stage model was published in C123.
i. (r + 1)-STAGE PROGRAMMING UNDER UNCERTAINTY.
This is the generalization of the model described in the previous section. 
The model was published in C77. The underlying deterministic problem is 
the following special case of Problem (1.2):
(3.1)
minimize (q* x, +...+ q* , x ,) M 1 r+1 r+l
subject to the constraints
Ax > b >
V , + T 2 X2 IIV vT"
»
V i ♦ . • • + Tr+1 Xr+1 IIV
x i
> 0 , .  . . , x r + ] ^  o •
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The (r + l)st stage problem is the following
(3.2)
minimize q ’ , xr+1 r+1
subject to the constraints
T x  +...+T x > E i  +...+ E > 11 r+1 r+1 =  S 1 r ’
x . > 0 ,  r+1 =
where £. ..... E are fixed at some realizations and x, ..... x 1 r 1 r
are considered parameters, also fixed for a moment. They are assumed to 
satisfy the first r constraints of Problem («5.2). The optimum value
depends on x^ let us denote it by
■ V i<x i 9 • • • 9 9  ^j 9 • • • 9 *
The r-th stage problem is the following
(<$. 3)
minimize Cq x + E_ c- (y ,)3 
it r s 19 • • • 9 i
subject to the constraints
T x +...+ T x > E ,+...+ E íj 1 1 r r = 1 r-1
x >0. r =
Here E ] >•••> E , are fixed at some realization and x, , x r-1 1 r-I
are fixed parameters satisfying the first r-1 constraints of Problem 
(3.1).
Let u = u (x, ,..., x ,) denote the optimum value ofr r 1 r— 1 1 r-1
Problem (.<5. 3) . Proceeding on this way finally we formulate the first
stage decision 
(3.4)
problem in the following manner
minimizefqjxj + (y^) + . . .+ .... ^  ( v ^ ) !
subject to the constraints
Axi > b,
x, >0.
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4. r ~ STAGE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING MODEL BASED ON THE UNDERLYING 
PROBLEM (1.4). This stochastic programming model C141 will be a 
sequence of problems, out of which exactly one has to be solved numerically 
to obtain the policy for one period.
Let J = 1 , m denote the j-th components of the vector valued
function and introduce the following notations
(4.1) y . .= 4 ij n
~&i-j j»• • • ’ ■"" .q>  ^^ Sij (x j >• • «.»X£»CI > • • "Cj) >
Ü otherwise,
j i = 1 . ,r.
Assuming linear penalty function and denoting by the penalty for one unit 
of negative deviation of g.. the expected value of the penalty for the 
r forthcoming period equals
(4.2)
r m.l
E £ E (q .. y. . ) .
The first problem among the mentioned problems is the following
r m.1
maximize Cf(.x) - £ £ E(,q..y..;]
i=l j=l 1J ^
(4.3) subject to the constraints
PígjCx, ,xi, »Cjl > 0,i = 1 ,.. . ,r) > p,
hj(x) > 0,
where h^ is the same function as h.
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Out of the optimal solution of this problem we accept only x^  as final 
value of the first decision variable. Keeping the notation x^  for this 
fixed vector, we formulate the second problem in the following manner:
(4.4)
r m.l
maximizeff(x) - E E E(q .y..)J 
i=2 j = l 1J 1J
subject to the constraints
Plg£lXj,...,x^, C | > • * • > =  0» i — 2,...,r) p,
h2(x) ^ 0.
We accept only x^ as final decision vector etc. The last problem fixing 
x^ is the following
( 4 . b )
mr
maximizeff(x) - E E(q .u .)D
j=. rJ
subject to the constraints
P(gr(x,,...,xr, £,»••• .Sr) > 0) > p,
h lx) > Ü. r =
An interesting simple special case of Problem ( 1 . 4 ) is the following 
production scheduling problem of one good:
( 4 . 6 )
Jt*
minimize (c,x, +...+ c x ) 11 r r
subject to the constraints
V * 1
Xo+Xl+X2 i fl
X +X + . . . + X  > £,+...+£ jo 1 r = 1 r 
x, > 0 , . . . , xf ^ 0,
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where x denotes the initial stock, x, x the amounts to beo 1 r
produced in the subsequent time periods and £r the demands
finally c^  ,..., the production costs in the same periods. A more
general scheme is the following:
minimize (c! x, +...+ c’ x ) 1 1  r r
subject to the constraints
( 4 . 7 ) Ax > b
V .
V l  + T2x2 + «S
T, x +...+ T x 11 r r > E, +... + E, , = s 1 sr’
where x contains as components all components appearing in x^  x^ .
This scheme differs from the underlying deterministic problem of the 
previous section only in that instead of equalities we use here inequalities.
A special case of the stochastic programming model system (4.3) , (4.4),
( 4. 5 )  was applied to obtain optimal operating policy for water reservoirs 
on the Tisza river in Hungary ClU□. In this practical problem the func­
tions g gr are nonlinear.
Nonlinear programming methods combined with simulation to obtain function 
and gradient values have been tested for this and various similar 
stochastic programming problems. Among these we mention the method of 
feasible directions El39 the SUMT method 1199, the GRG method 1119, the 
flexible tolerance method Cli+9 and the cutting plane method C179.
Regarding the probability distribi tions the following two multivariate 
distributions were successfully applied: multivariate normal, multivariate 
gamma; for the special multivariate gamma distribution the reader is 
referred to Cl69.
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5. SEQUENTIAL m a x i m i z a t i o n  o f  p r o b a b i l i t y .
A general sequential probability maximization stochastic programming 
model system can be constructed on the basis of the underlying deter­
ministic problem (1.3) similarly as we constructed the model system in 
the previous section on the basis of the underlying deterministic problem
(1.4). A special case of this seems to be worth while to mention separa­
tely where we maximize the probability that a storage level remain between 
prescribed levels Clb3. In the practical problem the water level of a lake 
is to be kept within prescribed limits where the water input is a discrete 
(in time) stochastic process and the water level can be controlled through 
a channel the capacity of which is given. Instead of water level we shall 
speak about water quantities in the sequel.
The underlying problem is the following:
find xj, x^, ... 
subject to the constraints
(5.1) a. < £ + E, +...+ - x-...-x. < b.,1 = 0  1 1 1 1 = 1
U < xi £  K, i = 1 ,2, ...,
where EQ is the initial water content of the lake, £ ( . .. are
the monthly inflows and x^x^ ••• are monthly discharges through 
the channel the capacity of which is K.
Suppose now that ,... is a stochastic process and formulate the
stochastic programming model.
In principle the water content regulation process is infinite. We formu­
late an infinitely long sequence of models; in every model we use con­
ditional probability distribution where the whole past history of the 
system appears and we take into account the future N step ahead.
Using months as periods, N = 12 seems to be a satisfactory long time 
during which stochastic dependence still exists. Let us introduce the
notations
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(5.2) +---+ ^k* k = 1,2,...,
Xk = x j +. ..+ x^,
where £ is the initial water content of the lake. Let further a ,a ,.., o I £■
and bj,b ,... denote the prescribed lower, resp. upper bounds for the 
water quantities in the subsequent periods. The first stochastic pro­
gramming problem is the following:
(5.3)
maximize PCa^ £  ^  b^, k = 1 ,.. . ,N)
subject to the constraints
0 = xk á K, k = 1.... N.
We accept only Xj as final value and formulate further problems in 
order to fix the other decision variables.
Before formulating the further problems we mention that there may be 
additional informations, beyond, the realized values of the process
£>2». . . which provide important informations for the solution of the 
practical problem. Such informations are e.g. the realized values 
of rainfall and meteorological data, it is customary to use all these 
informations for forecasting the input process and then the regulation 
problem turns out to be a deterministic problem if we accept the forecasted 
values as true values of the input process. Our procedure will be 
different. We use the available information as conditioning data and 
maximize conditional probability distribution subject to the constraints. 
In order to avoid sophisticated notations we assume that only one fur­
ther stochastic process n , r) , ... provides information to our 
problem.
Assume now that we already solved n problems where the first one is 
Problem (5.3) and the random variables Hj,...,Tl are
realized.
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Then the (n + 1) st problem is the following:
n+N I ni,i=i » • • • >n)
subejct to the constraints
(5.4) 0 < x, < K, k = n+1=  k = > • • • » n+N.
Out of the optimal x .v n+1 we only accept x , to be final n+N J r n+1
decision value.
As regards the numerical solution of these problems we refer to the 
paper [153. If we assume that the vector valued stochastic process
needed in Problem (5.4) is also Gaussian hence the evaluation of the 
function values and the gradient values goes m  the same way as those 
of absolute probabilities appearing in Problem (5.4).
The models of Section 4 and b are formulated theoretically in an 
incorrect way. They are, however, numerically evaluable hence prac­
tically applicable models.
Accepting the terms used in control theory we can say that the mentioned 
models are open loope models. A closed loop model for probability max­
imization will be described in the next section. There we use complete 
feedback but the problem is too complicated for numerical solution 
similarly as the problem of Section 3 and the multi-stage problem 
of Section 8.
(ek . v  k = l*2 9 m m m is Gaussian, then the conditional distribution
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6. CLOSED LOOP MODEL FOR TWO-STAGE MAXIMIZATION OF PROBABILITY
Out of the underlying Problem (4.1) we can formulate without difficulty 
theoretically correct models too in which feedback exist making the 
model - using control theoretic terms - closed loop model. In order 
to avoid complications first we restrict ourselves to the two stage 
case C1U1.
=  bl \ =
=  b2 I
+ - Xj - x2 < b2 |C,)f,(C,)dC,,
where f( is the probability density of the random variable E,^ 
(suppesed to be continuously distributed).
When deciding on x2> the values of Xj and are already fixed.
Let us choose x2 so that it maximizes the probability.
(6.‘Z) P(a2 < £o + C, + K2 ~ x] “ x2 =  b2 I ^1)
Let us start from the identity
al i  * 5 1 ' *1
' 2 Í V ! | -  ^ +  X .
(6.1)
V x r co
a,+x,-Í 1 1 o
Pla2 Í ?o *
for given Xj and £ . This is the second stage problem. Then optimal 
x2 will be a function of two variables, x2 = x2(x],£]). Replacing this 
into the probability standing in the second row of (6.1), we get a 
function of the single variable x^, and the maximization of this 
probability as a function of x^, is the first stage problem. This can 
formally be written in the following way
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(6.3) max
° i x l£K
b.+x 1 1 o
f max P u 2lCo+5,+^2-xi“x2=b2 ^ i ;fl ^ l )d^l *
V x f V  (£x£K
7. CLOSED LOOP MODEL FOR THE R-STAGE SEQUENTIAL MAXIMIZATION OF 
PROBABILITY . We now generalize the model of the previous section for 
the case of r stages. Assume that ,..., £r have a continuous
joint probability distribution and denote by
f^ (Cj^  I £>!>•••* K |1> k — 2,... , r
the conditional probability density of given £ ( > • • • • Denote
further by fj(£|) the probability density of We hope that the
reader will not be confused that the same notation is used for random 
variable as for argument of probability density function. It will turn 
out from the presentation that we want to simplyfy the description of 
the model. Let us define the following intervals
Ak<xl ' ’ V ^ l  ■'' ’ ’^ k-P
■ {ik 1 v. V V " - * W V V " - ' V . V  k * 1...rl-
For simplicity we shall use the notation A^ too. By the theorem of 
total probability we have the identity
1 3 1 < ^o + - x i < b ,
(7. 1) P a2 < ro + «1 + C2 - x | - x2
< b2
i a \ r < co + +...+ í - x ... -x r 1 r < br
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/
A,
(/
Ar-1
(/
A w • W dV fr-l a r-l I e , . - .  W dw f, (C,)dC,
Now the
(7.2)
rth stage problem is the following
maximize / f (£ I , )d£r r 1 1 r-l rAr
subject to the constraint
0 < x < K.=  r =
Here x. ,. .. , x , , are fixed. The solution of this1 r 1 r-1
problem gives an
X X (x. j . . . jX 1 s 9 • » . *r r 1 r-l 1 r-l
where x^,..., xr_j are the provious policies and 
the realized values of the same random variables, 
rth stage optimal policy.
c
xr
r-1
is the
The (r-l)st stage problem is the following
maximize / 
Ar-
1 max / f (£ j £r r0 < x < k A =  r =  r
r- ,'dV fr-l
^r-1 '^ 1 • W d*r-l
(7.3) subject to the constraints
Ü < xr-l K,
19 S
where the previously obtained optimal policy is inserted in the place of 
producing there a dependence on xr j ■
Proceeding on this way finally the first stage problem consists m  
the maximization with respect to the integral in the second row of 
(7.1) subject to the constraint Ü < x | < K, where in the place 
of X2»...,x the previously obtained optimal policies are inserted. 
This can formally be written so that before the integral sign where 
we integrate over in (7.1) we put the word "max" and below
the inequality 0 _< x^ <_ K.
8. THE E- AND THE P-MODELS.
In both cases the underlying deterministic problem is the following
(8 .1)
minimize (c’x + q ’y) 
subject to the constraints
Ax =  ^ 1 ’ 
i'x + My > 52-
both models are two stage models, where x and y are the first, resp. 
second stage decision variables. Problem (8.1) is a special case of 
Problem (1.4) and the decision-observation scheme is given by (1.6) 
for the case r = 2.
Consider first the E-model Cil. in this case the second stage problem 
is the following
(8 .2 )
minimize q ’y
subject to the constraints
P(lx + My ^  i P2’
y > o,
1S9
where p^ is a prescribed probability (0 < p^ < 1). The optimal y 
depends on x and £ . Let y denote the random optimum value of 
Problem {8.8).
Now we formulate the first stage problem in the following manner:
(873)
minimize Cc’x + E(y)l 
subject to the constraints 
P(Ax > C,) > P, , 
x ^  0,
where p! is a given probability (0 < P] < \).
The second stage problem of the P-model CUII is the same as that of 
the E-model. The first stage problem differs from Problem (8.3) in the 
formulation of the objective function.
The problem is the following"
minimize P(c*x + y K) 
subject to the constraints 
P (Ax E, j) > P , »
(8.1)
x >. 0,
where y is again the random optimum value of the second stage problem 
and K is a given constant.
It is very difficult to give explicit expression for the expectation of 
y as a function of x and It is good if we can avoid it and to
solve the problem on some other way.
In an interesting special case, however, it was possible to give the 
required solutions for the r-stage problem 1201. The underlying deter-
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ministic problem is Problem (4.6). Accepting that are random 
variables and that the decision scheme is given by (1.6) formulate the 
stochastic programming model as follows. We write down the inequalities
(8.5)
n x 0 + x , > v  =  Pi
P<Xo + X1 + x2 = 1^ + ^2^1^ = p2’
P(x + x +...+x +...+ £ .) > p .o 1 r 1 r I r-l =  r
The rth stage problem will be:
minimize c x r r
(8.6) subject to the constraints
P ( x 0+ x ]  + .. . + x r > ^ ]  + ...+£,,/£r .. ^  Pr , xr ^  0,
where x , ...,x are nonnegative parameters and 8, ,...,£ are 
I r-l 1 r-i
fixed values. The (.r-l) st stage problem is the following:
(8. 7)
minimize He . x , + EE ,(.c x )3 r-I r-l ^r-1 r r
subject to the constraints
P(xo + x ]+...+xr_ 1>?1+...+Cr_,|C1,.
where Xj ,..., xr_2 are nonnegative parameters, ,
fixed values,
’’^ r-2} =  Pr-1’
’r-2 are
xr *r(xl r-l ?r-l}
is the optimal solution of Problem (8.6) given in parameteric form etc. 
The first stage problem is
minimize Cc.x, + E£,(.c„x0) +...+ E , ( c  x )1 ii i z l l r-l r r
subject to the constraints 
P U o + x , >5,) >P,.
(8.8)
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The probabilistic inequalities in {8.5) can simply be converted 
ordinary linear inequalities. If the constants on the right hand side of 
the obtained inequalities form a nondecreasing sequence and c <...<c , 
then the optimal solutions of all problems can be given explicitely.
The formulation of the general t- and P-models are immediate on the basis 
of their description for the above special cases.
9. MULTI-PERIOD, MULTI- ITLM PRODUCTION PLANNING.
The model was published in C21. Let r denote the number of periods and 
N th° number of items. Introduce further the following notations:
ait amount of Product i sold in Period t,
pit amount of Product i produced in Period t
S it amount of Product 
of Period t,
i in stock at, the end
d.it demand for product l in Period t.
The a. , p. are decision variables; the s. are formally also it it it J
decision variables which will be expressed recoursively; the d ^  are 
constant in the underlying deterministic problem and are random variables 
in the stochastic programming problem.
To compose to objective function we need cost and price. Introduce the 
notations:
P. selling price of Product i in Period t,
production cost of Product i in Period t,
C . storage cost of Product i in Period t,sit ’
P total productive capacity per time period.
The underlying deterministic problem is the following 
r N
maximize £ £(P a - C p. - C .  s.)t=1 i=] it it pit *it sit it
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subject to the constraints
{9.D
3 + d . — a = qi,t-l Pit it Sit’
a . _< min(sit = i,t-l + Pit’ dit^’
.E 'pit i  p’i= 1
pu  i  °> ait i  °.
 ^ —  ^> • • • > N 3 t = 1,...,r,
where s. is the initial stock of Product i. This is a nonlinear 10
programming problem, the nonlinearity is only in the second row in (9.1). 
The second row in {9.1) can be rewritten in the following manner
(9.2) ait < m i n u i,t-l + pit, d.t) =
= s. , + p. + min(0,d. - s , - p. ). i,t-l *it ’ it i,t-l Kit'
When formulating the stochastic programming problem, the random vectors 
(dj ,...,d ), t = !,...,r are supposed to be independent. A special
form of dependence is assumed between d ^  and the sold amounts of the 
previous period. As a consequence of this, we do not have to work with 
conditional distributions.
The stochastic programming problem differs from Problem (9.1) only in 
the second row which reads now as
(9.2) a. < s  ^ . + p . it =  i,t-l *it
i = 1 ,...,N;
- ECm ( U , d . t-s.it.|-p.t)] 
t = 1,...,r.
The expectation of right hand side is approximated by a linear expression, 
introducing new variables, where we assume that the d ^  are normally 
distributed.
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Using this model, we plan the and for a number of periods
ahead without reconsideration from time to time the obtained results. 
Since the constraints hold only in expectation. Relation (9.3) can 
frequently be violated as the random d^ realize in time.
1U. TWO SECTOR MULTI-STAGE ECONOMIC PLANNING.
The model was published in E223. The underlying deterministic problem 
is the two sector economic model formulated in LlOl. We shall use the 
following notations
Yt
investment in Period t, 
consumption in Period t, 
national income in Period t,
proportion of the investment in Period t-1 
devoted to new investment
A(C)t t-1 proportion of the investment in Period t-1 
devoted to consumption, where
(C)
(C) (I)
t t ’
rate of maximal investment growth 
(assumed to be linear)
of one unit of investment in Period t-1, 
rate of maximal consumption growth (assumed to 
be linear) of one unit of investment in Period t-1.
I upper bound for the sum of investments in all
periods,
C lower bound for the consumption in every period.
The number of periods (years in practice)
0,1,. . . ,r. The
(—1r<uM A (C>
RU)
ßt ’
R (C)
ßt ’ I,C
t t t 
are constants.
t
Yt ÍS
ministic problem is the following
is r+1, their subscripts are 
are decision variables, the
simply a notation. The deter-
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1 1. GENERAL SCHEME FOR THE R-STä GE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM.
The scheme we are going to present below the most general model for 
the r-stage sequential decision problem.
Let .......x be the decision variables as before and1 r 1 r
the random variables influencing the system in time. We do not require 
that these vectors have the same dimension, even the x vectors may 
have different dimensions among others and the same hodls for the £ 
vectors. The decision-observation scheme is assumed to be of the type
(1.6). Similar model can be constructed for the other case.
Let us introduce the following notations.
P(k,...,r I £ ! , . . . ] )  conditional joint probability distribution
of Ck»..*,€r given
^k_j, k = 2,...,r, joint probability 
PU,...,r) distribution of the random variables
Now the kth stage decision vector obviously has to be chosen so
that it should be a function of the already realized values of
> the already fixed decision variables Xj,..., xk_j
and the conditional distribution P(k,.., r] £,..., £ ), if k>_2.I k 1
The first stage dicision vector is a function of the probability
distribution PU,...,r). We assume further that x^ G in the
kth decision where Dj,..., D are given, nonrandom sets.
If H,,..., H denote these functions then we can write 1 r
Xj = Hj(P(l,...,r); , Xj G Dj
(11.1) Xk = Hk (PCk’‘” ’r I 1^ ’• ‘ * ’^ k-l)X! ’' ‘ ' ,Xk ’^ l ’’ ‘- ’^ k-l)
X, G D, , k = L,... , r .k k
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maximize Y = I + C r r r
subject to the constraints
I - I , < e«> >(I)i „ t = 1 ,...,r,t t-1 =  t t t-1
c - c , < e(c) A<«I ,, t = 1 ,. ..,r,t t-1 =  t t t-1
I > U, C t = U,1 ,.. . ,rt = ’ t =  o ’
I + I. +. o 1 ,. . + Ir < I.
In the original paper 1101 equalities are instead of inequalities in 
the first two constraint groups.
Now we assume the ß ^ \  ß^^ to be random variables and construct 
the stochastic programming problem. The principle differs from those 
presented in the previous sections primarily in that by this problem we 
only want to determine the A ^ ^  , A ^ .
These are to be determined so that the random optimum value of the random 
Program (.lu.l) reach a maximal expected value.
The random variables ß ^ \  , t = l,...,r were supposed to be
independent and having probability distribution of the type.
P q
K(1 + 7) 0 - £)a D
where K,a,b,p,q are constants, not necessarily the same for all random 
variables.
For the solution of the stochastic programming problem the method of 
simulation is proposed. Computations were performed in connection with 
a five year plan for India.
A generalization and a multisector version of the above model is described
in 1181.
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The functions are determined by a principle which consists
in a problem of the following type.
minimize h (Hj,..., H^) 
subject to the constraints 
H. e  g , h  e  g1 I r r
where H is a functional operating on H and G^,..., Gf
are sets to which have to belong. They are partially
given by the fact that Hj.... have to operate on the abovemen-
tioned probability distributions and given past history.
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